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PREF ACE BY THE EDITOR. 

THERE is no ancient language into which the gram
marians have brought more confusion for its teachers 
and pupils than the Chaldaic. They have compiled 
rules and laws for the study of this vernacular regard
.less of its di:fferep.t dialects, and thus have increased 
the difficulties the student has to meet with whenever 
entering the field of dead languages. The attempt, 
therefore, to treat particularly each dialect of this 
tongue in its grammatical proprieties, in order to make 
the student perceptibly familiar with the different 
principles prevailing in its different phraseologies, must 

, be considered as one of the methods the most appro
priate for acquiring a thorough knowledge of the Chal

. daic language, and that the author succeeded in his 
endeavors is unquestionably shown in each paragraph 
of this work. 

The method applied in this grammar is as plain as _ 
intelligible, and entirely adapted to the use of the stu
dent who aims to acquire in as short a time as pos
sible a clear understanding of the Chaldaic sections in 
the Bible, which are of the greatest importance to 
biblicists, and especially to theologians. 

As to the talmudical grammar, it seems proper to be 
observed, that : 
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1) This grammar is the :first attempt that ever has 
been made to show the dialect of the Semitic tongue 
in the Talmud, hitherto considered as of a sty le as con
fused as anarchical, to be inferior to no language con· 
cerning the grammatical organizations of laws and 
principles, without which no language ever became the 
true expression of ideas. 

2) By the use of this grammar the student will 
acquire a knowledge of the subject he chooses to study 
on clearer, and a perception more definite than has 
generally been the case as long as a grammarless 
method has been observed. 

3) This grammar affords the teachers of the Talmud 
a new method of instruction, more fruitful and more 
efficient than any that has been observed ever since in 
any theological school. 

4) The difficulties of self-instruction in the Talmud, 
almost insuperable, as is generally known, will greatly 
be surmounted by the use of this grammar. . 

There are some of the c~~il:::l:> who boastingly claim 
to have acquired talrnudical attainments without the 
least knowledge of grammar; but such claims are to be 
credited no more than the pretension of a mariner to 
determine the direction 0£ his ship without the aid of 
a compass; for, what the compass is to the mariner, that 
is the grammar to the 1i'r.l, in the ocean of the Talmud. 

5) The importance of this grammar will be highly 
acknowledged by every scholar of Jewish theology, not 
only in regard to the study of the Talmud, but also to 
what concerns the reading of the vast literature accu
mulated around this gigantic work during so many 
centuries. There is within the whole range of our 
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theological literatme scarcely one writer who did not 
make use of the talmudical dialect, and there will Le 
found ever so many passages which, hitherto obscure 
to the reader for want of a theoretical knowledge of 
the language, may satisfactorily be elucidated by 
application of this grammar. 

But above all these considerations, this book owns 
yet another, more intrim,ic merit for the favor of all 
friends of Semitic literature and for their permanent 
patronage. This ·merit consists in the facility it fur
nishes to a ready knowledge of a language which not 
only was s1)oken by a people yet in existence, and in 
close intercourse with almost all living nations, but 
which, also embraces within its sacred folds thoughts 
and ideas being the very nucleus of our present moral 
and religious life. At a time when foe monuments of 
dead antiquity rise to tell us stories of lost ages ; at a 
time when the sounds that rung on the lips of nations 
forgotten thousands of years ago, and of. scarcely any 

. relation to the conditions of our present life, are resus
citated and remolded into their original forms-at such 
a time one can hardly be ahle to plead in excuse for 
dooming to silence a tongue that speaks even as yet as 
powerfully to the very soul of our life as in times of 
yore. Let us therefore release from oblivion our 
beloved Talmud, and adapt i! to a thorough study for 
our youth in removing every obscurity from its lan
guage through the light of a grammatical exposition 
of its laws and principles, as was intended to by the 
author of this book. And should the feeble e:ffm·ts in 
translating it into English prove a help to the Ameri
can student of Jewish learning, such as to enable him to 
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acquire a clear knowledge of the Talmud, then the 
Editor's fondest anticipation will fully be realized. 

Considering this grammar as the first attempt of the 
kind, the reader will hardly find it strange that the 
author's opinions,· though keenly developed and sup
ported by deep erudition, yet often lack that trait of 
p1ain truth which alone determines the reader's mind to 
surrender without objection. At such occasions I
facile est inventis addere-have laid before the reader 
my own views in marginal annotation, unsigned, how
ever, while the author's own remarks are signed by: A. 

I. S. GoLDAMlIER. 
CINCINNATI, February, 1876. 



INTRODUCTORY REMARKS. 

CHAPTER L 

§ 1. 
THE Biblical Chaldaic is that language in which the 

following chapters and verses of the Scriptures are 
written, viz. : In the book of Daniel, from the fourth 
Yerse of the second chapter to the end of the seventh 
chapter; in the book of Ezra, from the eighth verse of 
the fourt_h chapter to the eighteenth verse of the sixth 
chapter, and from the twelfth to the twenty-sixth verse 
of the seventh chapter; further, in Jeremiah, the elev· 
enth verse of chapter ten; and finally, two words m 
Genesis, chapter thirty, verse forty-seven. 

§ 2. 
The Biblical Chaldee is the oldest relic preserve<l. of 

the ancient Chaldaic or Aramaic tongue. There ex
ists besides this no book whatever handed down to us 
in the vernacular idiom of the earliest Chaldeans. As 
to the writings known to be the Syriac or Chaldaic 
literature, of which the "Peshito," a version of the 
Scriptures, is the oldest work, they belong mostly to 
the Christian era, and are written by Christian au
thors.* 

* C'est done aux Juifs que nous devons ce qu'il est possible de savoir snr 
l'ancien idiome arameen." Renan, hist. gen. des langues antiques, p. 214, 

· Which translated reads: "It is to the Jews that we are indebted for all that 
We may possibly.know about the ancient Aramaic idiom.'' 
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§ 3. 

The Biblical Chaldaic is written with the Hebrew 
characters furnished with the Hebrew vowels, and in 
accordanc~ with the rules of the Hebrew grammar. 
There occurs, however, occasionally a long vowel in 
connection with a short and unaccented syllable, as in: 
Z!t!;ii)?.,N!:1, Ezra iv. 12 ;% NI;l?"'j'?, id. v. 8 ; vi. 2; NI;l'?=?-:i\ 
Daniel ii. 49 ; Ezra v. 8; NI;!~~~?, Dan. ii. 20, 23; N'I;\?~, 
id. iv. 14; .,¥N~'9?~, id. i_. 7, etc.; .,~~~~, Ezra v, 14, lu. 

§ 4. 

The Chaldaic orthography differs from that of the 
Hebrew in regard to the Ml".I'] furtive. It is omitted at 
"i:;be l"i preceded by ,-,;, f. i. r:ltJ;~, instead of l;JlJ;~, as is 
the case in Hebrew, as in 1:!~?t:I, 

§ 5. 

In the Chaldaic the T'~? has the peculiarity of con
tracting to no shorter vowel, but to remain unaltered 
(v. § 19). It is, however, omitted at the end of words 
in cases where the N disappears, e.g., N~?~ king, ,.,??'Q, 
and corresponds generally to the t:bin in Hebrew, e.g., 
_.,,=,ii generation, ,~r~=,~i'lri: inquiring. 

* In later editions and lexicons this word has been changed into !itl;l'li~!it~, 
but this is a mere corruption, as the form Ul"!it:.l;, :-t~•:-t:i! (contr. u,•:a, 
:,tr!l.,:;i) is frequently occurring in the Chaldaism of the Tahnuds, both the 

Yerushalmi: Taanit.h iii. 4; Chagiga ii. 1, as well as Babli: Berachoth, p. 22a, 

where, according to Aruch, it must read :-rn, 11.l"l!t::J. The meaning of this 

word is : bad, evil, in the physical as well as in the moral sense of the word. 
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§ 6. 

The., at the end of a word has the quality of a gut
tural letter, so as to be preceded by open vowels. 

§ 7. 
The ., ( J od) preceding ~ and ~, as suffixes, is gen

erally mute; it solely denotes the plural (§ 14). 

§ 8. 

There is a relation between a part of the consonants 
of the two languages, the Hebrew and the Chaldaic. 
The lingual letters ,, ~, r, stand frequent} y in the Ohal
daic for the dentals, T, l, w, employed in corresponding 
Hebrew words. So also are used in the Chaldaic ~ 
for l, tJ for :1, and ., for ~ of corresponding Hebrew 
words.«· 

§ 9. 

The letters :i':.::ii MW 1M"'~ are employed_ in the Ohal
daic as servile letters for the same purpose as in the 

. Hebrew, with the exception of the 'IV, which is used 
only as a prefix to make the ;.,,:i.i;im.form (s. § 46). 

§ 10. 
In other Aramaic dialects the , is used, instead of 

ri, to make the reflective forms of the verbs ( v. § 42), 
the first radical of which is a T; e.g., j'.t;!1T~- This ,, 
however, is .found only in the lectio marginalis ( ma· 
sorah) to Daniel ii. 9, but not in the text. They also 
make use of the prefix 1 to express the relative: 
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1.vhich,, instead of the separate particle ~":I in the Bihl. 
Chal. for the same purpose (§ 37). The prefix of the 
word 1;."'.I, Daniel ii. 31, vii. 20, is considered by some to 
be such a particle, which, however, jg incorrect, as will 
be shown § 36. 

§11. 
The letters :i,:-, CM serve, like in the Hebrew, as pre

fixes. The :, denotes simply the interrogative, and 
never, as in the Hebrew, the demonstrative, or the ar
ticle, or the local. The ri signifies : of, from, out, as in 
the Hebrew, and occurs in '1~,;;i, Daniel vi. 5, and Jere
miah x. 11 ; N~)~'Q : from the earth ; the word j,;;I, how
ever, is generally used in the Bihl. Chal., as also in the 
Syriac. The '1 signifies, like in Hebrew, the conjunc
tion; but there is no '1 conversive in any Chaldaic 
dialect. The :, ; and :i are in the Chaldaic of the same 
service as in Hebrew. 

§ 12. 
The definite article is denoted in the Chaldaic by 

annexing the N, preceded by a ft:ip, to the root of the 
word; e.g., Nf~~ the king, N;~?~ the kings. A noun 
ending with such an additional N is said to be in the 
status ernphaticus (from fµ(J!afnw: to indicate), while 
without it, in the statns absolutus. Sometimes the N 

is substituted by a M, as in M~Nj : the head, Daniel 
ii. 38. 

§ 13. 
The laws for the punctuation of the Bihl. Chald. 

were but little known during many centuries; hence, 
the want of correctness and consistency in the different 
editions of this idiom (see§§ 14, 19, 29, 31). 
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4. Po 

Th« 

Abso 
Cons1 
Emp1 
Posst: 

It is to be understood that the above war 
are not contained in. the few remnants of the 
had originally been deficient thereof. The st 
in CiiJ".1?~, v. 5, their God ; Cl"l':i;~, in their hani 
name (see § 30). There :ue in the same c 
1. ci:,? is also in Jeremiah x. 11. There is fc 
to the particle ,~, upon (see § 122), whic 
The following wo1·ds are examples for the 
backs (parts of th~ back); :-:i,?t\ her feet; :-:,,'J 
o,,er her, ib. iv. 14; v. 21). Some of these 
with a r~P instead of a MrtEl. 

PARADIGM OF 

Singular. 
1:tJ,i, animal, 
r,y,i, animal of, 

~,,i::i the animal, 

Absolutus, 
Constructus, 
Emphaticus, 
Possessive, "l".1?,I'.! mine animal, -

';Jr,,,i:, thine animal, ~ 

missin1 

~ 
~ 
IT.1 

<:.) 

miRsinj 
I 

:-:iriw, J 
T r •• , 

missin1 tt?z:i,,I'.! our animal, 
1i:i:;ij,lj your animal: 
1irtr;'j,)j their animal 

00 S missin~ 



CHAPTER IL 

THE NOUN. 

§ H. 
The Chaldaic nouns and adjectives have- four forms: 1. Absolntus; 2. Constructus; 3. Emphaticus; 

4. Possessive. 
§ 15. 

The Chaldaic nouns.and adjectives:have two declensions: L the Masculine and.2. the Feminine gender. 

Singular. 
Absolutus, TI:? time, 
Constructus, 1-:t~ of time, 
Ernp ha ticus, iit;i-,.;i the time, 
Possessive, .,n~ my time, 

'!In~ thy time, 
r.in~ his time, 
tt;n~ our time, 
li~?'l~ your time, 
T'l'i?':,1~ their time. 

p ARADIGM OF THE Frns:r. DECLENSION., 

Plural .. 
rn~ timesr 
.,n~ of times, 

~!tP? the times, 

rt.i 
missing, .,n~ my times, 

00 ~"tJ~ thy times, <l) m1ssmg,. <l) 
~ ~ $ ~n~ her time, $ .,'l'.I;~-,~ his times, 
~ ::I rJl 

missing, rn. ~?;n~ our times, i:.5 s ~ 1i~.,;-::.i~ your times, m1ssmg, <l) s '+, 

r,:'.l?'J~ their time. 1in.,~~ their times. 

00 
<l) 

~ 

] 
i:S rn. 
a:l s 

missing, my times, l . 
missing, thy " I ! 
r.i.,n:1: her times, ~ 
missing, our " 
missing, your " 
1;:,~n~ their " 

rn. 



It is to be understood that the above wanting vvord-forms are to l,e considered as such, because they 
are not contained in. the few remnants of the Chaldaic preserved in the Bible, but not that this idiom 
had originally been deficient thereof, The suffix 1i:, is found in Ezra sometimes substituted by tlh as 
in en::)?~, v_ 5, their God ; Cl"l";i;f, in their hand, ib. 8 ; tii'\'IP.!!t':l=t, ih. J 0. in their head ; ctit:i~'l;l~, ib. ib. their 
name (see § 30). Thei-e are in the same chapter found even the words Cfi?, C~? with C instead of 
j. ciil? is a1so-in Jeremiah x. 11. There is found no noun with the suffix~~.,--:.:, it occurs only annexed 
to the particle ,~, upon (see § 12:2), which is. taken in plural form ~??:i?, Ezra iv. 12, 18; v. 17. 
The following words are examples for the suffix :-:i.,-: ; :-=i.,!E~', her wings; :-:i.,~TQ, her teeth; l'!r.,~~, her 
backs (parts of thB back) ; l":l'.,?n, her feet ; :-:t.,:i~~, her nails ; :-:i,,;i:rP,,, her previous (beasts), Dan. vii. ; :-:I.,?~, 
over her, ib. iv. 14; v. 21). Some of these words stand in different editions of the Bible incorrectly 
with a ~? instead of a nnti. 

Absolutus, 

Constructus, 

Emphaticus, 

Possessive~ 

§ 16. 

p ARADIGM OF TUE SECOND DECLENSION. 

Singular. Plural. 
~J"lj animal, 
ti1.,IJ animal of, 

~?IJ' the animal, 
"t:'l).,lj mine animal, 

~r;,,.,lj thine animal, 

:-:i:::i,,r:i his animal, 
N;t;i,.,l'.7 our animal, 

;i:,r;,1,r:! your animal: 
1il"l?;,'J.,lj their animal. 

~ 
ij:l 
::l 
00 

~ 
00 
~ s 

missing, 

mrnsmg, 
:-:ir;i,,r, her animal, 

m1ssmg, 

rmssmg, 
i:J?;,1.,r:! their animal. 

)~ 
[] 

,,.,11 animals,. 

ri,,r, animals of, 

Nt:i,.,!J the animals,, 
.,r:i,.,r, my animals, 

':flQ?lj thy animals, 
l'!rt::iJ.,lj his animals, 

N?~;.,11 our animals, 

;i:,r;,~,i, :rour animals, 

1int;).,I".! their animals. 

missing, 
K m1ssmg, :.,a 

ij:l $ , ::, · m1ssmg, ::, 
00 00 

•1 g m1ssmg, S 
~ • . .2 
8 rrnssmg, ...., 

'jlj?;,).,!J. 
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Strictly taken, there is in the Bibl. Chald. no in
stance of the suffix of the third person, plural femi. 
nine 1::'.I. The only words found with this termination: 
1'r.l.,.?~, Daniel vii. 8 ; 1l'.!)f, ih. 19 ; 10f'q, ib. ii. 33, 41; 42, 
are written with a , ; the correction by the lectio mar
ginalis to 10.,;.,~, etc., is, however, the form used by all 
other Chaldaic dialects. 

§ 17. 
Nouns, which in the Hebrew have two Segols ('~~) 

have in the Chaldaic Zit'i-U, and nnD, or Zit'im and .,,:i.-:, e.g.,· 
t\0,f H., t)Q~ Ch. ; C?.~ H., c'.?~ Ch. The Hebrew form 
~',D is changed in the Ch. into ,;~, e.g., o-iep, truth, 
H., tlitiP, Ch. ; t)P.°r-1 H., =IP?;', power. There are fournl 
in the Chal. also words of the Segol-form, but they are 
undoubtedly Hebraisms, e.g.,~?.~, king, Dan. ii. 10, etc.; 
C?.M., dream, ib. iv. 2; vii. 1; c~;, image, ib. iii. 51 7, 
10, etc. 

§ 18. 

-Nouns which in the Hebrew have two l""!.:!i' take in 
the Chal., _for the most part, Zit'i'IO and nnD, as -i~;i, 

H. flesh, -,~~ Ch. ; :i,:t! gold, H., :ir:t;r Ch. 

§ 19. 
Some Chaldaic nouns, having N'i'll:I and ~p in the 

Status Absolutus, preserve t~e same punctuation in the 
Constructus and Emphaticus, e.g., r:r,.~ God, Zit:'Q'l1t r:r7~, 
Zitl:'?~; :,~m, remainder, ,~; • .,~.,,Tj "i~~' remainder of the 
Babylonian sages, Zlt:,!1$~; "ii?;, dignity, .,.'.l"'.ll"'.I ,i?.,?1; and to 
the dignity of my majesty,. lit')?;. The punctuation of 
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the words "i'P.;, Dan. iv. 33 ; "i~t;', Ez;a vii. 18 ; :i.t:i~, id. 
vi. 18 ; ,~r:r, Dan. iii. 25, with rinti, is incorrect, as is also 
reversely the 'f''r.lP in :lo':'"7, id. ii. 32. 

§ 20. 

All masculine singular nouns have their Constructus 
and Absolutus alike. 

§ 21. 

The final Mtiti of the Ahsolutus is, in the Emphaticmi, 
changed to a lll:'11?l'; e.g., !:IQ~, silver; N~~' the silver; .,~~, 
flesh, Ill:;~~ ; so also is the final .,,::;i ; e.g. tl?.~, image, N,;i7:i;, 
the--as also the tbn ; e.g. \:!Pt;', power ; lll:~i??;I, the-; hut 
not so the 'f''r.lp ( see § 19 ). But as by this rule two N'1itl 

would meet together at the beginning of the word, the 
N'1itl of the first root-letter is changed either to the vowel 
dropped from the second root-letter; e.g., ~Qt, N~9~, 
or to its homogenous vowel as in ;:ipI\ N~i?~, or finally, 
independently of the dropped vowel of the second let
ter, to a P"?l"'.I, or l"lri'£l; e.g., ,~~, N?t;'"1-, C?.~, N~7::;. 

§ 22. 

To form the singular feminine Emphaticus, the ~ is 
dropped from the Absolute, its ending 'j"'r.lp changed to 
N'11tl, and the termination Nt:i annexed thereto; e.g., NY,l'.!, 
Nt:').,lj ; N"})~, ~l;i/;~; N';'1':i?, Ntt'1"7j?. 

§ 23. 

To form the plural masculine Absolute, the ending 
l!t-T of the singular Emphatic is changed to i.,-: ; e.g., 
Nn:i:,, ,.,~,,; ~f?~, ,.,~?~ (without w~i). To form the 
plural Constrnctus the j of the former is dropped, and 
the p,.,n changed to .,,2 ; e.g., ,=:~ ~.,-fl1. 
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§ 24. 
The plural masculine .Emphatic is formed from the 

singular Emphatic, by changing its ending f'l::lp into 
nn~ followed by \ which is furnished with 'rD!l"i and 
f'l::ll'; e.g., Nt]~, N~n:i,_,; Nf?~, N~~?~• 

§ 25. 
The plural feminine Absolute ends in 1-;, and its Con

structus in ri.., ; of this last the Emphatic is formed by 
ending in NZ:,-;; e.g., 1?i~, rir:i"t?, Nr:1t.,".!'-t- This f'l::li', so 
peculiar to the plural feminine, and unchangeable with 
the suffixes in the Chaldaic, agrees with the Hebrew 
tbin when in the same position, as in rii~':l"t?, .,~i~".I"?-

§ 26. 
The Possessive is forrned by annexing tbe suffixes, 

i.e., one or two of the letters ., ~ , ~ N :, to the respective 
Emphatics, the ending N-; of which is dropped; thu~ 
in each declension the suffixes are annexed, in the sin
gular nouns to the singular Emphatics, and in th_e 
plural nouns to the plural Emphatics. In the plural 
masculines, however, the nn~ preceding the "' in the 
plural Emphatic is preserved only in the two first 
forms, viz. : .,;:il.', ~.,;-,~. 

§ 27. 
The dual ends in 1:---::; e.g., 1:'1~, hands; 1:~r,, feet; 

i:~W, teeth. Excepted is ,.,~:'~, eyes. 

§ 28. 
By the same termination is formed the plural of 

nouns ending in N-:c, or li-::; e.g., M;!f', 1':'~!F, N'J~, 1:':l'll?, 
~~;'1, j:,~:;'l?, 

1* 
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§ 29. 

Patronymics ending in "., as .,,~~, a Chaldean, as also 
all other nouns of the same termi1,ation, as "'9'1i?, the 
first; .,~~, the exalted, form the singular Emphatic by the 
termination N;, which, however, is changed by the lectio 
marginalis to M~; e.g., N;':ri;'~, ~:'9112, N;;'.,~?, the fourth ; 
~:,~~, which is read by the Masorah MZ!$j~~, Ml!S'91i?, 
M~~"=1-? Mt!$)~. The plural Absolute of this class of 
nouns is made by adding j.,~ to the stem; e.g., ,.,~,ru;~, 
Chaldeans, and the plural Emphatic by ~.:; e.g., N:'91P-, 
the first (kings), Dan. vii. 24 ; N:~~r:,, the sheriffs, id. 
'.. 9 • .,, ... ., ,...,1.. E . " t * ., D . . -111 • .:..1, N .. , ':1, ,, "'--?!:?~, zra 1v. v, e c. ~--?'C?~, an. n. o, 
10, etc., is read .,~,'t~ by the lectio marginalis. 

§ 30. 

Some feminine nouns end in the Absolute in\ or"---: 
as ':1::l?'g, kingdom; "~)?, dung-hill. Nouns of this class 
take r, in the Constructus and through the whole declen
sion; e.g., t'1'=1::l?"g, ~t:i>:i::i?~, "t:)'=1::l?"g. So also Nt:1'=1'~, exile.** 
In plural the , or ., are furnished with f'l:lp, as ri,~?'l;i, 
Nr'l'1!11::>'l:l. 

'TT I; -

§ 31. 

Nouns having in plural a feminine termination take 
sometimes the syllable :, or';, though not existing- in 
the singular; e.g., "t:i::i~~, my fathers, ~~t:it:I~~, our fathers; 
t'1t:1'9'0?, names of . . . Ezra v. 4, where the M is incor
rectly furnished with nnti; cht;i:,'1,;,, ib. v. 10, alike 

* The first :i, of ~":>:::J:::J, the Babylonians has M!"IEl instead of j'~i', as in 

;;~, and as found always by the Syriacs. (8. S. Efrem T. I. last p., and T. 
II. p. 85, 161.) A. 

** The first y,;p of :itni':i:. is unchangeable (§ 5) ; it is therefore incorrect 

in copying i:-tni:il w~.,, to write G'lotho instead of Golotho. A. 
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wrongly with Mt'l:El; ~Z:-.,;~~, the lions; 1,:;,~f, thrones. 
These words, though masculine, they have the feminine 
plural. 

§ 32. 

And so reversely the nouns, l"\~~, Nt:i?~, thing, word; 
though feminine, they have the masculine plural,;.,~~-

§ 33. 

Irregular are ::::1~, father; and .,~, son; the first in be
ing declined with the suffixes .,::I~, my-; ~~::I~, thy-; 
.,:"'.l~:::l~; and the second in having the plural l.,~~ instead 
of,,".!~-

§ 34. 
Adjectives and nouns apt to both genders, 'l.S king, 

queen, have the masculine Emphatic and the feminine 
Absolute alike; e.g., ~,,p.:, Ezra iv. 10, noble, is the 
masc. Emphatic, while in Dan. ii. 2 it stands as the 
feminine Absolute, and therefore with ;, (l"l,.,p.~). The 
use of the M as a special indication of the feminine 
gender is not constant ; there is lDan. ii. 40 l"\~.,p.tJ, and 
ib. 42 N~.,p.tJ, strong, both fem, 



CHAPTER III. 

PRONOUNS, 

§ 35. 

The Chaldaic personal pronouns are ;,;~ or 1:t;~, I; 
Mr';'?~, thou ; lit:iM, he ; lit"'l".I, she ; N?I':~~ or n;r:,;~, we ; 
i:iP?~, ye or you, masc.; 1!l~!!_t, masc., ,,~!!.t, fem. they. 
We read in Ezra v. 11, ~-sr:i N;r,,~, we those, i.e., we 
are those who ... , though fary usually expresses the 
Accusative (see § 110). 

§ 36. 
Demonstrative pronouns are: 

SINGULAR. PLURAL. 

.Maso. Fem . Maso. and Fem. 

m,} 
;~ this 

j'.?.1 

M':'I} ~ this ,~., i"'~l!t} ~?-~ these 
M?,~ 

~1 is found six times in Ezra, v. and vii. ; ~-,, six times 
in Ezra, iv. and v.; j;i, masc., Dan. ii. 31; the same, 
fem. id. vii. 20, 21. The 'tf in ~:'.I and ~:i is originally 
the suffix of the possessive pronouns, second person; 
likewise, thy this. Such compositions of the suffixes 
with the pronouns are common with the Arabic lan
guage. The word i'.i/1 is a compound of ':fj, or ':f~ with 
jj, the stem of Mt:, Ezra v. 15. M?~ is read ;~ by the 
Masorah, Ezra v. 15. 
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§ 37 . 
.,., is the relative pronoun irrespective of gender and 

number. It is often employed to denote the relation 
of the Genitive; e.g., N;:-:)1 .,, :-1'!1.?N".), the head of gold; 
l:!try~~ .,1 r:i.,~-a;i, his name of God, i.e., God's name; a 
pleonasm very common with all Aramaic dialects. 

§ 38. 

n~ denotes the .Accusative, and agrees with the Heb. 
n!!S, It is found only on one place, in the word 
;~nr;i~, Dan. iii. 12. 

§ 39. 

The interrogative pronouns are j~, who ? Dan. iit 
15; Ezra v. 3, 4, 9; and M'9, whati Dan. ii. 22; iv. 82. 
They are found also in connection with .,,, following; 
e.g., .,, 1~, he who, Dan. iii. 6, 11; iv. 14, 22, 29; v. 21; 
.,1 M'9 (that), what, Dan. ii. 29. 

§ 40. 

The pronoun N~:l, all, forms, when preceding a noun 
1,:, or ,f, and with suffixes jiM?f, Dan. ii. 38 ; 1l'.:I?~, id. 
vii. 19, all of them. 



CHAPTER IV. 

VERBS, 

§ 41. 

The Chaldaic conjugations as to (rii-,T~) are the same 
as in Hebrew, except that in the Chaldaic the quiescents 
of ?it, and Mj have both one conjugation, as this class of 
verbs end in the Ch. in ri as well as in N ; e.g., Nt;i-r,;i, Dan. 
iv. 25, and nt;i,; id. vii 22. The ending in :i is origin
ally a Hebraism, and foreign to all other Aramaic 
dialects. 

§ 42. 

There are five verbal forms (c.,~~?~), three of the ac
tive and two of the reflective or passive voice. They 
are: 

1. ~~~ or "P., agreeing with the Heb. ,p. 
2. ,.,,~, agreeing with tht> Heb. ,:;-,~. 
3. ,.,~~:,, agreeing with the Heb. ,.,~!;)l"l. 
4. ,~~r;i:i, reflective, agreeing with the Heb. ':.!!?~-
5. ,~~t:il"'.I, reflective, agreeing with the Heb. '~J:t;0 

§ 43. 

As the Heh. passive voices ,~~ and,~~:, are wanting 
in the Chaldaic, they are substituted by the reflectives. 

§ 44. 

There are found in the Bibl. Chaldaic eleven verbs 
inflected according to the Heb. form ,r~ry, viz.: t"l;P,r;iry, 
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I was re-established, Dan. iv. 3S (see § 53); r,r:_i;:;i, 
he was deposed, Dan. v. 20 ; r,~il'J::i, she was de
stroyed, Ezra iv. 15; P~\1, he was taken up, Dan. vi. 
24; ,~~, he was brought, ib. v. 13; '=1'~~, they have 
been brought, id. v. 15; i~'=lli, he was annihilated, id. 
vii. 11; '=1.,1'.,:J, they were brought, ib. iii. 13; t'i':??::'.', she 
was brought, id. vi. 18; t'i~Q,'=lli, was added, id. iv. 33; 
ri"Q.,i?1:], was made stand, id. vii. 4, 5. This form being 
foreign to other Aramaic dialects, it must be con
_sidered as a Hebraism. 

§ 45. 

There is found another passive form in the -Biblical 
Chal., which is foreign to other Aramaic dialects, viz., 
1,.,~~- It is used, however, only in the third person~ 
perfect tense, as is shown by the following : ,.,t;P,, he 
has been killed, Dan. v. 30; ,.,.,9, he has been driven· 
out, id. iv. 30; v. 21; ,:i.,~rq, he has been sent; tl.,'ll?".', it 
has been written down, id. v. 24; :i..,0;, he has been 
given, id. vii. 4; r,~.,:"i;, she has been given, id. vii. 12; 
'=1::l.,:"".I;, they have been given, Ezra v. 14; riQ.,".'~, she 
has been divided, Dan. v. 28 ; '=l~.,.,'9, they have been 
plucked; t"l?.,t;i?, she has been taken up, id. vii. 4; '=IM;:,'.l?, 

they have been opened, id. vii. 10, and '=lri~::;i, they have 
been tied, ih. iii. 21; both last without.,_ The only in
stance of this passive in the second person is N~?P.1';'; 
thou hast been weighed, id. v. 27. It is, however, 
without \ following the Hebrew rule, according to 
which no quiescent letter (except the N), when fol
lowed by two consonants, is admissible after an accent
uated syllable. 
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§ 46. 

There is in the Bihl. Chal. an instance 0£ the ;~~~ 
.and ;~~%?~1' forms (see § 9), (so commonly made use of 
in the Aramaic dialects and in later Hebraisms), in the 
stem ;;::i, as t:!??~~,, set it up, finished it, Ezra v. 2; 
,,,~~W, ib. iv. 12; vi. 14; l"1??~1%1?, ib. v. 3, 9; ;~;?~~i;,;, ib. 
iv 13, 16.-The to!\'1, peculiar to the second radical in 
the ;~~-form, is substituted by a quiescent letter after 
the first radical in the words j.,~=t,~o~, being supported, 
Ezra vi. 3 ; ~;t:ii:ir.,l:!1\ to deliver us, Dan. iii. 1 7; and in 
N.,~.,IP., to finish, Ezra vi. 15. * 

§ 47. 
There is mentioned by some writers a form ;t~~~ 

as a passive voice of ,:;-,~::i, to be at the same time the 
substitute of ;~~~r;it:i. But the ;~~~~ applied by Ludo
vicus de Dieu in his '' Grammaticum linguarum orien• 
talium inter se collatarum, Lugd. Batav. 1628," quite 
remote from being the proper form (1;?~) of any per
fect conjugation, is nothing but the ;-i:'~r;'it'.I or 1:,~~r;i:-, of 
the quiescent or defective verbs (s. § 85, and my Prole
gomeni, p. 117). 

§ 48. 

The forms of the reflectives generaUy begin with M, 

* A similar incident occurs in the Syriac verbs "'~;!~ and "11!~!:2• meaning 

:,:;;~o in Ezra, and ~!':112 meaning :::11"~ in Dan. There is no ground to say 

(with Gousset and Ge~enius) that :!t":S'\!.1 be the ;.l'.~1?/ of the Hebrew :t\: 
and with (Rodiger), that :i~•11,1 be the :>~=;W of the Arabic :1;!) =:;;~!=the Heb. 

::1M. These stems of ~:S", and :IT" or :iiT are undoubtedly aliens to the Chal

daic, but according to the usual change of sounds {see p. 8), ~::S:" may be 

rendered in the Chai. into ~:iz: and :m into ::i1, and thus appropriately would 

read in the form ;;'.J?lq: :-t~:!:'"~, ::i~"!I:/, ::i,:"1.\1, or :I':!;~ A. 
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but sometimes also with ~ ; e.g, tlj!,\lt';~, cut out, Dan. 
ii. 45; !l~;r:,~, have consulted, id. vi. 8. Other Chal
daic dialects have in the two reflectives, as also in the 
,.,.'l?~:'J an ~, while the Bihl. Chald. has it constantly 
with;-,: 

§ 49. 

The tenses in the Chal are the same as in the He
brew. The three active forms have two participles, 
active and passive, viz., the participles of the ::ij? have 
the for:ms of ,:;,~ and ,,.'l?~, those of the '.'l?~, the forms of 
,.,.'l?~,:;i and ;~~'9, and those of the ,.,~~r:!, the forms 0£ 
,~~'i'.!'9 and ,~~'i'.!'9, 



CHAPTER V. 

CON.JUG.ATIONS OF PERFECT VERBAL STEMS, 

§ 50. 

Form ;~~ or 'i?• 
l'RETERITE. 

MascuUne. Feminine. 
n'?.~i', I have killed, wanting, 
~?Qi? or r;,., thou hast killed, wanting, 
'"Qi?, he has killed, n'?~?. or ri'?t?i?, she has killed, 
1:it;7r;,P,, we have killed, wanting, 
j~r-l?Qi?, ye or you have killed, wanting, 
!!,Qp, they have killed. ~''Qi? (Masorah ), l"'l?Qi?, they 

have ... 

PARTICIPLE, 

Active. .Active. 
smg. ..,. .. . :>'C:"'l} 

I . 
1
.,, .... :-i k1llmg. p Ul. -";'r. 

sing. l"'l?"C?i? } killin . 
plur. i?t?P. g 

Pas8ive. 
sing. '"'~i? } . 

I . 
1

.,1. ., ... ~ lnlled. p Ul, ? ":'r, 

1,~i?!!S, I shall kill, 
''li'i?t:', thou wilt kill, 
'~i?\ he will kill, 
'T:ii?~, we shall kill, 
,~,~i?i:t, you will kill, 
i~'~?.:, they will kill 

Pa8sive. 

sing. M?"'t;il? } killed. 
plur. 1?"'~i? 

FUTURE. 

wanting, 
wanting, 
'~i?f:'t, she will kill, 
wanting, 
wanting, 
i?t?i?:, they will kill. 
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IMPERATIVE. 

sing. ''C2i?} (thou) do kill, 
plur. "''2i? (ye) " 

sing. ,?~i?, do kill, 
plur. wanting. 

INFINITIVE. 

'~P,'Q, to kill. 

§ 51. 

Pe1ject tense: Many intransitive verbs have ,,:z 
instead of nriti ( as in the He brew 7~77, etc.) ; e.g., ::l.'Ji?, he 
came near, Dan. iii. 26; ?;\~~;, thou couldst, id. ii. 4 7; 
~~I?~\ thou becamest strong, Dan. iv. 19. Some of the 
same kind of verbs have p,,n, though without , ; e.g., 
~P.t;i'\ id. iv. 8, 17; ~::l.".li?, id. iii. 8; P~r, he cried; ::~\ id. 
vi. 21; ~P~i?, came up, Ezra iv. 12. The verb ::~11?, 
though transitive, has ,,:i:::, Dan. ii. 10; N:?~11?, Ezra v~ 9. 

§ 52. 

The third person feminine has p,,n with the first 
radical in ?'lj??~', Dan. vii. 8, 20; M~i?t':I, id. v. 20, and ,,~o 
in nj?~?,, went forth, Dan. ii. 13 ; znc, and nnti at the end 
are changed to two ,~o in ?'lj~~, instead of, n-:,'-?~ ( § 
54 ). This is also the case in the other forms; e.g., 
ri·:m,r;,:-:i, Mj?:J::'.I, he has broken, Dan. ii. 34, instead. of, 
ri-:,r~r;,n, ne~;:i. When the third letter is a guttural, the 
verb ends in two nnti, as in ri11:;,r;,~l".1 instead of Mlj=?~~l".I, 
id. v. and vi. 

§ 53. 
The second person masculine ends commonly in r~P; 

e.g., Z;i'-?1%J"\ thou hast signed, Dan. vi. 13; r;,r:i;, id. v. 22; 
~~~;, ii. 47; r;,,;iv;, id. iii. 10. So also in all other forms.; 
e.g., r;iry~i;,, ?;l;:!:J, t;i"?'gi'1r;,:,, id. v. 23. With quiescent N 
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in ~l;\?i?l';', id. v. 2 7. This 'f"r.li' is constant in verbs of 
the h,, conjugation; e.g., z:,i;'l~, id. ii. 31, 34; z:,i7!1':\, id. ii. 
43, 45; iv. 17, and is found also with a following quies· 
cent Min MIJ;!t:\, id. ii. 41. Like ~~~i? ending in ~~'IV, 

are r;i1:;~, id. iv. 32; ?;9i3~, id. ii. 23; Z';l~P.t;l~, id. iv. HI, 
and in the other for.ms; Z';ll1~I;''tl"'.I\ id. v. 27; %;1?~0, id. 
v. 22. 

§ 54. 
Verbs, the first radical of which is a guttural, take 

in the first person MMD instead of a °pi~ry, e.g., t"l'::r!;l~, 

t'I':?~- A similar change takes place in the third per
son feminine, as : M".)'9~, M1-?~- The change of ~,'IV and 
,,:i: to two ::>ilo, and with gutturals to two MMD (see 
§ 52), is found in ri)1~tt;'ry, I have found, Dan. ii. 25, in
stead of t"ll'.)~~i'J. The nn:D in ri;pr;,;:i, id. iv. 33, is 
undoubtedly a mistake made by the copyists ; it ought 
to be ri;i?t;i;;_I with ,,:i:, meaning: "I was restored." 

§ 55. 

The third person plural is alike in both genders; 
e.g., ~'!;1~\ Dan. vii. 20; ~,p~r;,~, ibid. 8, '' they were 
plucked up." Both are read by the Masorah M?F;-?\ 
M:i?~t;i~. The 'P is found provided (probably by mistake 
of the transcribers) with 7-op. 

§ 56. 
The ,,:i: in the active participle, singular masculine, 

when preceding a guttural or the semiguttural., (§ 6), 
is changed to Mt":El; e.g., M?~, "worshipping" D. vi. 17; 
"1'0~ "saying." . ,, 

§ 57. 
The passive participle ,.,~~ takes ., as a distinction 
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from the other ,~~ (§ 51 ), in which the i',.,n takes the 
place of .,,:t. 

§ 58. 

The characteristic sign of the future, third person, 
feminine plural, is not r:i, as in Hebrew, but .,_ 

§ 59. 
In verbs, the third radical of which is n, , or,, the 

'l""l~R C ), in the impet·ative as also in the future, is 
changed to MME>; e.g., ~'11?1:\ M?t;':, ..,~9\ -ri,~ ?\ .,,,~~\ 
Jerem. x. 11, lacks the j, and is irregular; a Hebraism. 

§ 60. 

It is only in the'? that the infinitive is prefixed with 
~ ; e.g., t,~9~?, Dan. iii. 2, "to assemble; " ..,~~?, id. v. 
16, "to interpret." In all other forms the infinitive ends 
in n preceded by two ~p. 

§ 61. 

The suffixes may be annexed to the infiniti'7e, in the 
same way as to the nouns; e.g., :-:r:;r;,p,.?~"1, id. vi. :!l, "and 
as his to approach;" i.e. when he was approaching. · 

§ 62. 
CONJUGATION OF PERFECT VERBAL STEMS. 

Masculine. 
ti?~j?, I have killed, 
l';i~r;?j?, thou hast killed, 
~t;lj?, he has killed, . 

PRETERITE. 

Ferninine .. 

}wanting. 
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Masculine. 
wanting, we have killed, 
wanting, ye have killed, 
':l,tQi?, they have killed. 

Feminine. 

}wanting. 

smg. 

plur. 

smg. 
plur. 

PARTICIPLE. 

Active. 
sing. ,~, killing, 
plur. ,,'?qii?,;i, killing. 

Passive. 

sing. 11t?qii?'-?, killing, 
plur. 1?q,P'!;), killing. 

sing. '!fli?'-?, killed, sing. ~?t?i?'-t, killed, 
plur. 1.,?~i?'!;l, killed. plur. 1??9i?'!;l, killed. 

FUTURE. 

't,)i?~, I shall kill, 
'~i?r;i, thou wilt kill, 
'!;ii?;, he will kill, 
'~i??, we shall kill, 

,~,~i?l;I, ye will kill, 
1~'~i2;, they will kill, 

wanting, 
wanting, 
wanting, 
wanting, 
wanting, 
1?qii?;, they will kill. 

IMPERATIVE • 

1,t,)j?, do kill, 
':l't,)i?, do kill. 

.,?t,)i?, 
wanting. 

INFINITIVE. 

t'l?'r;)i?, to kill. 

§ 63. 
This form is commonly called, but incorrectly, ,~~; cor

rectly it must be called ,~~; for the Bibl. Chald. reads 
in the third person, peifect tense '!f":I;, ~,t,)~, ,~~, '~'P-, 
::li'li!?, 1~,i:;,; in the active participle, ;~~'!;), ::irJP.,;i; in the 
imperative, ':l::il:~j?; in the future, ;~~;, :ir,i;1~, while with 
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,,2 there are f~und only two instances ,~j:?, Dan. vi. 1 ; 
:rm~~, Ezra vii. 17. 

§ 64. 
In this form as also in the following ,~~::i, the parti

. ciple active is distinguished from the participle passive 
by the terminal vowel, viz., the former ends in p,.,i, and 
the latter in Mt"\~. This distinction, howeve!, takes 
place only in singular masculine, otherwise they are 
alike, as even in singular masculine, in verbs ending in 
one of the gutturals, ,, ,, n; e.g., M~ll2'-?, i1::t'9, which. 
may signify both "praising" as well as "praised," 
and is to be ascertained only by the context. 

§ 65. 

CONJUGATION OF THE PERFECT VERBAL STEMS, 

PRETERITE. 

Masoitline. Feminine. 
ti?.t?~:J, I haye caused to kill, wanting, 
1';1?T,??l'j, thou hast caused to kill, wanting, 

,~p::i, he has caused to kill, ?'l~"t?Y:0, she has caused 
to kill, 

1:t;~T,?P,0, we have caused to kill, wanting, 
i~r"l?i,?P,0, ye have caused to kill, wanting, 

~'~?::t, they have caused to kill, wanting. 

PARTICIPLE: 

Active. 
sing. ,t;p::t'9; causing to ki11, 
plur. ,.,~t?P,0'-;l, causing to kill. 

sing. !:t?t;l~l'.Y'-?, 
plur. i?~i?-0'-;l, 
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Passive. 
sing. :i~j?:■}'9, one caused to kill, 
plur. 1""?'9F,l:l'-;l, many caused to kill. 

FUTURE, 

sing. N?t?i?l".l'-;1, 
plur. 1?'9i?~'I.?-

1:it;i?,~, I shall cause to kill, wanting, 
,:;ii?~, thou wilt cause to kill, wanting, 
't;li?:', he will cause to kill, ''t?i?~, she will cause to 

't?i?~, we shall cause to kill, 
1"'~i?~, ye will cause to kill, 
. 1"'T?i?;, they will cause to kill, 

kill, 
wanting, 
wanting, 
1?'t;ii?'.:', they will cause to 

kill 

IMPERATIVE. 

sing. ,t;ii?l"..I, do cause to kill, ""?t?i?i".'.I, 
plur. "'t;li?'i".!, do cause to kill, wanting. 

INFINITIVE. 

M?t?l?::!, to cause to kill 

§ 66. 
This form is also found more commonly with p,~n 

(without "") than with .,,:iz. The following words are 
found with the former, in the preterite: 'i1%l~?i".'.1, 'iT".11:-:'.I, irn:;., 
'i1%l~~l:I, l1i'~?l:I, iip~i".'.\, l1)'':J:-:!, l~""IJ ; in the active participle, 
'~'C?"Q, ,~"Q; in the future, '~'l!i'0;, Pi?;:!?;', i'"'.i?;t. With the 
latter the fo11owing words are found in the preterite: 
'~?1".1, p;,?~, ~tjiM ; in the participle, i''=li".'.1'-;l, Cj;?~ ; in the 
future, ::>?.t?I:I, l"l'lj~, ,;irir;i, 'C.,j;?:,~, ;'i9.~, all instances of 
defective stems. In verbs of perfect roots there is 
with .,.,::,z only one instance, the imperative, 'C?.~:j. 'i:t1i,,:,, 
Dan. vii. 22, instead of '!\:9ry0, or 'i:91':ili, is a Hebraism. 
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§ 67. 
The M as the characteristic sign of this form, is in 

the participle and future often found applied.a.swell as_ 
omitted, as : il~;r;rq, :.~tf'.1~"9, ',~~, ',~~-:i;, ?10'-? and Mj?1'q. 

The like occurs as a poetical Hebraism, as ~~ii:.7, ~.,ll?in;, 
and also in prose, rljiM;, Nehem. xi. 17. 

§ 68. 
CONJUGATION OF TUE PERFECT VERBAL STEMS. 

Masculine. JJ'eminine. 
t'l;?'9j;?l')l".I, I have been killed, wanting, 
?;l?"o.i?t;li'.l, thou hast been killed, wanting, 

:i~P,t;i:::r, he has been killed, ri?t;iP,.t;il".1, she has been 
killed, 

~??';,ii?l')l".I, we have been killed, wanting, 
1~r.l?'t,;1j?l')il, ye haYe been killed, wanting, 

~:i't,;lpt;::i, they have been killed, wanting. 

smg. 
plur. 

PARTICIPLE. 

''r:?i?l')~, one being killed, 
j"l?'9j?l')~, many being killed, 

~?t?t?t;i~, 
1?"tP-t;l'C. 

" 
" " 

FUTURE. 

'~~r;i~, I shall be killed, wanting, 
''t,;1Pt;11':', thou wilt be killed, wanting, 

E . ':l't,;lpt;,\ he will be killed, '~i?t;it:i, she will be killed, 
, ''t,;ii?t;i~, we sha11 be killed, wanting, 
1, l~''9P-t;ir.:., ye will be killed, wanting, 

'l~~t?t;l\ they will be killed, 1~'9i?t;l~, they will be killed. 
2 
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IMPERA.TIVE. 

sing. '~i?t;i:"'.I, be killed, .,~i?t;i:"'.I, 
plur. ':\'.,QP,t;i:"".I, be killed, wanting. 

INFINITIVE. 

l"l?T;li?l:;1".1, to be killed. 

§ 69. 
There is only one instance found of the first person 

singular preterite, and it ends in a guttural, viz. n~r;n1t:-:i; 
its plural occurs, and has p-..,n without .,, ~:i:::r:i"7inn. 

§ 70. 
The Mnti at the first radical in n'?,9j?t;il".' and ri'?.-c;:i?t:11".I is 

a slight vowel, i.e., it takes the place of a Ni'!l:r. The 
same is the case with the Mntl in the participle N?'9i?t:''l;l, 
and in the future i~'t?i?t;i?:1. Thete are but two instances 

. of this Mrii,: ~,=1,:rr;,'l.?, j'i1~~r;,?:I. Concerning r,j!,\lt;i:"'.I and 
r"IT'J~~t;fr'.I, see 5 2. 

§ 71. 
The future is found with .,,:i:::, .,~~t;i: (and in verbs 

ending in a guttural with Mnti, MQ1t;i:), as also with )'"1.,M 
without .,, P~t;'ll??:1- The n of this form, like in the Heb., 
takes its position. after the first radical, when a '!l:r; 

e.g., M~?;ll.?:"".1-
§ 72. 

CONJUGATION OF THE PERFECT VERBAL STEM. 

Form ,:r1;1r;,r:i. 
PRETERITE. 

Masculine. .Feminine. 
r,?,fuj?t;l:".1, I have killed myself, wanting, 

?;l?~i?r;ir:i, thou hast killed thyself, wanting, 
'~j?t;1i'.', he has killed himself, ri'?.~i?~l"'.I, she lias killed 

herself, 
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Nt?~i?t';l".I, we have killed ourselves, wanting, 
,,r-'i?~Er:'l".I, ye have killed yourselves, wanting, 

':\::it;?j?t;il"'.I, they have killed them. 
selves, wanting. 

PARTICIPLE. 

sing. '!Qi?t?~, killing oneself, 
plur. 1.,?t9i??;i~, killing themselves, 

FUTURE. 

N?~i?t;I~, 
i?~P.r;i~. 

::ir;i~r;i~, I shall kill myself, wanting, 
't;?i?t;it:I, thou shalt kill thyself, wanting, 
,r;ipr;i~, he will kill himself, ',tgj?t;,?:I, 

::irgpr;i~, we shall kill ourselves, wanting, 
,~,~EZ?r.J, ye will kill yourselves, wanting, 
,~,~i?f:~, they will kill themselves, i?~?.t;i\ 

IMPERATIVE, 

;~i?f::"\ do kill thyself, 
~,r;ij?r;,l"'.I, do ye kill yourselves, 

INFINITIVE. 

.,?~i?t;il".I, 
wanting. 

M?~i?t';ll".I, to kill oneself. 

" 
" 

" 
" 

Here also, like in the previous form, the characteris
tical r, follows the first radical in case this is a 'ltl ; 

. e.g., "ljZ:,T!i'~-



CHAPTER VI. 

QUIESCENT VERBS-VERBS WITH TIIE FIRST RADICAL 

QUIESCENT. 

§ 73. 

Verbs beginning with the N radical are conjugated 
like perfect stems whenever, h1 the inflection, the verb 
begins with the first radical; e.g., pret. '!~, ,~~, .,~~, 
:ir;,~; imp. sing. .,~~; imp. plur. i,,;~ ; imp. fem. '\?=?~, 
The imp. of '!~ occurs: 'T~, Ezra v. 15. 

§ 74. 
But whenever, in the inflection, the verbs of this con

jugation begin with a preformative, the !it, in the ''P 
becomes quiescent, preceded by ,,::: ; e.g., i"QN ~, ,~~-~, 

.,~~~?, ,.,~~ \ and in the ,~~\"'.! it is changed either to , 
or , ; e.g., ,t':;l"'.', ,,r:,;,0, M;t:i;:":I?, i~iMI;I, :i:r;iM?, ,~,:,, j'Q"ti'-;l. 

§ 75. 
Verbs beginning with the radical "' are likewise regu• 

larly conjugated whenever, in the inflection, the., occurs, 
in ,P at the beginning of the verb; e.g., ,,;,, r;t~"J;, t"l~1:, 
~'\.,;, :i,:;:,, r,~,r:t;,, i:i,:y7, and in ,r~r;,1"'.I and ,~;;ir;,0 at the 
beginning of the syllable; e.g., :l:"J;r;t'l-?, 1~:ir:i~r;,:,, ~O~;.r;i~. 
It, however, is omitted in the imper. ''P; e.g., ,,, :l\1. 

§ 76. 

But, wherever, in the inflection, the ., is the initial 
neither of the word nor of the syllable, it commonly 
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is changed in the;~~~ into,; e.g., ,.,,:i, ::it:,,:i, while in the 
,p future such verbs are mostly conjugated like verbs 
having for their first radical :i, which Nun, sometimes, 
takes place actually, and sometimes is assimilated by 
-0:1, forte ; e.g., T-1?~, '':!?l:l, 1~'1?:, ;~:-, 'tr:I (§ 85). 



CHAPTER VIL 

VERBS WITH TIIE SECOND :RADIO.AL QUIESCENT. 

§ 77. 

Paradigm of the conjugation of verbal stems, with 
the second radical quiescent, as: 'C':\)', to rise. 

Masc. 
t"i~l?, I rose. 
Z;l'%?i?., thou rosest, 

C.)?, he rose, 
wanting, 
wanting, 
~'Oi?, th~y rose. 

Active. 
sing. 'C~i?, rising; 

Form ,p. 
PRETERITE, 

P .ARTICIPLE. 

Fem. 
wanting, 
wanting, 
t"i~j?., she rose, 
wanting, 
wanting, 
wanting. 

Passive. 

plur. l°''ON)' (Masorah ,.,~;l'?), 
'C.,j?, risen, wanting, 
wanting, wanting. 

'C':\i'~, I shall rise, 
C':\i'I';', thou wilt rise, 
'C':\i';, he will rise, 
'C':\i'?, we shall rise, 

1':\'0':\)'t;i, ye will rise, 
1':\'Q':\)'~, they will rise. 

FUTURE, 

wanting, 
wanting, 
C':\i'I';', she will rise, 
wanting, 
wanting, 
1~':\P~, they will rise. 
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sing. c,p, rise, 
plur. ,ri,p, rise. 

IMPERATIVE. 

INFINITIVE. 

tl)?'q, to rise. 

§ 78. 

.,~1', rise, 
wanting. 

There occurs of the preterite : tlj?, Dan. iii. 24 ; c:c;,, 
Ezra v. 13; ?;1'!:?W, Dan. iii. 10; M"4)\;', Ezra vi. 12; r,~9, 
Dan. iv. 30; \'i'r.it id. iii. 12. The instance of t;,'9~, pre
serving the fr.IP with the m, may warrant the extension 
of the stability of the Aramaic rrip even to the verbs, 
so as to provide j\'ir-1'9P, rather with rrip than MMEl, as also 
to inflect in the ,~~r;i:-:i rather M"4Ji?I;'l"'.I, ri~j??;\l"'.I than M~P,til"'.I 
aud M~i?l':ll'1- 1,ri~t;1:,, Dan. ii. 5, is another instance 
showing the force of the yrip. So also are punctuatell 
by the Syrian writers: I;\l:?i?, 1,r-il:?i?, ,.,I:)'qj? with a Zekofto, 
which answers to the 7rip. 

§ 79. 
Of the act. particip. there occurs in the sing. C~)?, 

Dan. ii. 3 I, and plur. i.,'C~i', id. iii. 3, 1"''"1!!ti id. id. 31, 
,.,,~T id. v. 19, read by the Masorah: ,.,~;i?, i,·:,;-,, 1.,:l?;T, 
with a Kamez :in,. The Syrian writes C~P,, and reads 
C'.:)? ; it is, however, written ,.,~;)?, 1'9;P. with Y od. 

§ 80. 
Of the pass. particip. there occurs o~~ c.,~, Dan. iii. 

29, "commandment is given." Of ,.,~Ep there is as a 
preterite c.,-a;i, Ezra v. 17, "has been established," and 
the irregular r,~~, Dan. vi. 18; "has been put." 
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§ 81. 

Of ':l~~ there is found only the infinitive: il~~i??, Dan. 
vi. 8. A similar Yod occurs usually in the other Aram. 
dialects, and in the Rabb. Heb. as also in the Bib. Heb.: 
e.g., il'9~j?~,, Ps. cxix. 106; c~.,11, Jerem. xvi. 16. 

§ 82. 
Of the quadriliteral form there is found only one 

instance in the word ?;l'!?~~;r;,t:i, Dan. v. 23, of ~,, and in 
the only word c~ir:rrq~, id. vi 16 of ,, ; both are prob
ably Hebraisms. 

§ 83. 
CONJUGATION OF 'rHE "ll', 

Ma8culine. 

Form;~~~

PRETERITE. 

ti~.,El:1, I have caused to rise, 
~l:?~P.l".!, thou hast caused to rise, 

c~i?:".!, he has caused to rise, 
wanting, 
wanting, 
~!l.,P.::), they have caused to rise. 

PARTICIPLE. 

Active. 

l j wanting. 

c.,p,:,-i;i, one causing to rise. 

FUTURE. 

c.,p~, I shall cause to rise, wanting, 
c~j?l;I, thou wilt cause to rise, wanting, 

Feminine. 

c~P.;, he will cause to rise, C.,)?r;', she will cause to rise, 
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t:"'m, we shall cause to rise, .wanting, 
r,-o.,pr;i, ye will cause to rise, wanting, 
1~'r.l"'P.;, they will cause to rise. 1~"'P.;, they will cause to 

rise. 

INFINITIVE, 

M~J?l'.'.!, to cause to rise. 

§ 84. 
Examples, preterite: t:l"')?.::J, Dan. iii. 2, 5, 7; vi. 2; 

:i"'r:il".I, id. ii. 14; r;,1:tP.0, id. iii. 12, 18; l'i~"'P.l".1, id. iii. 14; 
~'r.l"'P.~, Ezra vi. 18. Pa1·tic. active: t:l"'P::'-"9, Dan. ii. 21; 
11?"'~'9, id. vii. 2 ; c,-:,~, id. v. 19, with f"Oi' transposed 
from the n to the 'r.l is an exception. Infinitive : :i-,!~?, 
id. v. 20. Future: C"'j.?l;', id. vi. 9 ; c"'?,;,, id. vi. 14, and 
with the n: C"'i?.l:';, id. vi. 16. 

§ 85. 
CON,TUGATION OF i51. 

Form ':iYSl'iil • .. ; : . 
Masculine. Feminine. 

PRETERITE, wanting. 

PARTICIPLE. 

Cj??;t~, the rest wanting. 

FUTURE. 

Third person sing. t:1j:?r;i\ 
Third person plur. ji'r.lj'.?'l;I:, the rest wanting. 

§ 86. 
Examples of the particip.: c~~~, Ezra v. 8. ;future: 

'C~?;I\ id. iv. 21,; 1i•r.i~r;,:, Dan. ii. 5, and with i'"'':\M instead 
3 
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of 'l"~i' : i.,,?;1".', id. vi. 9. Lud. de Dieu and his follow
ers consider these verbs as belonging to a form of its 
own, called ,,r~r;,~ (see § 47). But as there is no 
instance whatever of such a verbal form as ,,iz~~~ i~ the 
pe1fect stems, neither in the Bib. Chal. nor in the purer 
ancient Aramaic ; moreover, as there occurs no otlier 
form of the ,~~t;ir:i with verbs of the second radical quies
cent, neither in the Chaldaic nor in the Syriac: the 
above verbs, therefore, seem to me to represent a spe
cial conjugation, peculiar only to imperfect roots, 
which, as if in order to make. them perfect, are pro
vided with a r, preceding the two stem-letters, and read 
'CP,I;''r.i, or ( as spelled by the Syriac) cv,nri~, instead of 
'Cj?~~- It is by this tendency of perfectioning the radi
cals, that the Nun or Dagesh may be explained in the 
words !1'1?~, '1?r-J, ::i.r:1~, :ij?7-g (§ 76), and in the Hebrew 
the w~, of ct:i~, C~;, etc. 



CHAPTER VIII. 

VERBS WITH THE THIRD RADICAL QUIESCENT, 

§ 87. 
The third radical quiescent letter is indiscriminately 

~ as well as M. Other Chald. dialects have exclusively 
~; the Bibl. Chal., however, on account of its Hebr. 
character, uses commonly the M. 

§ 88. 
Form ,j,.-Paradigm :i;~. 

Masculine. 
ri~.~~, I have built, 
Z:,;~~. thou hast built, 
n;~, he has built, 

~9~:i~, we have built, 
wanting, 

i:~, they have built. 

PRETERITE. 

ARTICIPLE. 

Feminine. 
wanting, 
wanting, 
r-i;:.i,, she has built, 
wanting, 
wanting, 
wanting. 

Passive. Active. Passive. 
sing. n~f, building, :-t~f, built, 
plur. 1:;f, building, 1:;-"t, built, 

FUTURE. 
:,_;~~' I shall build, 
n;=1,r:1, thou wilt build, 
M:i:t'.,, he will build, 
l"l:i~;, we shall buUd, 

j~:=tr:i, ye will build, 
ii:~:, they will build. 

N;?f, building, wanting, 
i;?~, wanting. 

wanting, 
wanting, 
:i;=t,r:,, she will build, 
wanting, 
wanting, 
wanting. 
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IMPERATIVE. 

smg. .,~~, do build, 
plur. ij~' do build, 

INFINITIVE. 

N;::i,,;, to build. 

§ 89. 

wanting, 
wanting. 

Examples of the preterite: N~f, Dan. ii. 16, 49; :ii:,~, 
Ezra v. 3; N,i".!, id. v. 11; Dan. vi. 11 ; vii. 13; :i,::i, 
Dan. iv. 26; v. 19; vi. 4, 15; t:';!:":!, id. iv. 17; t;i;'.l::i, id. 
ii. 31 ( and the irregular r,.,~i, id. iv. 19 instead of 
t;i;:r:,) ; ri.,ri,, id. ii. 26 ; ri.,:i::i, id. iv. 1; rir;n;i, id. ii. 34; ri,:,, 
id. ii. 35; ti?:P,, id. v. 10; ti";t~, id. iv. 28 ; riN?'l;l, id. ii. 35; 
li-1~, M9'1, id. iv. 19; ii::i, id. v. 19; i:~; id. ii. l ; i:'11?, id. 
iii. 27; N?.,~~, id. iii. 24. 

Active pa1·ticip. : :,~~, id. ii. 5; 'iUJTI;', id. v. 1; Tl-'?.;i, id. 
vi. 12; rirr:r, id. ii. 31; N'Ji?, id. iii. 4; N~~, id. v. HI; N?.~, 
id. ii. 22; M?.?, id. 28 ; ,.,;~, id. iii. 24; i:!!'J, id. iii. 27; 
i:~~, id. v. 9; j';:F~, vi. 5; i:!'JW, v. 23; l:~~, Ezra iv. 12; 
M;?~, Dan. vii. 19; M;~";t, id. vii. 5; i;?~, id. vii. 3. Pass. 
J)artidple: M~~, Ezra v. 11; N'Ji;', Dan. ii. 22; il'.!t! (.,iN:,), 
id. iii. 19 ; M!~, id. iii. 22, with .,,i instead of t]tlM, after 
the Syriac; j:'Jt;', id. iii. 25. Fittu1·e: ~:;?,?~> Dan. vii. 
16; N'Jp~, id. v. 17 ; N~ir?:, id. iii. 31 ; Ezra iv. 22 ; N~'1: 
Dan. iv. 8 ; N,r1:,, vi. 8; M';!~;, id. vii. 14; N;!.l;'t:), id. vi. 9; 
N_;if?;I, id. vi. 18; ji~=?\ Ezra vi. 7; jir-'li;'\ Dan. v. 2; jiiv,\ 
id. v. 15. Imperative: .,:11, Dan. ii. 4; iri~, id. iii. 26; 
ii:,, Ezra iv. 22. Infinitive: N'J]?,:;l, Dan. v. 8; N.';7~~, id. 
ii. 8; N!l'.'.l,'9, Ezra iv. 14; N~~'l:l, Dan. iii. 20; N~=t'l:l, Ezra v. 
2 ; N?.~'-?, Dan. ii. 4 7; N~::i,'?, Ezra v. 2, without 'l:l is ir
regular. 
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§ 90. 

The inflectional termination in p,,w of other stems is 
changed with the verbs of this stem into c:in at the sec
ond radical, viz., instead of ~N~~ (~'~i?), iol.;). So also in 
the irnper. and futu1·e. 

§ 91. 

The termination of the pa1·ticiple, plur., masc., active 
and passive is 1:--;:-

§ 92. 
The preterite of ,.,~'? ( v. § 44) forms .,~~, '1"~~ ; as "?~, 

Dan. ii. 30; .,?~, id. ii.19; .,':~, Ezra iv. 18, 23*; .,.,~-:,, 
Dan. iii. 21. 

§ 93. 
Form ,~~.-Paradigm,.,~~, to pray. 

PRETERITE. 

Masculine. 
r,,~~, I have prayed, 
?J.,~~, thou hast prayed, 

"'~:J:, he has prayed, 
wanting, 
·wanting, 
.,.,~:-;, they lrnve prayed. 

PARTICIPLE, 

Feminine. 

wanting. 

Active. Passive. Active. Passive. 
sing. N)~'9, praying, wanting, wanting, N;~~"il, prayed. 
plur. 1:~~7.?, praying, wanting, wanting, wanting. 

* It is therefore erronous to read the annotations of the lectw marginalis : 
"'~i-; being the preterite, it must be read .,'.:Ii? as the pass. participle, mean-

ing " which is read." A. 
But why not ,"li-? a1, the imperative? corresponding to "lege ! legaturl 

read!" -
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FUTURE. 

N?.~~, I shall pray, 
wanting, 
wanting, 
lit~~?, we shall pray, 
wanting, 
Ji~~;, they shall pray. 

IMPERATIVE. 
.,,:i: . r., 
wanting, 

§ 94. 

tantini-
J 

wanting, 
wanting 

Examples of the preterite: .,~~, Dan. ii. 24, 49 ; .,~::,, 
id. ii. 48; z:i.,~~, id. iii. 12; ,.,-:,~, Ezra v. 2; ,.,~~, Dan. 
iii. 28. 0£ the active participle: N?.~"?, id. vi. 11 ; litj~"?, 

id. v. 12; l':~~'il, Ezra 17, 10. 0£ the pass. participle: 
lit;?W"?, Dan. vii. 7. 0£ the f1dure: l!t~Tj~, Dan. ii. 24; 
N)!J?, id. ii. 4; ,;~~\ id. iv. 13; ji,;;, id. iv. 33. 0£ the 
. ., ...... E .. 2-imp.: t"J, zra vn. D. 

§ 95. 

Form of ,~~::i.-Paradigm .,?~~-

Masculine. 
wanting, 
wanting, 

PRETERITE. 

.,?tl1, he caused to exile, 
wanting, 
wanting, 
,.,?;'ll':I, they caused to exile. 

Feminine. 

wanting. 
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PARTICIPLE. 

Active. 
N?.t:-:!'-i, one causing to exile, 
wanting, 

l!'UTURE, 

wanting, 
wanting, 
M?.~:-:.i:,, he will cause to exile, 
M?.t:-:_I?, we shall cause to exile, 
ji,fiJl';I, ye will cause to exile, 
;i,1:-:!;, they will cause to exile. 

IMPERATIVE. 

smg. wanting, 
plur. i,t::i, do cause to exile, 

INFINITIVE. 

M;?1:-:!, to cam~e to exile. 

§ 96. 

wanting, 
wanting. 

wanting. 

wanting, 
wanting. 

Examples of the pretm·ite: .,?~:-:!, Ezra iv. 10; .,t:'l;r:'.1, 
Dan. v. 13; 'i.,':J!l?ry, id. v. 20; vii. 12; 'i,l"J;:-:!, id. v. 3. Of 
the actfoe pa1·ticiple: ~.~,,;,:-:.i"t.;I, M1~:-:_I'-?, id. ii. 21 ; t!tjiM'9, id. 
ii. 23; ~1fo, id. vi. 11. Of the future: M11'j,:-:_\;, id. v. 12; 
~;'ll,,l:"'.I;, Ezra vi. 11; M'.11!.:-:!?, Dan. ii. 7; ji',lj,Dr::, id. ii. 6; 
j~":i~iJ;, id. vii. 26. Of the imperative: .,~ir1,0, id. ii. 6. 
Of the infinitive : M;Jl'j,:-:_I?, id. ii. 10 ; M~?~:"'.I?, id. vi. 9 ; 
:i;\1;0?, id. v. 2. ;,,~iJ; has incorrectly pi'iu:r in some 
modern, but c,,;, in the older and more correct edi
tions; so in that of Mantna (.,ta tim'r.l); in the Rabbin
ical Bible, Venice, 1517; in the Bibles of Sancino, 1488, 

, and of Brescia, 1494. 
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§ 97. 
Form of the ,~~r,~.-Paradigm .,~~r;,:-,. 

PRETERITE, 

Masculine. 

wanting, 
wanting, 
";.;r;,:-:i, he was built, 
wanting, 
wanting, 
wanting. 

Feminine. 

lwanting. 
j 

PARTICIPLE. 

N.;~r;,~, one being built, 
wanting, 

wanting, 
wanting, 
N?~t:1\ he will be built, 
wanting, 
1i~ft:1?:l, ye will be built, 
wanting. 

FUTURE, 

wanting, 
wanting, 

wanting, 
wanting. 

N;ft;,?:l, she will be built, 
wanting, 
wanting, 
wanting. 

§ 98. 

Examples of the prete1·ite: "?~r;,:"'.', Dan. iii. 19. Of the 
pa1·ticiple: N~~r;,,;;i, Ezra v. 8. Of the future: l!('l;;i";lt;l',, 
Dan. iii. 6 ;· N~ft:1\ Ezra v. 15; ~fr;,1:1, id. iv. 13; "'Ji?t:1:, 
Dan. v. 12 ; ,~"t.J~r;i?:I, id. iii. 15, the last incorrectly with 
yiim instead of c,,n. 
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§ 99. 
Form of ,~~r;ir,.-Paradigm .,~~r:,:,. 

wanting, 
wanting, 

Masculirw. 

.,~~l")r:t, he prophesied, 
wanting, 
wanting, 
wanting. 

PRETERITE. 

PARTICIPLE. 

sing. wanting, 
plur. 1:~;t7,:;, prophesying. 

wanting, 
wanting, 

FUTURE, 

wanting, 
wanting, 

Feminine. 

wanting. 

} wanting. 

~:;i;rr:, he will prophesy, 
wanting, 

~~tt;it:l, she will prophesy, 
wanting, 

wanting, 
14:.l;r::,, they will prophesy. 

wanting, 
wanting. 

§ 100. 
Examples 0£ the preterite : .,~~r;i:,, Ezra v. 1 ; .,m'?~, 

Dan. iii. 19. Of the participle: i:'Jt;'t?'-?, id. v. 6. Of the 
future: M~l3'1it\ id. iii. 29; !!tmtt;:, id. ii. 9; 7iz~,;,:, id. vii. 
28; izl3ir;:, id. v. 10. There occurs !!t instead of Yod in 
the participle £em. M!!$'D't';r;i~, which, however, is a Hebra-. . 
ism. 
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VERBS OF WEAK ROOTS. 

§ 101. 

Verbs beginning with Nun, :i, retain the same some
times, and are conjugated like the perfect verbs. So 
1ti?-g\ iti?l:l, Ezm vii. 20 ; ,~~~?:, id. iv. 13 ; ripn::i,;,, a par
ticiple in the constructus, id. iv. 15; rij2!?1"'..1?, infinitive 
in the constructus, id. iv. 22; l'T?l:1?;1, id. iv. 13 ; MP.9?::i?, 
Dan. vi. 24 ; i'~?lj, id. v. 2; ~i'~?l'j, id. v. 3. Sometimes 
the Nun is omitted Hke in the Hebrew, e.g., M~~?;I:, id. 
• L , 'd ... ' 'd 'b 5 'd 1 9 IV. 14; -'~-, I , m, 16; ,,~~?:\, I • I , ; ~p,ti, I • 6, -2; 
~i'~i1, id. 16, 22; ,~~, id. ib. 28; rilj~ from M!1?, descend, 
in the '~!?lj, properly, to place in a low position, hence, 
to put down, to prostrate, Ezra vi. 5; rt:it:!:J'9, passive 
participle, id. vi. 1 ; ~.,~~, Dan. vi. 11 ; ~iP., Ezra v. 
15, both last imperatives. The form rilj~, id. 16, the ~ 
with ~-on, is of the root ri,n, equivalent to rim. 

§ 102. 

The second radical wanting in stems, called gernin
ate, is substituted by a m:i:i in the first root-letter when 
preceded by a preformative, e.g., in the '!;'!?l"J ; tij?.':'.":".! 

(preterit 3d person fem.) instead of Mf1::t, Dan. ii. 34; 
~p-ry;:i, id. vi. 25; p1;::i'9, id. ii. 40; lii?1~, id. vii. 7 ; p-ryr:,, 
id. ii. 40 ; lifi'?1rJi, id. vii. 23. Sometimes the wanting 
letter is suhstituted by !I (Nun), e.g, ':?.?::t, fr. ,,, enter, 
id. ii. 25; M~!:?'2?, id. i,r, 3. The above 'l?.l:ii is left out in 
jl:i~, infin. ,;, of pn, Dan. iv. 24, and in i:ci:,~, act. partic. 
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in ,~~::i of ,.,n, id. v. 19.* It is found also compensated 
by the change of the preceding vowel in ~,r:.,, future ,i, 
of ,,,, id. ii. 40, and in .,~?!!:':,. imperative ':l?~::t of ;;,, 
id. ii. 24. In M~.Vl??, infinitive '~1t::t of the same verb, id. 
v. 7, the nr,ti is changed into ,,~o by reason of the fol
lowing guttural with a '}"r.li', like in the Hebrew. The 
following are instances of geminate verbs in-fleeted like 
perfect verbs: '~?'il, active participle of the '!t~, id. ii. 
40, and '??ill:-, future of the ,~~:":!, id. iv. 9. 

§ 103. 

But in the in-flections of the geminateverbs, where the 
first radical is preceded by no preformative, and, con
sequently inapt of accepting the 'IV~"'T forte, the compen
sative '1%l~"'T is placed in the third radical, e.r,., ~,11, Dan. iv 
11; t'11~, id. vi. 19. So also in ,~, "he entered," id. ii. 
16, the nriti is showing the, to have a 'ltl~"'T, if not pre
vented by its position at the end of the word. So also 
are the words, written : ,.,,,,, id. v. 8, and r,;;,, id. ib. 
10, read by the lectio ma1·ginalis, for the same reason, 
i.,~~, r,~~- The l'~? in r,)t, though foHowed by m~"'T forte, 
is a long one, such as would be in ,.,??~, corresponding to 
r-:i,;;i~ (§ 3). The word ':ii'.,, id. ii. 35, is in-fleeted in 
accordance with the quiescent i~. 

§ 104. 
An instance of the quadriliteral ,,tiri:-i after the 

Hebrew, is the word c~ir.ra;~ (§ 81 ). 

* In the edition before me (Berlin, 1866, revised by M. Letteris) it reads 
.,'::~, the i:ll'1 compensated by the change of the preceding vowel. 



CHAPTER X. 

ANOMALIES IN THE CONJUGATIONS OF SOME VERBS. 

§ 105. '!~ and 'i;?l".!, to go. The former is used only in •the 
,p, and then only in the preterite, Dan. ii. 17; Ezra iv. 
22 ; id. v. 8, and imperative, which reads ='!~, id. v. 15. 
Of the latter, there is the participle of ,~~, lf~rJ,:;i, Dan. 
iv. 26; r1;?:;t,;, id. iii. 25 and iv. 34. The last word 
shows a transposition of the vowels. lf?;:J in the ,p 
shows an abbreviation by omitting the ,, as ':fljl? instead 
of lf?l'.1~, lf:J~ instead of 1?;:J':, Ezra v. 5 ; vi. 5 ; vii. 13. 
Some lvriters suggest a verbal stem ,riM as a root for 
i:i'l.::l and in~ ; but if such be the case, then the future 
ought to be ':)'~:i:, with l The suggestion may possibly 
refer to the r'l.::lp of i:i'l.::l, Ezra vii. 13, likewise Ci?~ from c~p. 
But e,•eu the claim of the f'l.::lP to this place is very 
doubtful; for in the editions of 1488, 1449 and 1517, 
the:, of 1l"l'l.::l is provided not with f'l.::lp but with nn~. In 
i:i,, Ezra vi. 5, the M is properly furnished with Mn!l; 
while the f'l.::lP at the same words, id. v. 5 and vii. 13, is 
occasioned merely by the pauses made at these words. 

§ 106. 
~:ir~, Dan. ii. 5 and 8, is probably an equivalent to 

n?y~, she went (s. Grammar of the Babyl. Tahu. iuiom, 
§ 07). 

§ 107. 
~0;, to give, lacks the infinitive and.fubt1·e; they are, 

however, substituted by the verb 1?:l? ( v. § 101 ). 
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§ 108. 

,;,;, to he able, forms regularly ,~r:i, ;~~ ( v. § 76), but 
,;,'!!~, Dan. ii. 10, is exceptionally according to the 
Hebrew. 

§ 109. 

In the word l!t~,:p, Ezra, often, being of the root "\').:~, 
the , as the last radical, is apocopated (s. Grammar of 
t]J.e Bab. Tahu. idiom, § 7). 

§ 110. 
The future tense of the verb lit,~, to be, occurs some

times improperly with , instead of the preformative 
Y od, e.g., l!t'.J::!?., Dan. ii. 20; Ezra iv. 13 ; j~::!'?, Dan. ii. 
43 ; ;:,\!?, id. v. 17. By this ; the future takes for the 
most part the meaning of the optative or imperative. 
Such a , is commonly used in the Arabic and also in 
the Talmudical idiom. 



CHAPTER XI. 

VERBAL SUFFIXES. 

§ 111. 
Paradigm of the verbal or objective suffixes: ,~?, he 

has kept. 
"'~'Jt?~, he has kept me, 
':f'J'9~, he has kept thee, 

l':lj'9~, he has kept him; ::i,'9;, he has kept her, 
Nnt?~, he has kept us, 

1i::i~~?, he has kept ye, you. 
As· for the third pers. plur. there is in the Bihl. 

Chald. made no use of the pronominal suffix, but of the 
independent pronoun iti-;:,, e.q., iEry ::i.t:,'i:i1, Ezra iv. 10 ; 
fa;:, ':\',~~ N?\ id. v. 5, or 1iEl"'.I, as 7iEry ?'1j?:!::'.li, Dan. ii. 
34 ; Ni,~, 1iE;:, NW?~, id. ib. 35. 

§ 112. 
In the future an epenthetic Nun (~) is sometimes 

found inserted bt1tween the verb and its suffix, e.g., l':l}~l"j;, 

Dan. ii. 11 ; :-:r?:r;i:,, id. iv. 22; .,~~~l".!"J"''.I, id. ib. 2; ':f}::i.T"'~;, 
id. iii. 15 : ::"l~i?1rJi ::T~tt;~,ry~, id. vii. 23 ; ::T~~'7'iM~, id. v. 1 7. 

§ 113. 
'l'he termination M-; of the in:finitfoe, when with tt 

suffix, is changed to ?'1\ e.g., ':j'ry~!:l!"'~?, Dan. vi. 21; 
:"!!tj':\',t::'.I?, id. v. 15 ; :-:Tt:,':!~l?;:i?, id. vi. 4. With a suffix of 
the first person the infinitive takes the epenthetic Nun 
(~), e.g., "'f?:!?i:i?, id. ii. 26. 
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§ 114. 

The verbal inflections ending in ~ take "l".I as a 
suffix of the third pers. masc., e.g., "0~:l~f?0, they brought 
him, Dan. vii. 13, from the preterite: ~:l"'.IP,0. The same 
is the case with the nouns, as .,0~:i~ from ~:i~. The ver
bal inflections ending in "-; take also the suffix .,:-,, e.g., 
~::i?~, Ezra v. 11, from M~~ preterite. It, however, is 
ch.anged to :-:i~ when annexed to a verbal inflection end
ing in ~ or N-:, e.g., :-:i.:~~~, as he desires it, Dan. iv. 32 ; 
::i~r~?, to heat it, id. iii. 19, from the infinitives ~~~~, 
~!~, resp. to will, to heat. 



CHAPTER XII. 

NU.MEERS. 

§ 115. 
The cardinal numbers of the Bihl. Chald. are as 

follows: 
Masc. 

1 ,i:r, 
2 wanting,* 
3 M~?l;\ and Nt???;I, 
4 M~~°'.'~, 
5 wanting, 
6 wanting, 

7 ~=i,,i;,, 
8 wanting, 
9 wanting, 

10 M'1\l;'~, 
11 wanting, 
12 ,~~ .,-:,1;1, 
wanting till 
20 1"".l't-?, 
30 1"Z')?Z;I, 
wanting till 
60 i"f:I~, 

wanting till 
100 M~"?, 

1000 I:!?~, N~~~, 

Fem. 
Mjl".! or :ic-,1:1, 
i"l:.liZ:1, 
r"l?r;\ . 
~:niN - : -
wanting, 
r-i~, Dan. m. 1 and 

r"l'IP., Ezra vi. 15, 
wanting, 
wanting, 
wanting, ,~~, 

wanting. 

* The number 2 masc. is probably r"'.ll;i, =ording to the :!'em. rl:i;r.j and 
to -,~~ "'JI:), 12, of which the Nun is omitted, as these two words are con· 

kacted. into Olle, 
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Masc. Fem. 
10,000 i:ai•:,, plur., 1,~-:i, lectio marg. ;:;~,, 

1,000,000 c.,~?~ ti?IIS, lectio ma1·g. i.,!1?~, 
100,000,000 ;,~., i~".I, lectio marg. ,~~,. 

49 

There occurs jiMr::,?r;i, Dan. iii. 23, with a suffix. Some 
of the old Grammarians read the second n with a m:1, 
forte. See .,'It' nm~. 

§ 116. 

The following are 01·dinal numbers : 

Sing. 

the :first, .,~1l? (§ 28), 
the second, wanting, 
the third .,n.,,r., 

J ' T ' : ' 

the fourth, .,~.,~':', 

Masculine. 

emphatical llt.,,.,!l,, D~n. iii. 25, 
lectio marg. Ml!St"=r:i. 

Feminine. 

Plur. 

N~~'7j?,. 

}wanting, 

Sing. Plur. 
the first, emphatical N~;~1i?, ~t:1':'~1i?, 
the second, :i;;m, Dan vii. 5, } . 
tl h. d ~ ·a .. wantmg. 

le t 1r , Ml!St:1.,?f;1, I • 11, 39, 
the fourth, ~.,,.,::l.,, lectio marg., M~f.,~,, id. ii. 40; vii. 23. 

emph. Nt:i;~.,~-;i. 

. § 117. 

The words N?;I~~, Dan. v. 16, 29, and "~~~, id. v. 7, 
4 
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are appellations of a certain rank or dignity, especially 
military.* 

§ 118. 
M:J~-a, ir:i, Dan. iii. 19, signifies seven times as much, 

sevenfold. Completely it should be :i::::m, iM ,,, for one, 
seven, like in other Aramaic dialects, ;,-:,r;i i)J ,~, for one, 
two, i.e., twice as much. 

• Equivalent to the Hebrew W":i~, tJ"Ul~~, captain, leader, Exod. xiv. 7; 
xv. 4; Yarchi takes "r.t:ir.t for a fractional number, and interprets "T-'i:in~ 
ttl!l" 1:tn~::bt1::i, he ahall rttl~ ~ver the third part of the kingdom~ · ' ·' 

T I• T I '"' • 



CHAPTER XIII. 

.ADVERBS, 

§ 119. 
The adverbs in the Bibl. Chal. have no special ter

mination, and there occurs only one instance, n~~;~t:', 
D~n. ii. 7, showing a trace of a peculiar termination, 
similar to that of the Hebrew in r,~.,,,:;ii:;i,p. 

§ 120. 
Adverbs probably original, are: 

1. j~j~ and j~'jN:~, then, soon after, hereupon, soon. 
2. :i~, not, preceding the ftd11,1·e, which then takes the 

meaning of the irnperative, Dan. ii. 2·4; iv. 16; v. 10. 
3. ':'J:l~, Dan. ii. 31; iv. 7, 10; vii. 8, and 

~,~,Dan.vii. 6 (occurring seven times), from which 
is derived the rabbinical ,'J::\, behold ! lo ! 

4. :if, here. 
5. N:?, no, not. 
6. ,~,, more, yet, Dan. iv. 28. 

7. rt~~, there, Ezra. v. 17; vi. 12; rt~'l:I j~, from there. 
Gesenius takes, incorrectly, this :, as rt localis (like 
the Hehr. l'=!~li]). 

§ 12l. 
Adverbs derived from other parts of words by addi

tional syllables or without, are: 
1. ~~Tj"J~, Ezra vii. 23, of uncertain meaning; possibly: 

diligently, eagerly.* 

* I think it to be of Pers. origin, compound of: j \ which means: of, from. 

by reason,-.)~' meaning: in, its own, initsdf. (Locat.)and \:;, meaning to, till 
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2 • .,%'.).,~, there is, are, from n.,~ = m.,~, a being, a person 
(like the Hehr. ri,~ from ri,,~). It is probably the 
abbreviated plural of 1"'.tJ.,~ (like the Hehr . .,!~ of 
j';"J~), as in fact it forms with the suffixes, like the 
nouns in plural, ~.,tJ,~, .,ry;n,~, ;;:,,rj,~. .,l"l,~, is to be 
taken, properly, neither as an adverb, uor as any 
other part of words, hut as a complete sentence, a cir
cumstance which shows the great antiquity of this 
word. The meaning of "'tJ"'~ with suffixes, therefore, 
is not merely, there is, but, I am, thou art, he is, etc. 
Thus ,:::,f ~.,:;,~:::,, Dan. ii. 26, is to be translated, art 
thou able? ,,n?~ N??;.,~ N?, id. iii. 18, we are not wor
shipping; ,, .. N,:, ji:,">r;.,~, id. iii. 15, are ye ready? .,l:i.,~ 
,,:,, N~n,N, id. iii. 17, is our God able ? ( see § 11 ~ ). 

3. Nt1lt911$, Ezra vi. 12 a. o., speedily, fast.* 
4. lit':'1.,"'.1%"):::!, constantly. Tbe1·efrom the Rabbinical ,.,".II;', 

according to GeRenius from ,~,, tarry, last; accord
ing to Rabbi Abraham Lattes from i1:-:i, return, 
viz. in a periodical way, as in Dan. vi. 17, 21, in 
regard to the periodical, and not constant, daily 
prayers. 

5. !it?l".!, equivalent to the Hebrew Z!t'l".!, signifying an in
terrogation. 

6. Ni;:::,, Dan. iii. 14, is it true, that ... ~ 
7. ,..,? ( ,~~~), like, as. 

(Temp.)= S.) j \: at tkis very time, on t.l.e spot. So also is: °.)).,\: for its 

own sake, an abbreviation of tbis compound in the Turkish language. (See 
Fuad-Effendi's Osm. Gram., Oh. V., Sect. 2d. 

* Probably of Pers. origin; comp. ::<n~o:,c (•Aa1ra6d-rar, Diod. S. ii. 33), .a 

name of the god Behram in the shape of a horse, as this animal is called in the 
Zend, Asp, or Asph. But, Asa-: horse is the Sanskrit name which means orig· 
inally, speed, swiftness, See M. Muller, Science of Language. 
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8. :itr~ and ,~ (from r::i:p), so, thus. 
9. M.,!'.1~, Dan. ii., together, at once. 

1 o. M"9:p, Dan. iii. 33, how ! how very ! how much ! 
11. llC"9;:p (v. § 104), as we shall say, namely, as follows. 
l ~- n;;;~, 1~:P, Ezra iv. 10, 11 ; vii. 12, and n~:p, id. iv. 

17 (nrf), now, presently. ti?.~:P and ri;,:p are applied 
in introducing a sentence, likewise, "and now," in 

~ English.* _ 
13. j.,"t;i?r? and !!t;~?~?, Dan. ii. 44, for ever, in eternity. 
14. !!I:,~~, Dan. v. 9; vi. 15, 24; vii. 28, many, very, 

exceedingly. 
§ 122. 

Ad verbs composed of two or more words : 
Mn .,".'.11'.l~, Dan. ii. 2!-l, 46, and :in ~!!I:~, Dan. vii. 6, 7, 

after this, after which. 
:it;t ,:;m-,f, Dan. ii. 12, 24, and 
:in '~i?~, according to that, in consequence of that, 

therefore, likewise. 
p1, 1'r.l, Ezra v. 16, since that time. 
:i,~~ 1"t;i, Dan. ii. 8, and 
tlmj? 1,:;i, Dan. ii. 4 7, in truth, in certainty. 
:in n~7i? ;,:;i, Dan. vi. 11, and 
:in n~7P-,:;i, Ezra v. 11, before this time, years ago. 
rjt:~ ,~, Dan. iv. 5, at last. 
:,~ ,~, Dan. vii. 28, hitherto. 
1::Z~ ,~, Ezra v. 16, until now. 

nti,, ,, } D .. d 
1.. ·~ ' - an. v11. 8, an 

N:'l:;,Y Q;,S, i:i., 
T - : T - T • 

N:';l?~ ,~1 M~?~ j't;l, Dan. ii. 20, for ever, in eternity. 

• From Nl-', time, like the Hebr. !"I~, which is also applied aa an adverb, 

.,,tl,~ n:;, ,::,, Hos. xiii. 13. 



CHAPTER XIV. 

PllEPOSITIONS. 

§ 123. 

The prepositions in the Bihl. Chald. are as follows : 
~ As a prefix, having the same signification as in Heb. 
, signifying, the same, as in Heb., hut mostly the acmt

sative, e.g., "'~j ,~~~'.:!? ~~?~, Dan. ii. 48, the king ele
vated Daniel. 

"'".".11'.1~, Dan. ii. 29, with suffixes; 1in"'".')7'.1~, id. vii. 24, and 
.,~~,;;, id. vii. 6 and 7 (i~~::g.,=cip"?~) with suffixes: ~,r;i::g., 

id. ii. 39, after. 
r::g., id. vii. 5, with suffixes, 1::i'l;'I~, id. vii. 8, between. 
~ ~?-'11, id. ii. 34, without. 
ri,?,* by, close to; ':Jl1J? N, Ezra iv. 12, from thy neigh• 

borhood, i.e., from thee, like the Hebr. c~~
"'i:!;?, Dan. vii. 25, towards, at the side. 
jt), from, with suffixes ~p'!;I, li~'!;I, M?'!;I, jil"i?'!;I, i::!?'!;1, "~'!;I. 

"i:;'!;1, Dan. vi. 5, from the part, in regard. 
,~;, id. vi. 11, opposite. 
,~, until, till. 
,~, upon, by, near by, to, Dan. ii. 24; vi. 7 and 16; vii. 

l 6 ; more than, id. iii. 19 ; opposite, id. iii. 29 ; v. 23, 
Ezra iv. 18; on, id. ib. 1 I, 17; with the suffixes 
of the plural nouns "'?~, ~:?r, :,-,'-~, ~t"'7.~, ;in,?.~ and 
Clii?.::?,, Ezra vii. 24. 

j'!;I ~?-1-:', Dan. vi. 8, superior to. 

* Contr. of li:t'l!:i from :,t~'!,, connection. 
Ti T; • 
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c~, with, by, next, Dan. ii, 11 ; in (in regard to time), 
id. jii. 33; iv. 31; vii. 2. 

,~~?, ,~p, opposite, before, in the presence, Dan. 3; v. 1, 
3; in consequence, accordingly, id. v. lO; Ezra vi. 13, 

with suffix ~?=?-i?~-
tl'JJ?, before, in the presence, with su:ff. "l,;i'Jj?, ~"l,;i'J)?, 

(~~?~, Dan. v. 23, is irregular), "1:-,ir.i~, ::i~,;i:r~, jiM"l'l;l'JR· 
Cl';!!? jl:;l, = ~-~~~~, from before, Dan. ii. 15 ; vi. 27 ; Ezra vii. 
· 14, with su:ff. "l~,g 11:;l, ~ryir.ij~ ·11:;i, etc. 
nim;1, beneath, under, Dan. vii. 26 ; with su:ff. "10inhr;,, 

Dan. iv. 9, 18. 
tiinr;i 1~, J er. x. 11, from under ; with the su:ff. ~::ii~ryr:, j"Q, 

Dan. iv. 11, as if from nr:ir3 ;,;;i. 



CHAPTER XV. 

CONJUNCTIONS. 

§ 124. 
The conjunctions are as follows : 

er:,~, but, though, surely, Dan. ii. 28; iv. 12, 20; v. 1 7 ; 
Ezra v. 13. Probably from the Rabb . .,"l:l), or N'l".l:l),, 
meaning: certainly_ (i'=li:l).), like the Latin conjunction 
verurn, yet, but, from verus. Like ri~N:::i of the 
Mishna, meaning: yet, when following .,!l ,, '9~ . 

.,:I, that, as [because; used in the same way as are ,~~ 
and .,:p in the Hehr. Also in relation to a sentence]. 

.,:I ,:;i~,-,~, because of that, for this cause, for reason of 
that. The word 'f is here of no special meaning, and 
,:;ii,',-',f seems to · be originally one word, forming 
,:;ip?:p, like the Rabb in. .,~?~, '=1~~?:P [ from .,;~ 'f, in 
presence of a11 that, considering that]. ,:::1p ,, seems 
to he the origin of n~z-,f in Eccles. 

('l'P) 'l':t"? Ni'j, Dan. ii. 43, even as c,w~,), in the same 
way as . 

.,".I 1~, after that1 therefrom, Dan. iv. 23; Ezra iv. 23 anJ 
v. 12 . 

.,, r'l'J=t1 ,~, that, in order to, to the end, Dan. ii. 30 ,~: 
.,1 r'l'J=t1, Dan. iv. 14, has its origin in the ancient use 
of changing the end-consonant into the initial of the 
following word when both consonants are of the 
same nature. (See Proleg. § 198.) 

11'.'.I, if, when. 10, in j.,,.,r,:i:r ,,,.,n'I~ 1i1 ,,,, Dan. iii. 15, has 
been considered by some to be the Hehr. jil, behold ! 
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But this is wrong; for in the Aram. it never has this 
meaning. and the sentence is to be translated, Now, if 
ye be ready, etc. (well!), but if not, etc .... A similar 
ellipsis is found in Exod. xxxii. 32. ~=;.~~ ~r,~~ 1:i, 

etc., ib. ib. 17; must be translated: ... "If the God 
whom we worship be able to deliver us, He will deliver 
us from the burning, fiery furnace, and from thy hand." 

• The king having said, who is that God that shall 
deliver you out of my hand? they, com,idering the 
respect due to him, did not contradict directly, but 
deferentially answered: If He will be able, He will 
deliver us; but even if, as thou sayest, He be not able 
to do it, know, that still we shall not worship the 
golden image. In ~::iiN n,:,r, ;ri, Dan. iv. 24, jM is not 
altering its meaning, but it must be taken with an 
ellipsis, thus: If (thou ,vilt) that there be a length
ening of thy tranquillity.-jlj : . . ;:,, Ezra vii. 
26, whether so ... or so ... 

il'.:I?, a) except, unless, only if, Dan. ii. 11, 30; iii. 23; 
vi. 6, 8, 13; Ezra v. 12 (from 1i'.1 ~? instead of~? ;:,, 
Lat. nisi, instead of, si non) ; !J) therefore, con
sequently (1:;?), Dan. ii. 6, 9 ; iv. 24:* 

t:1~\ id. vi. 22; Ezra v. 10; vi. 5, and also, 
n:s:7, Ezra iv. 22, and :"I~?-,~, id. vii. 28; that not, unless, 

like the Talm. ~~?~".!, and the Hehr. M"4? and :-:.,;i~~
:,~-=~, why? 

* The passages quoted in b) admit just as well the signification given in a). 

3% 



CHAPTER XVI. 

INTER.TEC'l'IONS. 

§ 125. 

Nry, Dan. iii. 25, and i:-t:J in ~-,~ N:J (§ 23), may be con
sidered to be interjections, meaning, lo ! see! behold ! 
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CHAPTER I. 

INTRODUCTORY RE.MARKS. 

§ 1. 
The language in which the Babylonical Talmud was 

written is called the Babylonical-11alrnudical idiom, 
and forms a dialect of the Aramaic or Chaldaic lan-
guage. 

§ 2. 

The Babylonical Talmud, though very large in 
volume, maintains in its language grammatical unity 
and harmony. Its language is characterized as the 
" Tltlmudical dialect," from which, however, the dialect 
0£ the following parts in the Talmud is more or less 
different : · 

a) A great number 0£ passages in the Mishna and 
Baraitha, as also such sentences as belong to Palestinean 
authors (R. Yochanan, R. Amea, R. Ashe), wl1ich al'e 
abundantly scattered in these parts 0£ the Talmud. 
They are not Aramaic, hut Hebrew 0£ a later period, 
the so-called c~~~n jiW:i, Rabbinical dialect. 

b) Sentences belonging to Palestinean sages; they are 
nearer to the Targum dialect. 

c) Some pieces of notarial style, as honorary instru
ments, mercantile contracts, etc., being also more of the 
Targmn dialect. 

d) The tract of Nedarim, which differs somewhat in 
its dialect from that 0£ the Bab. Talmud, as has been 
noticed already by Rabenu Asher in his commentary 
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to N edarim, p. 2), saying M~im'r.l ci,,.,~ ;ill:l,m ~,~, only 
that the language of Nedarim is different (from the 
common Talm. dialect). So also is the tract of N azi1· 
distinguished by its use of some of the phraseology 
peculiar to N edarim. The linguistic peculiarities of 
both tracts pertain to the Palestinean dialect ( see 
§§ 38, 47, 48). 

§ 3. 

As to its wording the Talm. dialect uses, besides the 
Hebrew, also words of many other languages, as Greek, 
Latin, Persian, Syriac, Arabic, etc. Concerning tho 
different Talm. dictionaries, there are given some use
ful notices by Moses Landau in his preface to the .,.:,,:,i~ 

;,w,. As to the originally Persian words in the Talmud, 
see Adrian Reland, dissert. miscellan., t. II., diss. ix., 
and an extract thereof in the c,m, .,,,.:i:i, J ahrgang 58 i, 
p. 76-79.* 

§ 4. 

The Talmud consists of records and discussions, relat
ing partly to the doctrines of the different schools 
(academies) in regard to ritual statutes, civil and moral 
laws, and partly to matter of popular nature, having 
the social and political life as the subject of consider
ation. 

§ 5. 
In the doctrinal parts of the Talmud a great number 

of Hebrew words, as also many technical terms and 
designations peculiar to the nature of this matter, are 
applied, and expressions originally Greek, as found in 
the Mishnah, are profusely employed. In the sections 

* And of later date: T. Perle's Etymologische Studie~. 
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relating to popular matter, however, a great variety of 
exclusive Talm. words, as also Persian and Chaldaic 
expressions are abundantly prevailing. 

§ 6. 

In relation to its grammar the Talmudical dialect is 
particularly characterized by its dispoi,ition towards an 
utmost conflraction of words, and this peculiarity is the 
ground on which the following rules and regulations 
are founded : 

7. 
1) The terminal consonant is generally, and, when a 

Nun(~), almost always omitted, e.g., "l':,7-?~ for j'l".l"?~, say
ing, partic. plur.; !!l:f'-;l for w; (1~ 1l.;I), wherefrom i .. ~ 
for r,,~, in the house of ... (Germ. bei); !!I:~.,~, !!l:l?t;l, 
!!1:1;1:~, I shall, thou wilt, he will say, for .,~.,~, .,l:;l.,%:.1, ,,;,~ ; 

N9ir for ,~ir, small; ,r.i for :i,r.i (§ 97). There is in the 
Bihl. Chald. but one instance of such an apocope, viz., 
the word !!I:~~, Ezra, often. 

§ 8. 
Apocopated words change either the Nim into a 

vowel, e.g., ,p.,~ instead of cipi;l, she will stand, i.e., the 
question will stand undecided; or the vowel into a 
diphthong*, e.g., "!!l:1rJ instead of ti'l)rJ, I was; or, lastly, 
the Nitr; into a diphthong, e.g., ,,.,;.~,; for j~,~l.;I, from you; 
,:i.,;~'-? for j~Mf'~, from them. 

§ 9. 

The suffixes '1 and ., are often omitted. The first 
with verbs, the latter with verbs as well as nouns, e.g., 

"'See my Prolegomini and my Hebrew grammar, §§ 17, 51. A. 
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,'9 for "j'9, my master, fa~acher, lord; P?~ for .,~~;~, «· he 
robbed me (N edariu1 62.) ; ,~-c~ for ~,'l:;l~, they said, 
with the vowel ~ transposed. In the Syriac the suffixes 
, and " are m~te. The omission of the suffix " is found 
more frequently in the Palest. Talm. dialect; thus R. 
Yochanan says: i'-? r:J"?. "~~'l:;l jt-1:'l:;l "i;=t r:J":Jt?R? "~ (Chag. 
15:), If I had taken hold of him with my hand, who 
could wrest him from me? instead of "Ni"~ and "N]~. ** 

§ 10. 
The vowel , omitted at the end of a verb takes its 

place before the last consonant as in ,~-c~ (s. § 9). 

§11. 
2) Many of the monosyllabical particles are joined 

either to the following or to the preceding word, e.g., 
""'.I, a particle which in the Talm. dialect is never used 
separately (s. § 25); .,~, when, if, in N"9"~"~, if thou 
wilt say; r;.,;,~.,~, if thou desirest, if thou requirest; Nry, 
behold, yet, but yet, as :l"t:1'.y:".I, yet, there is written; 
-i-g~;:i, yet, he said; Nj? (§ 23) in i'l:;l~j?, he stands saying 

' ( sta d icendo ), he says; ~,;,, he ; t-1:":"\ she, in i:a-g, .,~'l:;l, who 
, is? 1?, to us, in i?f~, wherefrom is that (known) to us ? 

.. where is this derived from? So also the dissyllable, 
.,Er,, these, in "~~ .,~::,r~ instead of "''C "m N]~, wherefrom 
are these things derived ? 

§ 12. 
3) The guttural :, is often elided, e.g., T1 for V~t, iie 

* S. § 92 A, 

** In the ·Talmud edition before me in the quoted passage, jlt~ is found 

instead of j~, which possibly may be justified by the transposition of the ::t, 

similar to -,;~~ mentioned above. 
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set (s . .,'II),, Genes. xxx. 38); llt,.,r for llti,.,,r.!, the Little 
( surname of a Rabbi of small stature) ; i::i::,~,; for !It';~~, 

ford, ferry ; 111:;~'C for 111:;~~'C, burden ; 11ttr~ for 111:?1~ .,~l;, 
this time, at present ; NI;\~::! for i:tr;i~~ 111:;:i, at this moment, 
hour. 

At the beginning of a word the , is often changed 
into llt (§§ 21, 22). The n also is sometimes elided, as 
1;~ for i::t?t;r~~, we ; i:t:i;r:, for !!tl;IT':?:o, and .,tJir-1 for .,l'Jini:;,, 
under. So are .,,.,.,-c and 111:.,,.,N probably derived from 
the Targmnic verb ,,,., corresponding to the Hehr. n,p, 
to happen, meet. From the same verb are derived in 
the Mishnah the words .,11t,, by elision of the last, and 
,,,!!t by elision of the first ,, while the Talm. dialect 
eliding both !I's has the derivatives .,.,.,.,'C, .,,.,.,N instead of 
,,r!!t) ,,::re and N.,,.,llt instead of 111:,,~11t. Thus ::-t.,,.,llt .,llt'tl 

"':m (Nazir 9, 15, 28) is to ·be translated what hap-/ 
pened, that he repeated, learned, said ... ~ The word ' 
"'~n, is often suppressed, e.g., c.,179~ "'.:1,, 111:,.,111: "'111:'C (Pessa. 
50.)', ,.,-c,no 111:"1"'1!1: "'111:'C (Nazir 25.). So also Iii:? 111:i; c~m~ "'~ 
111::·r~, if only for that (if there be no other difficulty) 
there is nothing met, proved for, or against it. So 
also llt.,,.,111: "'j,'Q (Pessa. 60. ), is there anything met, i.e., 
agreeing with that ~ or, is there any relation between 
the two i The same sense is expressed by the words 
.,,.,.,llt and .,.,.,.,'C, they mainly agree with, they fairly meet 
together (the statements, etc.), but the opposite, one 
does not concur or correspond to that.* 

§ 13. 
The , is sometimes omitted as in Ntii:t for i:t?1~N (s. 

§§ 55, 63). 
* Aruch explains .,.,.,.,:t, they taught, and .,-i~,,:i, they teach, from the radix 

5 
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§14. 
In the Talmud. dialect the mode of expression is ex

tremely concise and brief. Thus single words represent 
often whole sentences, and the alternation of persons 
speaking in the dialogur.~s are very often to be under
stood by mere implication, without the least indication, 
while words indicating conjunctions, interjections, arnl 
iJ;J.terrogations are often entirely omitted. This pecu
liarity of the Talmud. idiom is probably due to the cir
cumstance that this great work was not written down 
as a book by its original author or authors, but com
posed as a copy of the discussions and discourses as 
held long since by the teachers and sages of old, and 
preserved by way of traditions in the memory of their 
disciples and followers, who at last, after several cen· 
turies,haveputthemdown'inwriting. Everybody knows, 
that while in writing any word omitted would greatly 
impair and confound the meaning of the author, in 
speech, such omissions are far from doing any injury to 
the sense of the sentence, and may therefore fairly pass 
without consideration. 

§ 15. 
The orthography of this dialect corresponds upon the 

whole to its pronunciation regardless of its etymology. 
There is consequently in the Talm. dialect no room for 
idle letters. 

§ 16. 
The Talmud having been written without vowels, nse 

was made, instead, of the quiescent letters more ex
tensively than is usually the case with books written 

1:-t;~, or 'il:it, and j~•-,•i:-t 1:lj'"7r.l (B. K. 30 :), as also ll(•'i~ •"7•r.l in the sense of 

opposing, objecting. 
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with vowels. In the Talmud, therefore, vowels are sub
stituted by letters. The i:.i: denotes f"Cii' or Mt"1£1, e.g., 
~il:-tp for ~'Ji?, calling, reading ; j~"Ci for j"q, who i ~~iM for 
~~.:i, I was. The Y od (,) denotes i',,n or ~,:ii:, e.g., :i~~~"'Ci 

for n;"Ci, from him. Two Y ocls (,~) indicate the diph
tlwng ai, e.g., 'i:i~,:~"O for ~:i;~'l:?- Tlie '1 stands for t1,~n, 
p,·m, and also for fi:::lj, (J, e.g., t,,;,:i for :-:r~~, all of 
him, it. Two Vavs ('1i) or two Yods (,,) often signify 
that , or ~ are to be read as consonantal soµnds, and not 
as quiescent, e.g., n,m,tic read :":!IJJ~Q, his lips, N~~Mi:.i: 

read n;::i~, on what, which? 

§ 17. 
The Tahn. idiom having been at the time when it 

was spoken provided with no vowels, its pronunciation 
has become at last uncertain; it may, however, be deter
mined to some extent by the following principles : 

a) By the quiescent letters (s. § 16) ; 
b) By analogy with the pronunciation of the Ohal

daic and Syriac; 
c) By analogy between different parts of the Talmud 

dialect itself; 
a) By tradition or the pronunciation used hitherto 

by the Jews in reading the Talmud. 
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PREFIXED P ARTICLl<~S. 

§ 18. 
The letters forming the words ,~j ,~~, Oj?, are used 

as prefix-particles, which, divided into the voweled 
letters~, :J, ~, i?, and the unvoweled =?, 1, \ :;,, ~' furnish 
the sentence ii::ii? :i~.~i'~, as ,voces mernoriales. 

§ 19. 
In the Talm. dialect the M is not, like in the Bihl. 

Chal., used as an interrogative, but as an interjection or 
a-; a substitute for .. the adverbial N:-,, equivalent to the 
Hehr. N''i}, behold ! and yet ! e.g., ::i.,t:ifl':I, yet, there, is 
·written (in the Script.) ; iil;l:J, yet ! we repeat ! ( the 
oral tradition of that doctrine or precept), i.e., and yet 
we read in the .. J.fi8hnah ? N;?~:J, yet, there is a repeti
tion, a learning ( of the traditional doctrine), i.e., and 
yet ! it is taught in the Bm·aitlta ! ,,;,~;:i, yet he says ! ? 

§ 20. 
l'J, is sometimes a substitute of the demonst. pronoun 

fem. Ni;, this, e.g., Nt;'tt;\l"..1, contr. from N!l;i~~ N:1:1 (s. § 12); 
:ir:i.,~:-:i, this may rest, i.e. this might be right, this woul1l 
do if ... ; :i;.,z::'ry (s. n:.,r,, Chapt. VIII. end), this will 
rest, 1'..<1., this will do, or, would be admissible. In the 
word N?T~iJ ( § 12) ry substitutes the pron. masc . .,~i]. 

~ 21. 
' 

~ is a substitu~e for the preposition ,~, e.g., ,:.,t,:;~ for 
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.,~~ ,~, for what? upon what reason? why ? ::i~~ for ,~ 
::i~, upon the back, i.e:, over, upon, on; ~~~1~ for',', 
ti:r-:ll':'!, at the opinion, intention; l:!t;i.,~~ for ~::;i? ,t 
aCl!ording to the meaning, sense ; .,".r;~ for .,"::,; ,~, hy 
hand, i e., by reason, by help, means, etc. Such an ~ ii:<, 
lwwever, omitted where the preceding word ends in l!t, 

1r;u;'"J tl:i??9 (Shabb. 71. ), j'lf:l~"..i ~i??9 for ir-i,,!!t ~p,o, 1!1:p~o 
r;isi,l!t, it might come up in thy mind, in our mind, i.r:., 
thou wouldst, we could believe. 

§ 22. 

Sometimes l!t substitutes the prepos. ,,, e.g., ,~~Ti~ 
(Chagg. 5.), till, up to the time, when he was small 
(young) ; ~?Tfj~ (Pess. 113.) for l!t?1''7 ,~, to the sand; 
~.,.,-::;~ ( Kidd. 30.) for ~,; .,":} ,~, till ( to the time) that it 
is in thy hand, power; "';i:11~ (Shabb. 68 :), for "':n;1 ,~, ti1J, 
as far, as he repeats, learns ( followed by: rather) ; 
,.,p: 1";1j:?i'r.1'7~ (Sanh. 33 :) for iipi'r.li ,,, till the fire burns; 
~?~ ~:iioP,~1~ (Abodah Zarah, 58 :), till, thy cloak is yet 
on thee; l:!t;~.,P.~'7~ (Berach. 62 :), for -'r.11 ,,, till, as 
long as I make the roundabout-way. It is seen by the 
quoted examples that the omission of the , takes place 
ohly with words beginning with ,, where it is compen
sated by Dagesh forte; otlferwise the , is preserved, as 
"'!:ll'.J';I~ for .,:;,ry ,~, till, as long as in this time, manner, 
i.e., up to this time, meanwhile, in the meantime."" 

• § 23. 

The prefix j? stands for the word l!l:j?, being con
tracted from "'~i?, which again is an abbreviation from 

.. Neither is the "'! contr. when "'!.:: is to be taken in the proper sense of 

unti'l, in regard to time, as "Iii .. ; .. ,n, ,:: (B. M. 1)1 until I shall have money. 
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'C~j?, the active partic. Kal of the verb, o,i, equivalent 
to the Hehr. ,~;,, standing. This pm·tic. may he used 
as an auxiliary verb in connection with the participle 
of any other verb, e.g., i~i!;ti?, i~i:s ~i?, ,~~ .,~i?, i'Q~';l C~i?, 
,~;~1 ,~ir, he is standing and saying, he says, he is say
ing. This particle, however, has no bearing whatever 
upon the meaning of the sentence, and as it merely is 
employed to render the phrase more neat, it may as 
well be suspended.* 

Such phrases as .,1':, C~i? :i,::i1 (Yerush. Berach. c. II.), 
who was tilling; ,.,~n c.,~i? r9i::i,~ :iJ:-:\1, "and there was an 
archont, who was holding court," found in the Talmud 
Y ernshalmy, show clearly that such was the mode .of 
speech actually in use. 

§ 24. 

The particle i? may be prefixed to any participle 
regardless to gender and number, e.g., .,.,"?~i?, they l'.-ay 
(masc.); ~:,';l~i?, she says; 1:1'9~i?, they say (~em.) Spp· 
arately taken, it would read p,'9~ 1.,l:;l.,;i?, ~,-c~ ~~.,;i?, ,,r.i~ j~.,;i?-

§ 25. 

The , substitutes the particle.,., in all its significations 
(s. BibJ. Chalcl. Gram., §§ o), 124). 

§ 26. 

As to the punctuation of the prefixes, the five letter, 
, , .:: ::i , have a ~im, and follow probably the rules of 
the Hebrew prevailing with :l , ::i \ followed likewi~e 
by the Bihl. Chal. The ~ and the M have principally 

* This particle is chiefly employed in the interro~tive and affirmative to 
make the expression more emphatic ; it corresponds, though not in meaning, 
yet in its application, to the English auxiliary verb, do. 
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nr:ri, which probably changes into r,::ip when preceding a 
guttural. The ~ has p,,n, like in the Hebr. and the 
Chald., and probably changes into:,,,~ when preceding 
a guttural. 

§ 27. 
There may be prefixed to a word two and also three 

different particles, e.g., ,.,~~ ,:;rn~ (Berach. 3), on that 
( doctrine, precept, etc.) of Rahbi Mair; :ip~~ .,~"J1~ (ih. 
4 ), like, as that (doctrine) of rabbi Yacob; N;?%J?~? (ih. 
11 ), (in relation to a like (doctrine) as has been taught 
(in the Baraitha) ; "'~t:li?1~ (ib. 2), from that he is teach
ing, orally repeating, quoting. 
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NOUNS. 

§ 28. 

The status emphaticus ending in ~ is also used in the 
Talmud a11d in singular number even more frequently 
than in the Bihl Chaldaic, as tt)~~ ""Uj. 

§ 29. 

The genitive is generally denoted by,, whic:h, how
ever, is omitted when following such words as are more 
frequently used, as ,~, son; ri~, daughter; ,~, house, 
and the like. 

§ 30. 

Nouns and prepositions followed by the genitive 7 
commonly take, like in the Chald. (s. B. Chal. Ur., § 
36), the pronoun suffix merely for the purpose of ampli• 
fying the phrase, e.g., c;,;-,;:,-, ~.,j;~, his slave of Herod, 
i.e., Herod, his slave, or Herod's slave. 

§ 31. 

So also stand ~.,?., to him ; ~?, to her ; 'l';M?, to them, 
before words beginning with the ' dative or· accusatfve 
for no other mie hut merely to fill out the phrase, e.g., 
~.,::F"?~? ~,?. '":~~. he said to him, to his servant, i.e., he 
said to his servant; ~:,::,,:;,.'7? ~? ,~~, he said to her, to· 
his wife, i.e., he said to his vdfe; 1;:r:i? ~ii? ~?TI'.'! :.;;:i .,~ 
(Berach. 6 :), when I have seen them, the rahhis, i.e., 
w~en I have seen the rabbis. A similar pleonasm is often 
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found in the unnecessary use of the objective suffix 
joined to a word preceding the accusative, e.g., :-=i.,~ii? 
r.i,,_iM~? !it~ii?7 :-:J'l'J?~~, l'!l,~~::17~ (Pess. 3 : ), he tore it, his 
raiment, and turned it, the rent, backwards, i.e., he tore 
his raiment and turned the rent backwards. 

§ 32. 

The masc. plur. non-ernphaticus ends in .,-:- (like in 
the Syriac, though here in !it-::), e.g., .,'J=?~, men; ,,;i.,;l"!, 
sages, wise men. 

§ 33. 
Some masc. nouns plural end in NrJ,, e.g., Nt:i'i,,i;i,·:\ 

heads (Kid. 29 :) ; Nt;i,,?.,?. (B. M. 86:; B. Bath. 73:; 
Gittin 5 7. ), nights; !!t1''1,f?!!$ (Gittin 56; ), physicians; 
N::t,,?,IJ, hosts (Chulin 60). 

§ 34. 

The possessive pronoun suffixes are substantially the 
same as in the Chaldaic, with the difference, however, 
that in the Talmud. dialect the singular suffix, first per
son, singular noun, often ends in ai, like the first person, 
plural noun, e.g., 'IN':m (Kethu. 63.), my vow; .,~~~Q (ib. 
77 :), my knife; "Nl".!i!!S (ib. 105 :), my path; "!il:°J?f:l (Neda. 
62.), my quarr1:1l; 'IN~:F?~ (Yebam. 64 :), my person. 80 
also nouns with feminine terminations, as "N~,9~':'J (Kethu. 
77 :), my place; 'IN?;lfJ~,=.,N?:i~i '~, according to my 
opinion. 

§ 35. 

So also varies in the Talmud the possessive suffix of 
the singular, second person, singular noun, from that in 
th._e B. Chal. hy ending in :J'"-:- more frequently than in 
l-;;, e.g., ':;,,;;i~"Q?, according to thy statement; :i'"~~i:;,, thy 
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sign, mark (mnemotechnical), (Pess. 20.); !f.,~':\O~ (Chag. 
J 5. ), thy verse; !f,r;i-,,:;i~ (Keth. 105: ), thy business. 
There are, however, many also in !f--;, as !f;j (Pess. 24.), 
thy teacher. · 

§ 3G. 

The possessive suffix first person plural with the noun 
singular ends in t--:, e.g., ,.,P".1~ (Berach. 11 :), our chap
ter; ,,~';I~ (Sanh. 94.), our country; 1.,I:i!l/'1, our opinion. 

§ 37. 

In the Talmudical orthography, excluding, as above 
said, every idle letter, the silent Y od (.,) before the 
suffix !f of the second person masculine with the noun in 
plural, as also before the suffix ::"J of the third person 
feminine, the noun plural, though written in the Chal
daic, is here always omitted (s. B. Chal. 94, § 14). 

§ 38. 
The suffix of the second person plural, with the noun 

in plural or in singular, is formed by ':\:,>= instead of 
,,~ and l'ij-:; (§ 8) ; so also is tbe suffix of the third 
person plural with the noun in plural or singular termed 
in ':\l"'1;-: instead of 1il"'1-;- and ,;:,,-::, e.g., i:,,;~':la, your 
mouth; ,,.,;~?':\~, your ears (Kethu. 112.); ,,.,'.":,~~ (Shabb. 
140 :), your men; ,:i,;l'1'1tt;' (Berach. 6.), their praise; 
'!ll"'1.,;~.,~~' their cloak; ':\l"'1.,;"1~~ (B. M. 83.), their wages; 
,:i.,;;~ (Shabb. 133 :), their garments. An exception to 
this rule is the word ,~, all, which, though properly a 
noun, has ,:,7~, they all, all of them, without the Y od 
(',), after the form of the particles, ':\l"i?, to them; ':\M~ 

in them ; ':\l"'1'?1, theirs. The termination ':\ is in feminine 
often changed into .,--:-, e.g., ,ry?,r:ii;i,'J, their (fem.) head, 
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superintendent; "~";r:l~j?, their (f.) baldness of head ; 
.,-?.,;T1;~ (Pess. 110. ), their young ones. The suffix ter
mination in ;i:i is peculiar to the two tracts of N edarim 
and Nazir, e.g., 1in7, Nazir 31. and: 32., and: 38 :, 44 :, 
57 :, 59. ; 1i;,?i?.,':J, ib. 39:; ,~n,~r;, ib. 49:; 1i:i-.r1I:)-q, ib. 
40.; ;inf~, ib. 52:; 1in.,~~, ib. 59.; 1in.,;-.~t, ib. 29. 

§ 39. 
The suffix of the third person singular masculine with 

the .noun in plural is formed in t:1--:: like that, with the 
noun in singular, e.g., r.i.,~':'~, his feet; t:l.,;"=;l.~ (B. K. 117.), 
his brows. Termed in -,:,~_ it is found in ui~~ ,:i, -,:,;,!I., 

T ••• - ; • : -

(Succah 53), the feet of the son of man, a phrase 
ascribed to R. Yochanan (s. § 2, c.). 

§ 40. 
The nouns: :i~, father, M~, brother, tllj, father-in-law, 

are (like in the Hebr., Chal. and Syriac) somewhat ir
regularly declined, as follows : · 

Singular Suffix. 
I. person ~~~ (B. M. 59: ), .,l".1~ .,~)1, my. 

II. person ~~:i~ (ib. 84), ~in~ ,,~!'.!, thy. 
III. person ::;~:i~ *, :-:J,M~ ::i~~l=l, his. 

Plu.ral Suffix. 
I. person, ,,:i~ ( Pess. 31 ), our. 

II. person, 1i::i,:iit1:, ( ib.), your. 
III. person, 1i:i~:i~ (ib.), their. 

It is proper to observe here that the Mnti with ~ is 
a furtive one: under the same rule as in t1,i. 

The plural of :i.~ forms, like in the Chald. in 1:";i~~ arnl 
~t;:i:;~~; the plural of M~ is .,\".1~. 

* Also regularly. 
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§ 41. 

The noun .,~, son, forms the plur. like in the targmn 
Chal. and Syriac in r~f, .,;f l"!'I.,~;? (Bera. 8.) ; .,.,!:?- instead 
of .,~ is found in a sentence of R. Y ochanan, ~~~~ r:1 
,.,:;i. n~,.,~~1 (Berach. 5 :, B. B. 116. ), this is the boon of 
the tenth son ( dead), and is of the Palestinean dialect, 
as the expression .,~'J .,!:?, or .,~'J.,~ for .,~., .,.,!:?-, the son of 
Mr. . . . is used very frequently in the Palestinean Tal
mud. 

The feminine of .,~ is ~?;'':'~, daughter, of which the 
status constrnctus is n~, and in th€ plural ~t:i?f, 1;::;i. the 
same as in the Syriac, only that in the latter it is written 
m;, and pronounced ~-

§ 42. 

In the noun t?~, man, the ~, like in the Syriac, is omit
ted in the compound 1tl~ "'\:l!, son of man, i.e., a person, 
and its plural is -,a;;i.,~ (with .,,.,:i; as a Syriacism), men, 
without difference of gender, while .,'J;~, men, means 
discriminately male. 

§ 43. 

~t:17'~, house, has in plural .,r:J;. From ~r:i.,~ is derived 
the irregular form, <:i:ir;i.,::;i.1, his wife, properly the wife 
of his house. 

§ 44. 
The following fem. nouns take the masc. plural : 

Singular. Plu1·al. 
Nt:,%;1~, wife, woman, .,~f, 
Nt;l?"a, thing, word, speech, .,~~, 
Nr:,:ai,~, Sabbath, week, .,;,,;;, 
N~'li;I, time, moment, hour, .,~, 

NI;tt?, year, ,.,~~, \~'llt-
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PlWNOUNS. 

§ 45. 

The personal pronouns are the following: 
Sirig,ula1·. Plural. 

I. person, !!t;~. I, 1;~, we, 
II. person, r;i~, thou, ;,r.1~, yea, 

III. person, i;i,!!t, m. he, ,ry,~, f. she, i;i?,~, m., ,::,.?,~, f. they 
(Berachoth 44 ). 

§ 46. 
,,:,~ in Nazir 57:, 64. is a Targumical form; :,,:i·,rq :r-,~~ 

for r;i~ (Shabb. 30), thou Solomo, is of the Palestine 
dialect, the author of the phrase being a Palestinean. 

§ 47. 
Demonstrative pronouns are : .,~:":I masc., ~::i fem., 

this (that) ; ,;ry, plur. corn., these, those. 
The Chaldaic ,,,, this (masc.) is found only in such 

phrases as belong to Palestinean authors, e.g., ~'r.li~ ,,1, 
by R. Y ochanan (§ 41) ; ,;,~ PI?~ ,,,, this was a bad 
business (B. Kama. 99.), by R. Cheya, who lived in 
Palestine; ~~r, .,,.~ ,.,, (Sanh. 31.), this (man) reveals 
secrets, by R. Amae, and ~~? ,!ji'r.l9 ,.,, 1'l:;I , 1, 1.,1 j'l:;I 'f 
(Kethub. 17.), only such as this and that (man) may 
promote us (to Rabbis and judges), a verse sung at the 
occasion of R. Amae's and R. Ashe's promotion to the 
dignities mentioned above. ,~~; ~~.,t;li? w,:, r1 (Sotah 
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35), this severed head shall it speak~* presumed to be 
said by the IsraeHtes against Joshua at the time of Moses. 

r•jry is often used in N edarim, e.g., Ni:, ,.,jry ( 5) ; ,.,j::i 
N;~~ (6); N!~T j'ljry (7); l!t':'~ j'l'Jry1 (10); N~11?.,? j'ljryf (11, 
2 2) ; i~~ pjry, i~~ r:iryi ( 25) : Nwio9 j'ljry? ( 38) ; j~ 

N':'i? pjry (ib.) N~?~ rjryf' (50); N,=t,~ j'ljry (62); M~ 
j'lji:1 (66). So also in Nazir 3, 10, 27, 35. 

N'Jry is the fem. of ,.,'Ji:, e.g., N~?tJ? Njry (Ned. 53) ; N'Jl; 
.,? N;~~,,N? N,:i (ib. 55); N'JlJ ;i:;i ::!.,?. ~~9 (ib. 57), three 
times, 58 two times; ~t:1?.,i:;l N'Jry (ib. 91 ). 

Sometimes lit'J:e' stands for ~,::i, and in the plur. .,j~, 

e.g., ~::'.It! ~,~ (Pess. 53), it may be this (statement, f.); 
l"'1')'9~ N'J,? (B. M. 60), this (passage, f.) says it, proves 
it; ,,"'.1=1,"'~ '1!? (Gittin 45), these are men. In the passage, 
however Ni:i Ml!S-,,o .,1-? ( Gittin 31), it is used in the 
singular.** 

§ 48. 
The Syriac and Masoretic ,.,?.:,, these, occurs in Neda

rim, e.g., ,i:c,i~? c,m,;;i ,,?.ry (2); ,;,?.,~ :,~~~ .,~t;'~., ,.,?.::i1 
( 80) ; r"Ji-? ~?i 1.,=1-.,t:lf j.,?.ry ,.,~.,r:,:p N?i 1.,'.''JP, 1.,?.ry ( 3 7, 38 ), 
these ( words or letters) are read and not written, and 
those ( words or letters) are written and not read ; ,,,?.::' 
,.,1::i1 ,.,?:?9~ ( 48) ; ;;,n1 'ltJm j'l?.f;t? ( 49) ; ,.,?.::i, ,.,?.::1 
(97); C.,".'9? r?::i (91). SoalsoinNazir4, 13, 14, 19, 37. 

"' ., "w-, to the same interprets i:,t:l''IOj,, small, in relation to the head of the 

name, and Aruch, art. w.,.,, explains severed head, to relate to Joshua's childless

ness at that time ; both explanations are too weak to deserve any consider

ation. l!t1!l"1:"'1~ to ::j,:ll., r:i, defines it to relate to the prefixed Yod, being a. 

sign of elevation to the office, not bestowed from God but by Moses ; hence, 

'' should this man without dignity have the right to speak?" 

** Bnt taking the whole passage i:,t~n :,i:,t"'\io, .,,:., ,~~, jl:ot~. and reading it, 

be who says tT,ese or such (things) is a Syrian, .,,, m-a;' be ~onsidered as not 
exceptional. " ' 
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There occurs in B. M. 90, .,'jir:I ,.,2:,, but this passage 
belongs to a question put by Palestineans (s . .,itli, ib.). 
The Chald. ,.,)~, these, is found in B. M. 15, used in a 
notary sty le. 

§ 49. 
There are yet other demom:;trative pronouns, as ~,:ilj, 

that (masc.), ~.,::,:,, that (fem.), ,ri?:,, those (corn.). 
These words represent also the indefinite pronoun: some 
one, some body, a certain (quidam), but then they 
always are followed by an appellative noun, e.g., ~iiir:! 

~,~~ (Berach. ti), one man, a certain man; ~~9 ~,:,i'J 

(ib. 5), one old man; ~t:J.,~ii'9~ ~.,i'.10, a certain matron; 
.,;i.,?~ !iiitl".! (Ber. 10), some vulgar people; .,'G~~ .,'Jr;, i:,;ry 
(Chag. 3), (there was once) two dumb persons. Some
times ~,:,:, stands for ~"\:J!\ ~~;;:,, e.g., "\~~i? :i;01 ~,:i;-:i 

,.,Tl:Si (Sanh. 7), that (man) used to say; ~r;i~1 ~,n::_i 
(Keth. 67), that (man) who came; and likewise for 
~t:11';'~ ~.,i'.1:J, e.g., :-:i.,~i?~ ~~~1 ~.,::,.ry (Ned. 50), that (wo
man) that came before him. 

§ 50. 
The expression ~,~~ ~,;i;:,, used as a euphemism, 

relates partly to the first, partly to tlie second person, 
in sentences of an odious or ominous sense, e.g., ~,:,11 
~,:, ~,~~ ~,;;;:i-, :-:i.,~~1 ,~~ ~,~~ (Gittin. 53), that man 
there (thou) is the enemy of this man (of mine), i.e., 
thou art mine enemy. 

§ 51. 
"=i':r.,~ and 'i,.,~:"1, sing. masc., and '=r:";, fem., denote, that 

there, the other there; and 'if~:":, plur. com., those there, 
the others there. 

'l,'j.,~1 occurs very frequently in the sense: and the ! 
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other of the two opposing parties, what has he to 
reply i how is he able to maintain yet his statement? 

Examples for ,.,~::,, s. Pess. 3, and Ned. 36 c,,"Jry'7 
N1l"'1l'J"7, '!f.,~::i?), and for ~ry in B. K. 2. Examples for 
~~ry are !!t? w:i ,.,!!!: .,;ry ( Chag. 11 ), these here, yes; the 
others there, no; 1Mr.,~ .,~.,".IT:!~ .,~::i, li:l:'9?!?? i'!~ '!f;ry (Bezah 
11), those there are gone, and these here are others. 

'!f.,~l'J, '!f::1, '!f~ry represent properly the original pronouns 
.,~ry, .,~::i .,l!tlj, increased by the suffix of the second person 
singular ':J, saying as much as this thine, and indicating 
a reference to the person addressed, like the Italian 
cotesto.* 

§ 52. 
The pronouns ,n.,~ and ':!M?.,~, when expressing the 

verb to be (he is, they are) take often at the begin
ning** the letter ~ for the purpose of preventing a 
hiatu8 which necessarily would take place, as the pre· 
ceding words mostly end in a vowel-syllable, e.g., .,l!t~ 

,n.,~ (B. K. 8), what is? ,n.,~ ,ri.,~ (Pess. 10), he is, it is 
the same; -:,;9.,~ .,;.,".II:!~ (Bezah 11 ), these are others; .,'Jl;I 
,ri?~ .,'}r:,, (Keth, 22), they are two and two; .,j,r.:i~ .,l?.,-::t~ 
,:i~,; (Chag. 9), they are very righteous men; accom
plished, righteous men; ,~.,;::i is a compound from .,l!t1'J 
,ri.,~, and means, that is. 

§ 53. 
Possessive pronouns are .,.,.,.,, '!f':1.,.,, ~.,,.,':r, ~,.,-:r, 1,.,1, 

,::,1.,1, ,:,'7,1, mine, thine, etc. The second , stands here 
for the , of the Targumic possessive pronoun .,,?'J, ':f?., ., 
etc., of which the B. Chald. has one instance in Dan. ii. 
20. 

* Or the Lat. iste. ** Instead of the ~-
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Examples: -:i:,1'1~r,~ N9.,i~ .,..,.,1, mine (opinion) is better 
than yours ; !!i'11.,":i~ ':!M?"'~i 1?.,'1~ i?~, we are (busy) with 
our (things), and they with their (ones) ; Nry :-:t"lj"l'j totry 
:-:i.,~':;.".', this is his (opinion), and the other one his mas
ter's. R. Yochanan says to the Palestineans (Succa 
44; B. K. 17), !!t,ry 1ir1?,1 "1"1"9~ ,~:i?.,1, yours, they say, 
it is? ( the knowledge of the law), theirs it is ! 

§ 54. 
Interrogative pronouns are 11:t~, who? and derived 

from this are ,~~, who is he? and .,~"Q, who is she? 
(§ 11) ; .,1:t~, what? 'ljj, which? Examples for the last: 
-:,r;,;~.,,:;i .,)J (Chag. 7, 13), which of them? T"l~~'Q ,;::t (Bez. 
10), which event? fact? 

It seems proper to observe here that it is incorrect to 
derive, as some writers do, the word "l!!t"O in the phrases 
,-om'l::I "IN"O, 1:tip "li:t"O, and the like from the pronoun .,iJ, 
and to read consequently :,~1l?~ .,~"r;l, from wh,at is this to 
be inferred? N)j? .,~~, from which verse (in the Scrip
tures) is this to be proved ? for as this pronoun is to be 
written without 1:t, there is no reason for its existence in 
the derivative. It probably is to be read :rr.iw-o .,N"Q, 

what is it that may show that? l!l:"'l'P "11:t'Q, what verse is it 
that may prove that? 

§ 55. 
But 11!1:~ and .,N'l;l, though originally interrogatives, 

they are not used as such, e.g., ,~~111:t'!;, he who says, 
whoever says; 11,01 .,N~, that what was. Sometimes 
1N"O .,~;:t (Ber. 6; B. K. 30) stands for the same expression . 

.,:J"l,:;l (Syriac and Palestinean Targum tl:!~, and 
Babyl. Targum cr:r,:;i), anything, aught; m.,? r,.,~? .,:!.,~ 
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n,~.,~ :,~;~ (Kidd. 51 :), anything of which he may have 
some profit.* 

§ 56. 

The intenogative "'l".'.I is analogous to the Hebrew "'~. 
It is employed in forming some ad verbs, e.g., ~;,ry, 
where? (like the Hehr. ;-,::,,~, r,i,,~); .,~.,::,, how? (Hehr. 
'lJ'.,~). The Palestinean dialect uses ,,,,ry, N'J,lJ (Hehr. 
ir.,~, :-ir~ corresponds to the Syriac ~,~~),which? what? 
who? So N edarim 26 ( according to ,m,) ; N,:i i"''J "'<J 
1iiry~ N~:-t 'l"''J ,::,) 1iir~".I- There occurs in Tamid i"''J"'~ 
four times with N. From "'i1 amplified comes the word 
N.,;:J. It is, however, used only either with N prefixed 
(s. § 21) as ~.,~:J~ (Berach. 34:; l\fenach. 79 :), to what 
(statement does this relate?) or with a prefixed ? and 
the :, elidited, so as to read N"'~? (Berach. 68.), whither? 
toward wlrnt (place)? Hence the frequent expression 
1::ir~, ,1;,,:., what to? where to? to what end? 

T - .. - : ' 

§ 57. 
The datives "'?, :f? take often the insignificant syl

lables :J.,1 prefixed, e.g., :-:i,?.::i.,~ ,ii?".\i~ (Keth. 67 :), he 
sent them to him; :-:i?~.,1 ~r:i,;~ (Yebam. 63.), he brings 
to her; :-:i,?,i'.).,~ ~~.,t?~~ (Shab. 119.), they brought it to 
him; N.'f1~ ~M.,;?~.,~ ,;,~ .,,;l;1~ (Keth. 9 2.), he makes 
them seize the ground in payment. 

§ 58. 
The possessive pronouns ,.,.,.,, ~,.,..,, etc., stand some. 

times for the single possessive suffix, e.g., .,.,.,., ~'?.l;''Q 
(Pessa. 23.) for .,!!t~'t?, my reason; ,r7,-, ::-:,;i7 (ib. 25 :) 
for 1~'7, thy blood. So also .,,.,1 .,,~ (Keth. 203 : ) 

* s. § 97. 
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for "'llt".!r:)~, with me; t:i-,~i? t:l.,".l~:I 1~::ii (Berach. 48.) for 
::i?~? t:i~;.,~ between him and her. 

§ 59. 
The expression~".!"~! ~,.,~ (Pess. 39:; Chag. 6 :) corre

sponds to the English these and those, both. 



CHAPTER V. 

NUMBERS. 

§ 60. 
The cardinal numbers are: 

Masc. 
1. "11'.! (Berachot 5.) 
2. "'JI;' ( ib. o.) 
8. N1'?t;i ( ib. 6.) 
4. ~~;';!~ (B. rnezia 73. 

B. Batra 71 :) 
5. N~"i?!1 (B. mez. 73.) 
6. Nl;l.,W (id. ib.) 
7. ~;i-:r~ (Pessach. 110.) 

and with Sincope :l~ 

(Gittin 57.) 
8. N;r~t;\ (Joma 72.) 
9. M~~l:', (Hiruvin 56 :) 

10. M':'~!F (Berachot 56.) 
11. ,t?'tl".I 
12. ,Q.,'Jt;, (Megilla 2.) 
13. ,Q.,?.l';' (Megilla 2.) 

14. ,Q.,~';'~ (Megill:\ 2 :) 
15. ,Q.,~t:! (ib.) 
16. -iQt-;i"'W (Megill:\ 2.) 
17. iQ~.,~ (Megilla 2.) 
18. iQ .,~~r;, 

· 19. • • • 

Femin. 
~?~ (ib. 49.) 

"?:.i';I~ ( ib. 3.) 
Zi?l;I (ib. 3.) 

,~-iN - : .. 

'll'~I".! (Nazir 38.) 
r,.,~ (Berach 3 :) 

:i ~ (Berachot 55 : 
Sanhedrin 29.) 

.,~~?';' (B. batra 75 :) 
'~?;I 
,~!!? (B. batra 167.) 

"~9 ir, (Arachin 12.) 
"'JI? "%'.:'';I~ ( Arachin 12.) 

"':19 r,?l';\ (Berachot 55 : 
Sanhedrin 106.) 

.,".lt?~T"J (Schabbat 118.) 
"jt;,t?~ (Schabbat 2 :) 

"'':ll?~~ (Berachot 55 :) 
'l'j9 "~i;' (Arachin 12.) 

"J9"~I;' ( ib. Berachot 
28 :) 
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Masc. Fem in. 
20. ,.,.,~~ (Bechov?t 50.) 
21. ,11, i"'".1~;' (ib.) 
30. ,.,r:i?r;i (Joma 71 :) 
40.. rr.:lt;~ (Avoda Zara 9.) 
50. 1.,t?'911 (B. batra 172.) 
60. i.,r:i"a? (B. Kama 92 :) 
'70. 
80. 
90. 

100. 
200. 
300. 

1000. 

2000. 
6000. 

10,009. 

12,000. 
100,000. 

,.,!l?::;~ 
,.,;'tl:;I 
':'l!l?'tI:1 

M~'? (B. batra 25 :) 
,~~'9 (Ketuvot 106.) 

M~'? n~r;, (B. batra 73.) 
ti'?~ (Sanhedrin 39.) 

St. emphat. l!t~?~ ( Berachot. 6.) 
.,t.?~ .,".1?;1 (B. batra 26 :) 

.,~~ ~'!;\.,~ (Mot:id katan 10 :) 
~'!;\~~; (Berachot 6.) 
Plur. ~~,,~., (Sandedrin 36.) 

.,~?~ "ii?"'.)?;I (B. batra 150 :) 
~~?~ M~'9 (Rerachot 8 :) 

§ 61. 

85 

.,".1r;t .,:!I signifies: two persons (Chagig. 11 :) ; n,~~ .,~ 
(Kidd. 80 :), ten persons; Mi:s~ .,~ (Berach. 50.), hundred 
persons 

§ 62 . 
.,"'.'I:' and .,:ey:'i~ are used w-ith the suffixes '!1::l and ~~M, 

and read thus : '!1::l.,~1"J?;I ( Berach. 48.) ; '!1M.,;1"Jt;i ( ib. 5 : ). 

§ 63. 
The numbers from 11 to 19 ending in 'it;) are often 

employed also for the fem. gender; and may, therefore, 
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be considered to be of comm. gen. The fem. termina
tion in .,,c is seldom used. -' 

NOTE. Buxdorf in his Chald. and Syr. grammar 
declares, and after him some other grammarians, as also 
Fuerst in his Lehrgebaude, p. 242, .,')91:j~ or .,'J9t;~, to be 
as much as ,'}9:iz ,-a;,r;i, 19, contr. by way of syncope and 
metathesis, and as a support thereto he quotes an 
instance from Pseudo Y onathan, Genes. xi. 25. It is 
true that in the quoted passage .,'J9.1Jtr;' is found used for 
the number 19 ; but there is no doubt but that this 
word was inserted by mistake, either of copy or print. 
For it is hardly possible to think of any language, dia
lect, or people, however low their state of ci ,·ilization 
may yet be, to have no discriminative expressions for 
two numbers as different as 16 and 19 . .,'J9~l';I or .,".:19.,~?;', 
however, are correct, and occur in the Talmud, Arachin 
12. and Berach. 28 :. 

§ 64. 
The OJ'.dinal numbers are : 

~'lfi? ( derived from ,~ii?), the first; plur. : .,~~i?; fem. 
singul.: ~l'?';~P- (Berach 21.) ; plur. !!1:t:J,:~P- (ib. 7.), 
the first ones. 

i:?~, ~:?~, the second . 
.,~r,,,r:, :,~n.,,r:, the third 

- • •' .,. r • : ' • 

:,~~.,~~ (Berach. 5 : ), the tenth. 
The expression ~~i? !!l:'4)j? (Gittin 12.), corresponding to 

the rabbinical jiTts:-:, 1ittis:·:i, signifies: step by step, grad
, ually, successively. 

§ 64b. 
Terms expressing fractions are : 

!!I:~?~, ½, !!l:~=t~,, ¼, 
~r;,~,r:i, ½ (B. M. 100.), !!l:~'1~M, t-
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~~~,., ,~? (Kett. 21.), properly, less ¼=¾, ,~~, being the 
pass. partic. of the verb N;t, ,~; (s. B. Ch. gr. § 88): 
to subtract, properly, to beat, like the Fr. abattre.* 

§ 64c. 
The termination of the ordinal numbers is employed 

also for denoting patronymical nouns, e.g., l'"l!:S?~~ l'"l?i$l?lti! 
(Gittin 11); Mt$'y,o (ib. 3., Keth. 53 :) ; M~t?,".l~~~s 
(Ket. 82.); MtSW":'~ (Chul 128.); M~?,?? (B. K. 52.). 

Rab's name, ~;,".\~ N~~, is supposed by some recent 
writers to be such a patrial name, relating to the city 
Areca. ** But thi.s is incorrect, for in this case it ought 
to read: ;,~~,-:,~. The fact, however, that Rab was tall 
of stature, is distinctly stated Nidda 24 : ii'b~ ~':li~ :l".') 

M;l;, hence his name N:i,iN.t 

* And the Engl. abate. 

** In the province of Susiana, s. Ptolm. vi. 3; Mark. xxiii. 6. 

t Dr. Muhlfelder takes ~=•-,~ in the sense of: healer, figuratively, re• 

former, as a complimentary name of Rab for his endeavors toward securing 

thJ ecclesiastical independence of the Babylonian congregations from under 

the ambitious control of the Palestine community. But, besides that the 

application of this word, being singular and as unique as strange at the time 

in question, the grammar of the word, as will be seen, speaks yet more decid

edly against M.'s definition. For~=.,.,~ is the adjec,-tive noun formed from the 

pass. partici, 71"':~ of the verb, ;i:~ in '!:,p (s. B. Ch. gr. §§ 49, 50.) by the 

affix of the ~ emphaticus. (s. B. Ch. gr. § 33. ). Hence, even in the sense 

suggested by M., the proper meaning of the word would be : healed, figurl. 

reformed, in a pass. and not active mood, as reformer. No doubt, ~=•"I~ 
is to be taken in its original meaning: long, tall, inasmuch as the passage 

quoted above sufficiently testifies of ~=.,.,~ to be Rab's epithet in relation to 

his tallness of stature, like ~~,1, ppM. Or, what seems to be yet more 

probable, ~:;s•::i;, emphatically: the m'Cllon, from the Gr. ~xc,,v, leader, which 

he in fact was, as statei in the quoted passage. 
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THE VERBS. 

§ 65. 

The conjugations are the same as in the Chaldaic 
language, with the only difference that in the forms 
;~~, '.'?.i?t:'~ and ,~~1")~ (like in the Targum and the 
Syriac) the Talmud always employs lit instead of M. 

§ 66. 
In the preterite, the r, in the Chaldaic affixed to the 

first pers. sing. is in the Talmud always omitted; e.g., 
'1NJJ1, I have seen, for r,,!t!; 'lt-t'.)l':!, I have been, r,,'.ll':!; .,N~f;I 
'INjj? (§ 87); .,.,'9~ for r,,'1"?~; .,?R'Oi', I have taken, for 
r,~p~; .,~.,~l? (Yeba. 64: :), I have stated, for n~~l?-

§ 67. 
The r, affixed in the Chal. to the third pers. sing. is 

in the Talmud generally omitted and replaced by N or 
n. E.g., r,,? li°J'-;I~, she said to him; ::-r,? nll'j-;iw.,~ (Keth. 
62 :), she was married to him; ':J'~~ N:?l?.,~ (Yeba. 63.), 
thy mother became better; 'IM? N;~~.,~, it was asked, in• 
quired ( about something doubtful, problematical) from 
them, instead of ri.,;,,~r;i~. 

In the ,i, of the N", .,m, however, this r, is replaced by 
Yod (.,) which is connected with the radical N. E.g., 
'IN')~ (Chag. 6.) for n,1:1, she was; NZ;i?.,t/9 .,N~9 (B. Bath. 
79 :) for 1"it9, the ship went; :-:J'll'J'7~ .,Nt:i~ (Kethu. 67 :), 
bis sister came, for rir:,~. The same occurs sometimes 
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also in the· other forms, e.g., .,l:!tlj'Q (Keth. 68 :), she 
protested; :it~?'4l .,:it?~.,~(Pessa. 31. ), thing was discovered, 
exposed. 

§ 68. 
:it;, the Chald. termination of the first pers. plur. is 

changed into )-;, e.g., J;~~ (Berach. 12.), we have said; 
jl".!;'t~ or Jl:~'ll;'~ (ib. 10.), we have found. 

§ 69. 
The termination '!1 of the third person plur. takes in 

the T. its place between the second and the third radi
cals, e.g., 'i!in? (Berach. 56.), they fell down, instead of 
"=ii~?; 'i:iO~ (ib. 56 :), they have bound, forbidden, for 
':'!'iQ~; "1':l:l:Z (Pess. 2 :), they have done, for '=l"1~~; ""l'=lT~ (ib. 
16-.), they have resolved; 'P:iil? (Ned. 59), they went 
out; l;i':lT? (B. Kam. 94 :), they have robbed; 'C'=l!I'~~ 

(01mg. 13.), they have diminished themselves, for 
!'.'O~'qit;'i~; 1'=l'P?:\ (Pess. 30.), they have established, for 
o:i~.,P.~; 'i~'~'ilt~ (Berach. 9.), they have intoxicated them
selves, for-:,,~~,:,;~; ,-:,, (Yeba. 96 :), they went, for -:,';~. 
This rule, however, is not applied with verbs of quies
cent,. Sometimes it occurs with the imperative, e.g., 
l:!t.,;l'J )":I? o:i~ry 'i~lZ'~ (Gittin 34.), courage! give him to 
her, ,i.e., forwards! go on, give him to her !* 

§ 70. 
The partici. act. and passive are united with the 

pers. pronouns, which then are considered as suffixes 
of the former, e.g., l:!t?;~. I cry; l:!t?=1,0;, I give (Bera. 
5 :) for !!t?~ .,~~. l:!t;I$ :l:-J;; f;'~~l!S (ib. 2 :), thou say
est, for r;,~ 'i'Q!!5; i?.,".\'-?~, we say, for 1?~ 1.,".I'-?~; o:in.,".1'-?~R, 
you say; !!t?.,~i? (Keth. 104.), I say, for 1ir--.~ 1':l'i"?~i?, 

* S. ~"w, to the a. 
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N?~ .,~~i?; ,ir,.,~~1''7 'IM.,':1'-?!:$ (Bera. 56. ), you are saying 
that you are wise; ,ir,.,~.,;P-'I.?, r1n.,"r.?";P.'l:? (Neda. 25.); 
t;iN;=1,~ ( Ket h. 43 : ) for r;itS N;=1,~, thou collectest pay
ment; .,? r;,~~~.,~ (Keth. 61 :), doest thou many me i 
for .,? ?;I~ N;9;t;,.:;i. Examples of the pass. partici. 
Nn,~" (Bera. 5 :), I am suspected; N??.,Q!? (Keth. 109 :), 
I am disabled; ,~.,j?.,Q!!)'., we are engaged, we have to do 
it with ... we are occupied ... with ... I;'jif~'1 (Bera. 
10.); I;'~.,;l".l'r.? (ib. 11.), thou art held, indebted, guilty 
for ?;I~ ,P-~'1, ?;\~ ::i.,~r:_i,:;, ; ':!?"l'l:;l,-:,~ (Naz. 19. ), ye are in 
need. From .,~:r;, and ,~~l;t is formed regularly Nt'~l;t, ,~,;1;t. 
By reason of its very frequent use the latter is abbre
viated to j~l;l. 

§ 71. 
The infinitive of the ,p takes, like in the Chal., the pre· 

formative ri, e.g., :i.~~~? (Berach. 9.), to write; .,~~?, 
to do; .,~,~?, to say. In the other forms the infin. ends 
in ., .... J, e.g., .,~i='1.,~? (Pessa. 4.), to neglect, for the Chald. 
Nt?'l.?l;~?; 'llji:n~ (ib, 2. ), to praise, for N;:t~1%J ; 'ltji!I'~? 

(Berach. 9.), .,j?.iD~? (ib. 4 :), to exclude; .,~in~ (Pess. 
68. ), to revive ; the last is the ,,!l'!lil form of 1:1:;IJ; .,;it;)~ 
(ib. ::i.p!I'., r,), to heal, ,~~ from N9~-

'l'he infinitive of ,p in ::::'El and .,·~ is found also end
ing in ::::, as N)'-;).,~?, to say; ::i:;t;1.,'r.??, to give (s. § 81). 

§ 72. 
The future, third pers. masc. sing. and plur. is often 

prefixed by, (s. B. Oh. § 109), and conveys the sense 
of either the imper., optative, or subjunctive, e.g., NY;).,?., 
let him say; ,.,~t.,?. (Berach. 5.), let him examine into 
.. search into .. ; .,;r;,\ it (the Mishnah) ought to read, 
or use the expression of .. ; :l~r-1??, he should write, it 
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should stand; '!lt"1~'!::i.,
1t1 (ib. 10.), that they die; .,t}.,;?, 

he may bring; P!?';'.,? ::-t?-:;t (ib. 6.), that he may not hurt 
himself. 

§ 73. 
Instead of the , often the ~ (like in the Syriac) with 

the same signification is prefixed to the above future, 
e.g., ::-t~i? ::-t~.,~ (Berach. 11.), the Scripture verse ought; 
should say; :,.-,,p~~? :-:l.,?i?1!,'~ (Pess. 13.), let him take it 
for bimseH; ~:,t~i;'~n ";-9.,~-;,:r; (ib. 18.), he should mix 
them together ( i.e., unite them) and write them clown; 
l'":'1.,:1~~ .,'.:1?;19~ ~?1 (B. M. 65.), that his slave should not 
become lazy (B. K. 90 . .,'.:l?:;19?). ,~;in~ of ~?9, * to rot, ac
cording to .,w,. 

§ 74. 
In ':l!'!?t;i~ and ':lY.~r;,~ the n is mostly omitted. Ex

amples: .,~?~'~ for n?~t;i~, they split themselves, -i.e., 
they are of di:fferent opinion; 1~r;,;.,~ (Berach. 10.), they 
are written ; .,~~~~.,~?, to keep from some thing, to 
abstain; :i.,;~.,"l;l (Pessach. 5.), it is stolen; ,.,t;ir'~ (ib. 28.), 
he is killed; .,Y.~~, ~::i;,~~, he, she is sought for, required. 
So also.,~~;.,~ (Keth. 63.), cover thyself, fern. imper. in 
,~~r;,~. 

In verhs with n as the :first radical, the n of ,:rDn~ 
is prmmrved, while then radicis is left out and compen
sated by m~, forte, e.g.,.,.~[;'"!;) (Kidd. 67.). S. § 91. 

§ 75. 
The gerninate verbs c.,,,D!:lii n,n are conjugated 

partly after the manner of the , quiescent, and partly 
like the ', quiescent. E.g., '=Y., root ,,, ; to enter, r.'1?.,;~ 
(Berach. 9 : ) , thou enterest, like l';'~.,;E, i.e., r.i~ c,:i? 

• Heb. n,o. 
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from t::l'li' ( s. B. Ch. § 78.) ; ',,~~"-? (Pess. 6. ), introducing, 
act. partic. in ',,~~ ( s. B. Ch. § 80 ). So also from 'tJ? 
( root tl~? ), to cmse, 'C.,:? l:(j?'7 ~':\;i tl?'t? (Pess. 2 : ) ; from CJ~ 
(root~!?~), to bend, compel, CJ.,~~ (Chagg. 16.). Like ', 
quiescent are the words i:,,~t??tS (Berach. 7.), I shall 
curse him; 1~?t:r"-? (ib. 6 :), (persons) desecrating, from 
,~r:r as if from !:(?I:!; in the ',~~, ,~r:r. 

§ 76. 
Verbs of N~ are inflected like those of ~; in such in

flections as do not begin with 1:-t (s. B. Ch. ~ 73), e.g., 
.,~,~, he will say; ~~-:,in1 (Bera. 8.), that ye prolong (s. 
§ 81). 

§ 77. 
The verbs Ni:,~, ':i!~, to come, to go, omit the Nin the 

imp. as ~t;\ (Berach. 2 :), ':i1 with Y od. 
The word '"T is of the form ',,~~ from '!, root ':i'?T, to 

he disagreeable, despisable, e.g., Nt;l~,'t? ,~ l:(?,'!"1 (Pessa. 
113.*), the thing is despisable to me. 

~ 78. 
The same verb Nt:,~ omits sometimes in the ',~~~ the 

Yod (,), which is a substitute of the first N radical, 
e.g., ,~;r,~? (Chagg. 2. ), to let enter, come into, i.e., to 
include for ,~;r,•N':i. ' .. ' - ' 

~ 79. ~- , 

The imper. in the ,p of ~N, to say, is formed like 
the future of the same verb, by apocope, as N~,N 

(Keth. 8 :), do say. There occurs, however, also "I':\~,~ 

(Chag. 3 ; Pessa. U, 20.), which likewise seems to be the 
imper. similar to~~~,~** (Pessa. 21.), subvert it, though, 

* This phrase is found in B. Bathra 110, and not at the pla.ce related to. 
** 1~!r.:::! may just as well be the future as in B. Mez., 9., 4. 1 tot~~ '1~!l~~. A. 
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according to the rule, the , ought to be preceded by 
!"lr'!D (s. B. Ch. §§ 6, 9.). However this may he, i~'r.l~ 
appt:ars to be inegular, even if taken as the future first 
person. 

§ 80. 
In verbs of ., 'ti, the Y od, in the form of ,,~~, 1s 

changed. like in the Hebr. and Chal. into \ e.g., ~,.,pi!!!: 
(B. M. ·59.), ye shall bonor; r.!'1:;:!r:1i!!i:, he seated him; 
.,? t:)":i?,i'l:l (Berach. 48.), thou honorest me. 

§ 81. 
The verb :ll"'.I;, to give (s. B. Ch. § 106) is in the 

infin. and future generally changed into :lt'J;, as a com-
11ouncl of ::lli; and 1c:i?, e.g., r-1.,? l:l:~f;1?.;? (Keth. 106; B. K. 
95; B. B. 124.), to give him; :l.,I:i.,; (Pess. 12.; Ketb. 
52 :), he shall give. It may properly be observed 
here, that these words as inflections from the above 
,,rnrd :lli., should not be mistaken for words formed 
from the radix :l~\ to seat, to tarry, e.g., :li:1.,~? (Kidd. 
7.), to remain; :i..,r:N:, 1:1:? (Erubin 54.), do not sit down. 
There is, however, found also !!!:".1?~ ::iry.,~~ (Berach. 9 :), 
to giYe wages; ::i:-:i~ ::iry.,'r.l (Chol. GO.) from ::i::i;,, and 
li;Jl;\~ ~? 1i:1.,~~ (B. B. 13 :), to give thee as a present 
from 11'.l?-

§ 82. 

Verbs with ?it as the second radical change this N: 

into Yod in all conjugations charncterized by Dagesh 
forte, e.g., 1:1:,.,~'U,l~ 'lji~'I!;' (Pess, 9 :), leaves a rest. There 
occms likewise in the ,~~t;N, ,.,~r;i~i:1: (Ketlrn. 77 :),= 
ir,~~:i.~ ,~ ,~~~, as if from ,.,~; and in the '~'?~, .,1:.,iiritt'? 
(ib. 105 :) as if from ,w:, (s. § 85.) 1 to lend (like in the 
Hebr. ,.,~~i".'o); j?~i~1 lend. me. 
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§ 8/3. 
Verbs of i:,, change the (i) into Y od in the act. 

partici. of the ,p, e.g., r,,:,~, dying, one that is dying; 
.,.,::; (Yebam. 63. :), binding in. 'I'he same change 
takes place in the '.l?~, e.g., .,~,:i? (ib. 64 :). 

§ 84. 

Of verbs in ;; and geminate (o.,,,'El.,n) sometimes 
the active partici. is employed instead of the passive, 
in order to make the expression more forcible and 
sonorous, e.g., 1? N~.,;i?, it stands settled, establishecl for 
us, instead of 1? ll-:'9.,j? like :·:p_~~; .,? t:J'IP,. So also ,.,n.,~r;,~ 
Ni?.,;1 .,~? instead of ~i?.,'j, the pass. partic. of PP.7, " the 
::Mishnah also is exact, precise in the manner of expres
sion."* So also~":? (Cha1. 11.), joined together, con
nected, from ~~?; t].,.,,v (Sanh. 88. ), bent, down-cast, 
from ;i~i;,; ;i,:;f (Keth. 103 :). bent, subdued. 

§ 85. 
Verbs of ,, .,m are in the '.l?~~ sometimes conjugated 

like those of .,.Il .,m; e.g., t:J'lj?i~ for c.,p~; hence, :-:J'l~P,i~ 

(Berachoth. 5 : ) ; i:-t;~.,p,i~ (Pess. 11.). So also :i.,r:i,~, 

replying, objecting, for :l'lr)'-;J. So also :ir:,ir:1.,N, radix, 
:i~n takes in the '.l.:'~t;l~, the , proper to the 'l'Il .,m in the 
':l!!?~ (§ 80), though there exists no instance thereof for 
the .,·b .,m in the ,,'£In~.** - - : . 

* Properly : to separate in elements, like the Hehr. j,j:l"'I, to make thin, to 
bruise, figurat. to make clear, conceivable. 

** According t,o other grammarians the word ::?j~n•!'( is of the form 
!,~!,ll'!l~, a form which our author constantly declares to be inadmissible. (S. 

B. Ch. gra. §§. 46, 85.) 
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§ 86. 

Verbs of the quiescent and imperfect roots* take 
in the forms ,~Dr;,~ and ,~;,ir;,~ for the most part a Y od 
between the first and second letter of the word. This 
Y ocl refers probably to the 'ltl~i in the ri, and seems to 
be characteristic to this sort of verbs, e.g., 'P!?;I.,~ (s. §§ 
74, 72). 

§ 87. 
Verbs of 'f quieseent, otherwise following, as far as 

consistent with the peculiarities of the Talmndical con
jugations, the principles of the Chaldaic language, 
are found in the infinitive ,p ending with Y od ; e.g., 
"ll!=t,~, to ask, to pray; .,!17~, to see, and sometimes in N 

(like in the Syriac); e.g., ~~f.,~ (Keth. 43 :), to collect 
payment, the imper. fem. ends (like in the Syriac in 
.,N-; ; e.q., .,~.:p, do take payment, do collect ; .,!lt~l?~ .,N':fl".1 
.,!!t~r;, ':f? .,~'Jl? ':f? .,N~~~ .,!lt,l':! (Pess. 68 :), rejoice, my 
soul, rejoice, my soul! for thee I have read (the holy 
Scriptures), for thee I have repeated, learned (the 
Mishnah by heart); .,N,~ (Keth. 61 :), throw away; 
.,~~~.,~ (ib. 63 :), cover thyself! 

§ 88. 

The partici. pass. in the ,.,:v~ of the , .,n~ is like in 
form to its partici. active, e.g., .,~~~ (Keth. 62 :), esti
mated, worthy, virtuous, corresponding to the rabbini
cal M?.~~ and the Syriac .,~~'9. The emphaticus and fem. 
absol. is ~;?~'9 (Berach. 4.). 

§ 89. 

Participles in the plur. take very often the termina
,. As 'Cl.,;i~!l:i and ::El, 
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tion of the verb, and not that of the noun, e.g., r:r;, i:,~~ 
.,~'1'~ (Berach. 2 :), and they were interrogating, they 
put a question; '=!M? i;P. (ib. 3 :), they are calling them; 
;;~1 (ib. 6.), which are rotten; i";;i;q (ib. 8.), they are 
praying; i:r, (ib. 9.), they are lying; i::r'l;l N?1 (ib. 10.), 
they who are not accomplished; iN~t?'l? (Pessa. 18.), 
they are defiling; !1P!?~1 (ib. 22 ;), they are excluding, 
bringing forth; ~M.,;~~i.,?? '=liil!S (ib. 29. ), they are going 
(follow) according to their own principles; in,;,; (ib. 
30 :), they protract; ;.,~, * '=I'~ (Chagg. 11 :), they are 
discussing; ':!M? i"'!i'r.l, they are confessing, yielding, con
senting to them, for, i::r~, 1:'Jl?, 1:?~, ;:,~:it'-?, i:;t, 1:~~'-?, 
r~'-?t?'-?, 1.,i?~~, 1.,":ril!S, 1::-:t~~, j:j'9') ,.,~i?~, j.,jir.i. So also 
in the partici. pass. ii~ NJ;? N,~~ (Pessa. 29.), they are 
untied, allowed, for 1:'J'll?, 

§ 90. 
The pass. particip. (,.,~~) is often used with the 

dative ~? ,?, etc., which, last, is taken as the ablative 
and the verb, as being in the active voice, e.g., ~.,,;illr N? 
'=IM? (Berach 2 :, 9.), it was not heard by or from them, 
i.e., they have not heard it; 1? :r.,,;i,;i (ib. 5 : ), it is heard 
by or from us, i.e., we have heard; '=IM? N,.,::;i9 (ib. 4.), 
it is considered by them, i.e., they hold it, they are of 
opinion; .,~ .,il".1 .,.,.,,? (B. B. 73., Sanh. 67 :), it was 
seen by, from me, i.e., I have seen it myself. Some
times .,~ and ~' etc., stand as mere pleonasms, e.g., 
:-:!.,? ,.,~~ !ltP, r:r,'l\i-:,in:;i (Shebuoth 6 :), this man is con· 
sumed in his woods, i.e., he is ignorant of the things 
going on in the world, as if secluded in the woods. 

"' Syriac : N"I~ . to tear, Gr. 'l'ElpEw, to rub, pull, figurat. to discuss. 
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§ 91. 

The passive partici. is often followed by "I~, ~?, etc., in 
the proper sense of the dative, e.g., r=I.,?. .,t:.i,:;i (Berach. 5.) 
( equivalent to .,:P.~r;i~, § 7 4 ), it is requisite, necessary to 
him, i.e., he needs, must; M.,?. l"=i.,~l;l'l:l ~?1 'C~'IV~ * (Kidd. 
67 :) (equivalent to "l;r;,r;i,;i, § 74), because it was not 
possible for him to mention it expressly, without omit
ting the usual laconism ( s. "I ,,'It!.,) ; .,? "lj?;I~ ~i? lit~, it is 
not habitable to (for) me, I cannot live there. 

* In the edition before me (Vienna, 1862) there is r,:, in.stead of ns:,, 
as quoted above, 



CHAPTER VII. 

VERilAL SUFFIXES. 

§ 92. 

The Talmudical verbal suffixes differ in so far from 
the respective Chaldaic paradigms (B. Cha. Gr. § 110), 
as in the Talmud. dialect the Y od and the ~ of .,~,o~ . - : -
and ~n'9; are dropped, e.g., 1~~~ (Nedar. 62.), he robbed 
(from) me; j~j (ih. 50 :), had in<licted me; 1?:i~~'t.? (Chagg. 
5 :), hadst detained me; ji:i'P,T~ (Erub. 5 :), they made 
me old. In the imperative: ii'Tl1l (Gittin 47.), redeem 
me; and in the future: 1l1'7=tt::i ~? (Nedar. 50 :), do not 
make me laugh. 

§ 93. 
The suffix of the thi1:d pers. plur.-which in the 

Bihl. Ch. is missing, and in the Syriac expressed by the 
separate pronoun, r,:,,~-is formed by ,;;r-:-, e.g. ,:i?.,':1'7:J~ 
(Chagg. 5 :), he turned them away (from them); 
~;,?.,l:;li~~~? (Bera. 8 :), to. accomplish them; ':i;;~.,O.,;~ 

(Yebam. 79.), he appeased them; -:i:-t1.,~t;i~~1 ~:,?::rnr~ 
(§ 73). The fem. form must be .,:"'.'lr--:-, like that with 
the noun, but is seldom in use. Compound with this 
fem. suffix is probably the so very frequently occurring 
word ,rit~)~, which signifies as much as .,:"'.It.,~ .,l:;l)\ i.e., 
throw,* put them one opposite the other, i.e., bring the 
two statements (imper.) one opposite the other. 

• Abjice. L. 
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§ 94. 

The M as a termination o:f the first pers. and the 
third pers. fem. in the preterite being usually omitted 
(s. § 67.) is replaced before a suffix, e.g., :-:it;i.,';'?~ (Keth. 
63 :), I have said it, from M~~~; ::?.,%J"':'Tlj (Synh. 98.), 
she has seen him, from M~T!'.! for M!l:l, and not from .,llt!T:! 

§ 95. 

The suffix o:f the third pers. sing. masc. with a verb 
in the third pers. plur. is found partly in the form of 
':lM':1-; e.g., ~,.,ry~, '=lM':l'Pli?~ (Chagg. 15.), they brought him 
out and beat him ; and, partly, in :J~, e.g., l:!"1~i2) r:J':ll'li?~ 
(ib. 5 :), they brought him out and killed him; :";!':ln,9~ 
(Pess. 10 :), they troubled him, they molested him. 

§ 96. 

In verbs of llt ":, the llt is changed into Y od when pre
ceding such suffixes as do not begin with Nun (~), e.g., 
::i-.::,ilj (Berach. 5 :), he saw him; r-1-.;i;:i (Yebam 63.), 
he saw her; :-:i.,~1'ttlt:i (ib. id.), thou wilt throw him, 
-:,:,,.,9,:;i~ (Keth.103 :), they brought him; ~.,;t:1.,~ (ib. 17.) 
thy coming. But not so in ':lM?lt) (Yebam. 63. ), he 
saw them; ':ll"l?"Tl1~7 (Bera. 6.), to see thBm, where the 
suffix begins in ~-



CHAPTER VIII. 

ADVERBS. 

§ 97. 
The following are adverbs, or adverbial expressions, 

alphabetically arranged: 
M.,!j~,~ ::i~~ (Berach. 2.), on his way, i.e., by the way, 

occasionally ( obiter, en passant ). The suffix changes 
according to person, e.g., "~r:i~,~ :i~~ (Keth. 105 :), 
qry~,~ :i~~ (Synhed. 95 :). 

"~::)?~ for "~::J ,~, meanwhile, while this happened, 
.,~::)j .,~:".17~ (Berach. 5 :), corresponds to the Hehr. 
:,:., i~\ :,:., 'il! (Kings I. xviii. 45), while this and 
that happened. 

titf°J?~ (Shabb. 25., Moed Katan 17.), contrary, much 
more; possibly proceeding from ~::;i'J";I ,~, about 
something, that is more, i.e., the more there is rea• 
son to object. · 

!ii:,~.,~ (Gitt. 59., Chull. 60., Shebuo. 10.), in truth, 
forsooth; equivalent to tl'J~ (B. Ch. Gr. § 123). 

"r~, now; "1'.,~ .,? !il:'9.,~ (Keth. 69.), tell me now; 
possibly the imper. of '!~, '!~ (Ezra v. 15), apo
copated, properly : go ! forwards ! expressing, en• 
couragemen t, and corresponds to, go on ! * 

* This is a suggestion by Mr. Ehrenreich of Brody ; other definitions s. 

j":r:l 7-i:, and ir.:r, c,::i T. VIII. A. 

I think it to be like the Hebr. ~"!El~. (Proverbs ~~~~ j::I 't:l:,;, in the sense 

of then, 1rrr,i used in a lively mood of speech. 't:l~W., (Genes. xxvii. 34) takes 

"It":< to be like ~,El.,~ which is a compound of .,~ = ubi and its correlat. 

~,ii = :,~ ibi, 1ro,or; where there I 
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~f.,~ (from :,f r,-.~, here is), there fa, are ( s. infra n"~ 
and ~q,.,'?. ). This ad verb is found followed by an 
unnecessary i,, a;; i'.$~-, ,~~? ~:r~ ( Gitt. 50. ), there 
is some one who is of the opinion ; analogous to the 
rn.bbiuieal i'IJ? iv; (Shabb. 34.), this here, is yet ... 

n~.,~ (Bern.eh. 2.), when? from the Hehr . .,r:i~. It 
rea ls in the Targum Chal., and probably also in the 
Mishnah as a Hebraism (s. i!I :li1.,N p. 97, 98), .,r:i~.,~ 
and in the Syriac .,r,~.,~, with the Y od silent. ',:., 
n,;-.~ ( Clrngg. 3. ), every time, as of ten as . 

.,~.,~ (Shabb. 124 :), is it really so? can that be? (from 
!!t.,ry j.,~ ). 

r,-.~ (Chald . .,l'J.,~, Hebr. 'IZl~), it is; with suff. :,-,rJ.,~, 
::,r;,.,~ ~M?tJ.,~ from .,:".'•?CJ.,~ (Sheb. 14 :) ; ~r;i.,~ c~ 
(Pessa. 10 :), if it be.* 

.,?:If~ (ib. 7 :), yet, yet now, corresponding to the Chald. 
1~f. i~; possibly, the N substituting the word i~ and 
.,r:i~, a contr. of n;rp, r,~f (B. Ch. § 120), which would 
make the reading of the word, .,I:'~!$. -l(•* 

.,~~!$ (Berach. 5 :), wherefore? why? upon what ac
count? from .,~~ ',~. 

,~~.,"Jf (Chul. 2.) (from ,~~ .,~'7:al, in (the case), when 
one""has already done it, in reference to an act that 
has been already accomplished, but not as to its 
going to be accomplished, which in opposition to the 
first is expressed by the rabbinical :-:r?r:ir;1:;i? • 

.,,.,::) .,,;:i~ (Sabb. 92 :, 93., Chagg. 11 :), with one an
other. S. .,,::, under the prepos. and .,,.,~ infra. 

N;:ryf (Pessa. 27.), ~;;iry~ (Tamid. 32.), for itself, sep
arately, especially (from U5w;, a, 01,, proprius, 

* l"I"~ is the substitute of the ver/r,,' substantivi and the correlat. of j'~-

** .AJ,, generally read by German Talmudists. 
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privatus, hence, i8tw-r-1;;, rabbin. >ci'l'7l'.j, a private 
man) . 

.,~.,:;! .,~.,~ (Nazir 6 :), what there is between, in the 
midst. Hence, .,~.,~ .,~.,~1 (B. K. 84.), the difference 
between two quantities. 

N'??!I!~, plainly, merely, only, e.g., N~M N'??!l!=t N,;r,r (Pess. 
24 :), it is merely, only sweat.* 

N'll?.,'J~ (Bera. 2.), at the beginning, at first. 
N'??tt;'!l!, in peace ; signifies : is agreed to, namely, this 

one statement ; but not the other. !it~?~ai. ?;lj'11$ .,~ 
for ?;lj'11$ .,~ !!t'??'ll?~, this is right, in case thou sayst 
so, but not otherwise, i.e., according to the other 
opinion the statement is wrong. 

i!I, lit)~, is a noun, expressing : the inner part, hence, 
.,N'J~~ (Tamid 29 :), inwards, within . 

.,~7, properly, that when; i.e., in case when. N~?.,., 
~.,9?'1 .,~~ .,~, (Yebam. 78 :) ; "perhaps there is the 
question of a case, such as when he has transgressed 
the law, and has taken as a wife; " N':'P, ~.,l".l=? !!I:? .,~1 
(ib.), for "when," i.e., for such exceptional cases, 
there was written no Biblical law, (s. ,~~.,-,1). 
See also B. Mez. 66 :. 

!!t~?.,i (Berach. 2 :) (fr. N~? .,, Bib. Ch. § 123), per
haps. 

Nl; (B. Ch. § 124, Hehr. N:J), behold! lo! N,1~, !itl';1 
l:itj?~.,., 1:itl;' (Kidd. (70 :), here the man and there the 
quotation-and yet, yet, lit~.,~ l:it:O, (Megill. 22.), yet, 
there is ! "'1~1$ Nl';, "'l~l:S::'o and .,~~l';I\ yet, and yet, he 
said !-already, e.g., ;,~;., NZ:,?t;'I l!t::", (Neda. 81. ), 
three days, three days since. 

N?':N~:O, (fr. N?j.,~ .,!it0), at present, at this time. 
* Used in the same way as universe, universally, generally. 
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'lj':tl'.J (Syriac "l'j1M,* perhaps from "ll"'.I) "It:!, properly the 
one and the other), is used only in connection with 
a preposition; "lj'J~? (Berach. 6.), one to another, 
one another; 'l"'.!7l':!~ (ib. 7.), one against another; 
'lj"Jl".)~ 'l~':,P, ~'ll:lj?,·lH(· the Scriptural verses are hard 
( afford difficulties) one against another; i.e., they 
contradict one another. "lj'Jl:!~, from one another; 
.,".!':'i'.'1 .,jl:!~, with one another, together (Meg. 7 :); 
'lj':'::l .,~~ (ib. 11.), near one another; 'l'jj::) .,:p (Pessa. 
3 : ), like one another, the one like the other. 

i"Jl".) (Berach. :?.), afterwards, from the verb i"J:".1, to do 
again some thing. See ir.i. 

::t~.,l'J, where here? where there? from l::t\'J and l::tf ana
logous to the Hebr. :iy.,~, ri?.,~; ::t;.,l".!~,t wherefrom 
there? .,~.,?J ::t~.,l'.:I~, wherefrom shall it come? where
from shall that be deduced? how can that be sup
posed? ::t~.,ry 'f, everywhere . 

.,:;,,:::i, how? corresponds to the Hehr. ':f"I~ t :,~,!!/; ;

.,:;,.,::.i .,~, in the same manner, in a like way, as much 
as, in a manner that, in order to (Berach. 10.). 

l!t~l:1 (Berach. 4 :), here, from the Chal. l!tf. 
,:;,::), so-'1:;,l".)?, hence, therefore. 
l::ti;l~\'J (from l!t!;':i;'~ l!ti;, Syr. ::t~ry from M~TIJ ~i:), now, at 

· present, expressing also astonishment"~.,~'} :ii;,ti l!tI;ii!?lJ ! 
:ll"J~ MJl:! ~? (Berach. 3 :), how! Moses did not know 
it (and David did? !). 

* ':'11"!~ ;~1 (Job iii. 6) seems to be from the Syriac "'1'1M: to unite, being 

together, and the Daghesh forte being the compensation for the missing ,. 

** The original of this quotation reads V"r.l'li and not ii::R (s. § 93). 

t In the Hebr., however, the prepos. is connected with the second syllable, 

1"'1~1.:l ,~, unlike the Talm. ~~"t"'lr.l. 

,.+. Th~ :. being the compar. element, so also in ~=-•n :i:.. 
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ct;,ry, there (ibi.) (Cbal. :,~r-y, Hebr. c~). S. rqr-y.* 
.,~,r:rj (ib. 2 :), certainly, surely (from :ii.,, M"J';, .,~,\ 

likewise: confess, supposing to be so). 
N',?':1~ ( ib. 6.), manifoldly (Hebr. :li;Q.,i'.!, Y onah iv. 4 ; 

fr. bien) a good deal. 
.,:P.t;J (Pess. 12.), more, pass. particip. of the verb N~'q, to 

add (B. M. 83. ). 
-:ii.;, (in the Targu j':lif), now, at present; t;,,rit:, i"i=ti 

(Ned. 21 :), and now thou repentest, or, art thou yet 
of the same opinion~ the words ':f?~ ':f;?~ 1N' are miss. 
ing (s. Mard'chai Shebuoth, Cap. I., § 1114 and 
Semag ,.,.,N', 240) . 

.,,:;, from N'.,ry•p, as it is; ::!~~~ ., .. p (Rosh Hash. 5., B. 
l\L 27 :, Chul. 22., Kiddush. 5 :, Sotah 19 :, Zehach. 
93., Menach. 93.), "he took if as it is, i.e., properly 
it was not necessary to mention this special quality 
of the subject, but· having under discussion its differ
ent properties, he quotes all of them as many as 
there are." From its proper meaning: "as it is,'' 
this word became the expression for, a trifle, insigni. 
:ficance, littleness, as in the Rabb. Hebrew: Nirt~= :,,~ 

~l'il?l~, whatever it may be, in the sense of: of what
ever quantity it may be, even of the least quantity, 
ever so little. So .,lZl?!i!; .,1.,!11 N'? .,"'!~1 .,~~ 'f (San
hed. 29 :), people usually do not keep in memory 
things of little importance, of no importance to 
them. ,;,11-:,9~ N'? .,,~:i N;'''J .,~ .,!j'iit;i~ (B. K. 90 :), 
"We do not molest the court with trivial affairs." 
.,"J~~ :,:r,_,,r w~.,~ .,'jtr;' ~? (Kethu. 3H :), no man throws 
away bis money for tl'ifles. ::ir;,-:,1~ N"? .,i-?~ (Ned. 
22. ), .,"J-?~ :;:;:,p~ (ib. 29. ). In Megil. 2 :, Y ebamoth 

* en;;, ubi, being the coLTefative of tt~t:;• ibi, 
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90., Chul. 73. and 81 :. .,.,=? ::t? .,".1~!!5; ~~, .,~~ and 
in Nazir 2.: .,.,? ~'9"I:i"~J ~:n .,Y.l~ it signifies: Some 
said that (statement) in ~:1,'s name, and others, 
simply as it is (~"':,i::i), as it reads, without giving 
any name as authority. 

"~i1 "?~al ( all this), so much, so very, to such a degree. 
":P (Berach. 6 :), when, as; .,~~ (ib. 2 :), since, as soon 

as. 
~~;;7 ::f (in the Rabb. Hebr. l!t'=lli'tl?,-',~), of whatever, of 

the least quantity. 
:,~~-,~, so much (time), as long time as ; .... l1'9~ ,~ 

1, in as much as ... 
'?~- With a preceding negative it denotes, of any kind 

whatever, '?i :-:!"'? "iii'.) l!t'?1 (Berach. 5 :), that he had 
1iothing of the kind. 

l1'9=?, Yoma 22: (s. also Dan. iii. 33.), how much! bow 
many ! (B. M. 86.) 

~?, not. If not followed directly by a verb, usually <:1~? 
is used. ~?;, and not, implies the sense of more than, 
as ~'l:1?"tp. !!t?') :-:im~l".!~ (Y ebam. 63 :), the wife is pun
ished when the husband marries another one besides 
her, more than by rods (thorns). ~~:/'~"~ ~?, it is 
heyond question, needs scarcely to be said, there is 
no doubt about; .,Y.l!!Si? ~;~~"'~ ~? (Keth. 87: a. o. p.) 
signifies : the Mishnah or the Baraitha in speaking 
of A and not of B does not intend to exclude B ; 
it speaks only in the sense of ~;~~.,~ ~?, i.e., it is 
quite unnecessary to mention B, it is sufficient to 
mention A, being clear that its determinations may 
be applied even more properly to B. 

.,~? * (Shabb. 64., 131., Pess. 54., B. K. 25 :). Rashi 
* An affirm. particle, probably, from the Greek vai, as vai 1,1a. 6.i, l<J,11, a. 
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translates this word t'\~~~, yes, certainly, in fact, 
truly. It seems to be a contr. from ~;:, ~?, is that 
not so? is that not true ?* 

,iM? (Bera. 2 :, so also Chald.; Syr. "'i~M?), alone, sep
arately, by itself, corresponding to the Hehr. ,:~\ 
and probably derived from "111?, i.e., making one by 
itself. With suffix .,~?~M?, I by myself ; 1?iM?, thou 
alone by thyself; also connected with ::1, as ':f?iM?~-

. Nf.,?. ( from Nf n.,?., here is not), there is not, it is not 
here, there is no such a thing. 

t'\"I?. (from t'\"I~ N?), it is not. With su:ff. l":!.,%J.,?., l":!t:1.,?., 
!\M~tJ.,'-, fem . .,0;tJ.,?. (Sheb. 14 :). 

~M'9, how is- it? how is the law? is it allowed, or is it 
not? N'9.,r:'.1"7 !\M'9, what is it, thou wouldst say? £.e., 
that it should not be said; in order that it could not 
be said. This expression, being comp. from M'9 and 
N~n, belongs to the Rabb. Hebr., and was introduced 
into the Talm. dialect . 

.,,;i**, Lat. num., Germ. etwa. ::l"1?")9 .,"? (Shabh. 93.), 
is there written ? ,~~ . .,'r.;l, did he then say ? This 
adverb is found inse1·ted between Nf.,~ N?,t is there 
not? E.g., ,~~1 r:;p~'r.l Nf.,~ .,~ N? (Shabb. 68 :), the 
same as in Lat. "nonne est? " 

.,,.,-o (for C:!'r.l, Syr. c:1~, Chald. C~:!'r.l), some thing, Lat. 
aliquid, quid. Preceded by a negative it denotes, 
nothing. .,:i.,'r.l irry ~? (Sanhed. 94.), they saw noth-

derivation apparently lesa exceptional than the definition by Aruch, who 
holds thiR word to be a compound from the Hehr. I:(:, and the Greek vii, son! 

* This etymology is by Rabbi David Vita Tedesco: A. 
** Au interrog. particle used where a negative answer is expected: and has 

no corresponding term in English. ~,::i may adequately he translated by the 
Ger. etwa? and the L. '' num," as in num barbarorum Romulus rex fuit? 
Cic. Rep. 1. 87. 

t And is used as an indirect interrog. ; if not ? whether not? 
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ing.-":!"'l:;I lit?\ nothing at all, not the least, as i'.,~'19.,~ 
.,:!~'-=! 11t'?1 r:r.,'?. "1~l!S lit?! (Shabb. 95 :, Temura 34.), he 
was silent and said nothing to him ; .,:i.,-q 11t'n lit:'19i2 lit?, 
there is not the least difficulty ; lit~~ lit~~~ lit~., .,!I.,~ * 
(Pessa. 17. ), is there anything (else) as a reason for 
thy statement-if it be not. .,:!.,~ is also used as a 
substitute for its synonymous, the Rabb. C1,:p, L. 
ecquid ? to express astonishment, as c.,~;-, C"l1%l~~ .,!I.,~ 
? 1:-i~-.; tt?.,"'.1 .,~~ (Keth. 105)., what? are fools and 
rascals to be judges ! 

.,.,~~ **, how? what ! -1ito:i:ir:r7 r:l'l:;;;;1 ,:;,=:, 11t:,=t~ 11t1:i~ .,.,1~ 
11t,:i lit:,=),~ (Gittin- 55 :), how! this man is also 
the enemy of this man ! i.e., thou art also mine 
enemy. See Bera. 9:; 10., 33.; Pess. 23:; Megill. 
2. ; Chagg. 4., 9., 11., 12 :. Originally comp. from 
,.,,~ 'llit~, what is that ? how is this? 

.,lit'$~ t (Chull. 11.), wherefrom? out of what? (and is 
used as an indirect interrog., if not? whether not?) 
is this demonstr1;1,ted? 

11t).,'l:l"O, by itself, from itself; possibly derived from 
:,~.,~~, from the thing, i:.e., in consequence of the 
thing itself, ex re. t 
* S. Rashi to th, s. 
** Probably from -.-,:,i (s. above) with the causal '1::1, and is to be read .,.,:l/'1::1, 

as it is, in an emotional sense, expressing astonishment, since, seeing that, 
wherea~. Sometimes in an ironical sense ; since, in fact, inasmuch as, corre
sponding to the L. quippe, quonfam, and the Roman author's explanation of 
th8 latter : " quoniam significat non solum, id, quod quia, sed etiam, id quod 
postquam" (Fest, p. 261), may fitly be applied to our .,"'l:ll'l::I, The author in 

his view was likely led by the traditional reading of the word .,.,~'1::1, which, 

however, may be a corruption, as is the case with so many other words. 
t Of what premise, antecedent, source? 
:j: This explanation is given by the late Jacob Pardo. A. {See Aruch, art. 

=,~). 
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Nf~ (B. K. 92.), wherefrom ~ (from ~ and 1~, Rabb. 
Hebr. 1"''.'~'l:;l), 1? ~p~ and 1~P't;l, whence to us? 
,vhence is shown to us, that . "'i:':f'l for 
"';:, Ni,:;i in the phrase "'?.'Q .,;ryf,:;i (Shabb. 24: ), whence 
these things? from what origin are these things 
derived? 

N.,i?.,~~ (Berach. 13.) from iw:i?, root, beginning. 
'ltl"''J~ (ib. 6 :) from '!!l"''J, head, beginning, at the begin• 

ning, at first, in times of old, b"eretofore. 
'.:~~, '~:"r.? (Berach. 18:; Sanh. 52.), soon, from the verb 

,~~, to turn around, circulate. 
it followed by 1, during, meanwhile ; "'~1 ,~, while he 

stands (Berach. 2.). Sometimes it denotes before, as 
.,~r:':'1 ,~ (ib. 6.), before they sat down.* 

,.,t, N?"'t, ,.,~~, N?"'~ (Shabb. 29. ), above, on the height, 
over. 

i9i? ( from N?~':li?, s . .,~i? infra prepos. ), 1'-?i?? (Megill. 2.), 
what stands before us, relating to what follows, 
infra.** 

,.,~W (beautiful), well, all right, perfectly; ,~~l? ,.,~~ 
::i~~ (Berach. 2 :), he answered him perfectly . 

.,~, ,.,;;ill:1, it seems all right, there is nothing to say 
against. 

~r:I (from :1-:ir:1; Rabb.Hehr. :i,m), again, anew, moreover, 
yet more. ~n, (Berach. 2. ), moreover, further, be
sides. 

m,~ (ahhrev. from 11,:~, like ,p.,?:i from Cl~??;'), this may 
rest, let it be unshaken, suppose admitting (it in 

• Rashi 'loco citato explains, according to the first meaning, " not before 
they sat down," which is supported also by the nature of the contents. 

"'* ~~1tl, perhaps, used in the Misbnah, and expressing the same as 1:t'1~""!
in the Talmudic dialect. 
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this case, but how in the other~) (Berach. 6.). The 
same as N'9?TI?~-*--M~.,13o"".I, s. § 20. 

1~?:l ( Chald. ii~?:), Hebr. c-a;), there. 1~?:) ..,~, r,.,~ "'tt:i~~ 
"'t:;1 '1')::! (Berach. 63.), where there is no man, there 
be a man. 

NZ;,?:) ( from N'l;'l':1:-, Hebr. %'1)1?:) ), N'l;'t:17, below . . . ";I 'IN~Z:-~, 
underneath. There occurs in Nazir nr,t:i~'Q. 

* ~,:i!,,::,::i relates mostly to the premise, antecedent, cause, while t,~.,r, 

argues more in reference to the consequence. 



CHAPTER IX. 

PREPOSITIONS, 

§ 98. 
The following words are used as prepositions: 

:i~~ ( s. :-:i.,r,,,~ :i~~ under the ad verbs and .,::;;~ infra), 
by virtue, over, for the sake; ::l.,'JP,~., !l~~ (Yebam. 
25. ), by virtue of his worthiness. 

'!ltD~, in regard, respect ; M~l)? ~o~ :iitl ci., "'!~ (Shabb. 
124. ), we prohibit the performance of a certain 
handwork on a feastday only in respect to the Sab
bath, as one may likely be led to perform the same 
also on this day. This word is derived from ~:I! 
!!t?~io, by changing 11t;:P,io, " bunlen," into N?~'O and ,~ 
7,0, into po~, whence ~'O~. * See infra ,~m~. It 
expresses also astonishment, e.g., ,.,~ll:?'7 N;f:t~ 11:t? ~m~ 

!!t?~~l? (B. K. 84.), what! I do not know that I am 
well speaking I 

~'i!l'r.l!!t see ,~o'r.l. - _, -

.,,ri::;,., see .,,~. 
j.,~ (Kethu. 17.) and .,~.,~ (Berach. 8.), between, among; 

with suff. .,N~.,~, m.,~, etc. R. y ochanan said lit;;.,::+ 
( Chagg. 15 : ) instead of 1?~ 

"'l'J, without .... 'l:;l ,~, withal that, except. Hence, 
the adverb .,~'J':~, out-doors (Tam. 27., Nazir. 17 :), 

* This definition is by the worthy Rabbi Abram Lattes.** A. 

** Very farfetched. Why not from the Syr. ,~i.l~~, by contr. likewise· t:;~, 
from I':')\~, etc., and the , apocopated? 
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.,l!t~'Q, from outside, besides (Tam. 29 :). So is said 
also ,:i,r.i. 

T • • 

"It:,~, after ( s. B. Oh. § 122) . 
.,:?.-~ (from :i~, back, the upper part of a body), .,~~? 

(Sanh. 83.), with su:ff . .,N~~?, etc., on, next, near by 
(1ike addosso in lta.). So without 7, e.g., .,,.,::i .,~~ 
(Megill. 11.), near one another, together; ~M;:1;'1%1:' .,t:r?. 
.,N~~ (Bera. 10.), let Isaiah come to me. .,:?,~? signi
fies also, in comparison to: :,~·r.i .,~~? (ib. 33 :), in 
comparison to Moses. 

il ( s. under adv. ), i~~, ~l?, within, il'O, from within, from 
the inside. 

11~, ~?;~ ( color, appearance,) rb~, in the appearance, 
way, manner, kind of, for example. 
(Chagg. 15 :), in this way, manner. 

N;'Q~, (resemblance) . . . . 1 N;'-?o:i, (Chagg. 2.), like, 
likewise, example . 

.,,~ ( union, joining, perhaps from '1M), used only with 
the prefix particles :i, ,, e.g., ~:n; .,P.? ~;~:, .,.,l".l~ (B. 
K. 92.), "the cabbage in company with the thorn 
shares its punishment." !j? :i,;i';i ~~~l".l':17 .,~=t,~ .,'J::)~ 
(Bera.10.), "What hast thou to do with that, which 
belongs to God's mysteries?" With su:ff . .,~1~~ 
(Chagg. 4 :), or.,.,.,., .,,~~ (Keth. 103 :), "with me," 
';J'.;t~, etc.; N"9~!l .,1:".l? N't;I'-? .,~ (Yebam. 49 :), "when 
she reached the mouth, she reached that which be
longs to the mouth." .,,~~? (She b. 6.) ; ... 1 .,,::i~, 
meanwhile, during; .,r:'.1~) ,.,r~i?".I .,'j~~ (Keth. 105 :), 
while he went and came. 

ri,~, like, with suff. .,Nt:1"1;;, etc.- It consisb~ of the 
prefix particle :p with the plural termination of ~ * 

_* Sing. fem. noun, according to I. Fuerst the ~ similitudinis is originally 
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(ri,~7~), the same as the Chald. r'l1?, being the prefix 
particle ? with the same plur. termination . 

.,~ (Berach. 6.), like ,,~':1~ ,~ (Sanh. 94. ), like our 
land, country. 

,~'?~ (from .,~~? with the ~ prosthetic), toward, to, in 
relation to. N'I;? .,~?~, s. § 56.* 

'C~ti\ according to; corresponding ~o the Hebr.".,11? (B. 
M. 96:). 

!:i~t::l~ (burden, from ;Q;, to lift up, to remove). !:i~-c~~ 
(:i~m"Q !:i~), by motive of .. because of .. f:l.,~7,m~~ 
(Keth. 67 :), because of him, on his, her, its account. 
Without suff. and apocopated, ~m~~ as ':f";l.,1 ,!~T ~t::l'$~ 

(Berach. 56.), on account of thy money; .,~l".!? ~m~~ ** 
(Pess. 31.; 32., Neda. 29; Nazir 25. and 29.) and 
.,~l".! ~t::l'Q~ (Tam. 32.), on account of this, for that rea
son. This prepos. is similar to ~m~ ( s. above), which 
originally denotes burden, compulsion, cause, motive, 
because. 

'C~'ltl~ (from 'C~'it', name), in the name of ,~~~ .,~'1 o,m~ 
(Berach. 5 :), in the name of R. Shemon. Oftener 

of -.~, and, as the nouns of the sing. fem. in -...., have also their plur. in r,' 
like those in ~- the declension of M'l::0 corresponds to the former and not to 

T • 

the latter termination (s. Bib. Ch. Gr. \i 29), the same may be said of r,~~-

• L. quorsum ? = quoversus? to what end, as in " quorsum igitur heac dis• 

puto" (Auct. or. at Qu's). Aruch, in quoting from Pess. 5, reads :i•!>::-t, tail, 

instead of ::,t-.s!,, which, however, is contrary to the text in the ed. before me. 

** 'lo:!!:, ior.i::-t and !,ior.i 11eem to be derived from the Syr. !,;or.i::-t, partly by 

po~ ope and partly by contr., and all in the sense of the verb 1;,q'., to lift up, 

to carry, involving the relation of the consequence to the cause as carrying 

the former ; hence, because, on account, etc. So also as a. relat. conjunction, 

like the Hebr. ~, as in the Syr. in :i;;~ ~::,, :it;; !ltet! for r, :::iio -.:;i- {Ps. 

100. 5.) 
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in the sense 0£ on the ground, basis, under designa
tion of, . . for the reason of . . Hence its use (by 
the Mishnah-Rabbis) to express title, basis.* 

'!I!, ~?.,.?., upon, over, with the suff. .,~,'.l?.,.;1 (Neda. 65. ), 
~,,a.,~ (Bera. 9.), t:i.,'.l?.,~ (B. K. 117.), '=ll1;'1:J?.,.?. (Berach. 
10) with the addition of a ,, as in ,.,,';':i~ (B. Oh. 
§ 30) . 

.,'qi? ( for .,'Q.,P,) before, in presence, ~;'Qt; .,'Qi? (Berach. 
3 :), before God, with God; 1;r,i., .,~'J1 r.ri"Qj? (ib. 5.), 
in the presence of R. Y.-'l'Qp.~, corresponding to the 
Hehr . .,1~~, before, because. In the last sense used 
also by the Samar. as j;.,~9 .,'Qi?~ ( Carmina Samari
tana, p. 35), because of our enemies; incol'l'ectly 
translated by Gesenius (ib. p. 89), "surgentibus 
osoribus nostris," as if from the verb ti:1p, to rise . 

.,r:,ir:i, .,r:,iM?;I, under ( Chull. 105 : ). 

* trn::,::i may properly be derived from the Hebr. t::i~1', to appreciate, esti• 

mate the value of anything, Ec:il. 3. 17, and often in the Talmud as j"pl•~M 

j"r.l:!J, hence n~rir.i ciw,:i, in sense of, as a gift, considered, estimated as a 

gift. 



CHAPTER X. 

CON JUNCTIONS. 

§ 99. 

The following words are used as conjunctions: 
'i~ (Hehr. and Chald.), or, as ,~~~ iN ,~:i (B. B. 13~), 

draw thou, or I shall draw, i.e., either take thou the 
half price of our common property, or I shall ; 
Nt;1~"'l;l '1~";~"?;1 "~=?,~ N~~ illt ~t;~"'l;l "N~"'l;l it!:¾ j~~~ '1N 

(B. K. 59 :), "either you will ask a question from 
me, or I shall ask one from you." 'i~ i~, L. aut-aut, 
either-or, .,~~i? i~ ~llt, i.e., the Mishnah does not re
quest both the things mentioned, only, either the 
one, or the other ; N'9~"1 iN (San h. 7 l : ) , or perhaps~ 

.,~ (from the Chald. j"~, corresponding to the Hebr. 
c~), when. ~~;:, .,~ (Shahb. 25.), if it be so, as it now 
is, whereas, if so ... then; ~'9"r::t .,~ or llt,;"t::i"~ (Bera. 
5.), when, if thou wilt say, if one should say, or 
also* ~'9"?."~ (ih. 5 :), if we would say, if suppos· 
ing. N"Q"llt n"t:I .,~ or llt'9"~ n.,~.,~ (Chull. 10 :), 
when thou wilt I shall say, I can say, or so. The1·e 
occurs N'9"r:i n.,~~.,~ ( four times) in Nazir 32., and 
( two times) in She bu. 16., which justifies the ques
tion, if ~'9"~ be not in the irnper. so as to render 
~'9"1lt n.,:,;.,~, if thou lvilt, then, say ! .,,;??"~ (Sanh. 
9-1. ), or also. The conjunc. .,~ is often omitted like
wise in the Script. c~. See infra :,cry . 

.,'J.,;~ (from "1; ~~), by, because, concerning, as being, 

* In an interrogative as also affirm. sense. 
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o;,-:,.,~ ,-q~r-, .,1.,~~ (B. B. 14 :), because, or, in consid
eration of it (the book) being small, it would easily 
ha Ye been lost; N?t;i1 .,,.,.,?it, having said { the one 
thing, he says also the other). It stands also as a 
prepos., e.g., t'l'f;ll'j~ .,,.,.,~ (Nazir 2.), as much as .,'j~ ,~ 

i1~l""l::l. 
r ••;. 

N?~ (a Rabbin., Syr., Arab., and Greek word, possibly 
from,.,~, if, and~?, not), if not, only, but; expressing 
in the Talmud the sense of, hence, consequently, after 
having entirely rejected an antecedent proposition, 
and means "this opinion being rejected, consequently 
the other one, the following, must be admitted. 1 ' 

The following passage may be quoted as an instance 
for both interpretations: !iti?i.,~ N??~ ,~~1 1N~~ ~ry";ry 
? 'i~"~? ?itf.,~ .,?it~ N?i~"9 ?iti?n ?it~~~ 'i~~! 11it~? ?it?~ ?il:9?i? 
i:,, .,~r";.,~? .,~ !!ti?1 .,!.,;~ ?it?~ (Sanh. 3. ), "this may be 
admissible on the ground held by the one, who says, 
that the payment of half damage is to be considered 
as a penalty ; but, on the ground held hy the other, who 
says that the same is to be considered as a restitution 
of property, what is there that may be said against i 
consequently (hence) ( the preposition preredently 
assumed must be rejected, and it must he admitted 
that,) as it is intended by the Mishnah to show, etc. 

l:!t'f;l?~ (Brach. 3 :), hence, accordingly, consequently. 
In some few passages it is expressing astonishment, 
as 1;r;, N"9?~ (Shebu. 11.), and yet, it is said in the 
Mishnah ! !!I:; N'9'~ (Shebu. 13., 13 :), why not? In 
these cases l:!t'f;l?~ is synonymous with i1~?, why? (Rashi 
Berach. 11.), and according to Jos. Karo compound 
from M~ ':?, which occurs as such in Tahu. Yeru
Bhalmi, ?it;tt:' M'9 'l:'.1-
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~?'9~~ or .,~?~ (a Rabbin. Hebr. ,vord, corresponding 
to the Hebr. Ill:?.,,), if it be not, if not. !il:'9~ll'7'IJ !il:N?~ 
"'1'9~i? .,Iii:~ ~;:ir:i:, Iii:? 111:-:ip .,~;:i1 (Megill. 3., Sanhed. 94 :), 
if it be not for the interpretation of this verse, we 
would not know what it means. Sometimes it signi
fies simply if, as '!IM?.~ l"'l;)!~i '~\'.,~ l"'lmt:!'?. :-=i~,1~ ~?.~?~ 
~'9?~? (Keth. 33 :), if they had castigated Chananyah, 
Mishael, and Asaryah, they would have worshipped 
the image. Rabbenu Ta.m's opinion in regard to the 
different spelling of this word, viz., that wit(-1 Iii: it 
means, if it be not, and with Yod simply, if, is objec
tionable. For, as the original, the Bihl. 111:'?.1:i being used 
for both significations without varying in orthog
rnphy, its Rabb. derivative must also express both 
significations without Tegard to its different spellings. 
And, indeed, both .,,r.i,~ as well as ~,r.i,~ are found 
used for either of the two different meanings. 

'=1':i~~~ (a Rabb. word comp. from t]~, also, arnl '=1~~, 

when, etiamsi), also when, even if; TQ !il:t:'l'!lll~; 'll:l.,'J ~,.,:i;i~ 
:"=!.,?. .,~v,ir.i 111::'~'ll?, "even the surveyor of the fountains is 
appointed from Heaven." .,~~ ':!,.,;:,~,, even so, yet, 
nmTertheless; !il:"9.,ri ':l':i.,;:,~,, even if thou sayst, i.e., the 
statement may be maintained even at the supposition 
that .... 

"? :J~ ,~ ;:i~ (B~rach. 7 :), although, even when. 

N:';1 (ih. 3 :), as, because.* 

~~?.,"''.I, that not (s. B. Chald. § 123). 

Nry, thus; 111:::,.,~ .,~ Nry (B. M. 86 :), thus, if it be ... 
After this 111:l"'I, .,~ is mostly omitted; ~t:1.,~ !il:t:' (ibid.) ; 

* This word is composed from the conjunct. partic. ; of ~j, and the 

demonstr. pron. i:ti"I, and may be rendered by, that that. 
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.,:;:,::i ,~? ~::i, thus, if it is, or be not so. So also in 
the Mishnah, n~i, m:, Nry (B. M. 83.) for m~ c~ ~n 

';f~?.,l".i (perhaps from ~:,,behold! (§ 97) and ':f~?, Rab
bin. for that), therefore, accordingly. 

11\? ( a Hebraism of a later period) . . . . ";I 11.,~, as 
soon as, after. 

""I~?~? ( from itJ~ ,~, similar to the Ger. " auf der 
Stelle," aml the Fr. "sur le champ") [and the Engl 
"upon the spot "], immediately, forthwith. 

'b'r,l, in case, since, supposing that . . . i"g~ .,~::J. .,~! i~~ 
.,t:1.,:::1 ,.,r-g (Kerath. 12. ), "in case he would, he could 
say: I ha\'e done it on consideration." It corresp. 
to the Rabbin. ';fi..i~, as ~:I being the Chald. of the 
Hehr. :rir-1.* 

Nry.,l:;l (Berach. 10.), M~..,l:;l (Pessa. 9 :), ~.,.,~ (Yebam. 63.), 
yet, however, nevertheless. 

'?fl:;l (Beracb. 25 :), from all that (that was said), fol
lows. It is a Rabb. Hebraism. 

• . ';I .,'r,;lp,l:;l ( s. "l"gj? under the prepos.), before that (he 
said, etc.) . 

.,'r,;1? (Berach. 4 :), also, even; .,'r,;1? ..,:;:,I':! or .,~? .,:;,l".l ,.,~ 
(Chagg. 11.), yes, so also it is; .,i?.? ~~~ (Berach. 
8 :), here also, i.e., even s-o in our case. It often is 
preceded by the word C'i~, e.g., .,~? N::J..,:;:,v; ;:i~ (Berach. 
-1 :), from the last instance is to be seen that ol'igin
ally ~, had not the meaning of, also, but that it was 
a verb, which afterwards became a peculiar ex
pression for, also, really, indeed. Supposed this to 
be so, .,"g~ may be a defrrntive, according to D. Tedesco, 

* S. t. s. under prepos. 
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from lit'l;I~,* "we will say," or, according to M. Ehren
reich, from 1"~"~, "we would believe," or, lastly, ac
cording to my suggestion, from ,~;~, " we could 
swear on that." 

* Already in Aruch. 



CHAPTER XI. 

INTERJEOTIONI. 

§ 100. 
The following words are used as interjections: 

.,~.,r:,~':\ .,~:;i?, ,z:i,;"J~N (Erub. 17.), by the Law, prophets 
and Hagiographa ! a manner of swearing. 

':\:i.,~, alas! behold! 0 ! an interjection of a wide use. 
Nnl:ti NM ':\:i? .,":,~~ N? .,:;i~i%t ~:i.,~ (Shabb. 152 :, Y ebam. 
46., B. M. 73 :) , Lo! if I had been dead I could not 
have told you this thing; "'r:t"l".ll".!~ N9'71; N-:11".! .,? 1;'1); ,:i.,~ 

(Yebamoth 65 :), look, thou wouldst have borne 
unto me yet another pair of children.* N?;l~lj ':\:i.,~ 

"'':'=?,? 1'=1r-'i?f9 .,~~~ N? (Bera. 25 :), now see! had I not 
come, you would have brought my son into danger; 
~? .,':'~~'J 'll:ol:?l;'Vr~ Nt;t,;,::i ':\:i.,~ (Bezah 4 :), now! I had 
been amiss, and would have told you; N~'lrt;:i ':\:i.,~ 

~z:i~~:;i .,i:.i:;:i~ ,~~~'1 (Cbagg. 5 :), Oh! thou wouldst 
have deprived me of this benediction! N~V;ll'J '=1:i,~ 

t;i~~ .,~~? N'':\0"'~ ':\l"'I? ':\ti.,~ (Cbull. 95 :), Now see! you 
would have fed my daughter's sons with prohibited 
food ! .,a? "'I~~ ~?i "'? .,;rt, 1l:ol:~':f ::-r,~':\El'lt '~? l!t~~i ':\:i.,~ 

~t:1?~ i:.i::, (Sanh. 107.), 0 ! that there were a bridle 
put in the mouth of mine enemy (i.e., pr. euphem
ism, in iuy mouth), so that he could not have uttered 
a word such as that!"** 

• In sense bf wishing; so also ~"w-, t. t. s. 

** The author here continues in deriving i:ri:t from ,i:i::-t, to eat. I think this 
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,~,,;,~1 Nry?~, God Israel's ! by God! Instead of this 
R. Yochanan used to say somewhat quaintly, ::i?~?. 
'~?V?:1 (Yumah 84-:; Abo. zar. 28.). 

"l'l;lii1 Ml?~ (Pess. 87 :), expressing a manner of sw~aring 
put in the mouth of a Roman; probably from the 
Hehr. word t)~ (Prov. 9. 3. ), an elevated place, as it 
is also found in a discussion held entirely in the 
Hebr. language (Men. 44:.), .,~;, ,~ l'=ll?~- It may 
possibly signify " by Rome's most exalted temple ! " 
viz., that of Jupiter Optimus Maximus, ereeted on the 
Capitol. Other doubtful suggestions I have refuted 
in my notes to j"':;i?:?,~,;, M!:$?~i'J, Vienna 1859. 

C"':":i1:i~ry, by God! (Kiddu. 44:, Nazir 42 :, Sanhed. 72., 
Chull. 54.). 

N.,;lJ, go on ! forwards! (Gittin 34., Shabb. 119.). Is 
used also as an adverb designating, quickly, ~astily 
(B. K. 84.) . 

.,,'.!, Alas ! an exclamation of pain or dread ; Greek, 
oval; L. vae. 1;"'?J"'~~? 1? .,,'.! (Berach. 31.), 'Noe unto 
us, that we must die ! 

or,, far be it! ahsit ! "'? er, (Arach. 16 :), far from me! 
;.i-.?. er, ( Kidd. 44 :), corresponding to the Hebr. 
M?"'?!J ( s. Hehr. Gr. § 1144 ). . 

N):J,j N0; (Moed Katan. 5.), let it be the will of God! 
please to God ! 

"l;l'j? (Chagg. 16., Chull. 16.), to life! your health! 
good luck ! a la bonne Iieure ! . 

.,:;i.,j "l".)'9 (Zeba. 43., Chull. 90 :), Lord of this ! Rashi 
interprets: Oh, thou creator of this statement! I 
think it to express : Lord of the world ! and "':;i"':t, 

definition to be a mere whim of the author, and to repeat it here would as 
well imply the suggestion of having mistaken it for a philol. truth. 
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"this," to relate to the earth,-an exclamation ac· 
companied by the gesture of treading on the floor 
where the excited speaker was standing. 

C::1'J=?-~1 :-:i-.j'9 (Shabb. 22., Keth. 2.), Lord Abraham's! 
Great God! 

M?·:i :-:r~}';l (Nedar 22 :), Lord of the universe! 
M~r.i, Moses ! by Moses ! I;l'J'l.?~i? .,.,~~ Mi;,~, by Moses . 

thou hast well spoken ! * 
.,l".I? (Kethu. 103 :), let it be so, though it be so. 

Originally the future of the verb ~,::) with ~, accord
ing to the Syriac ~'.)::!?,, let it be.** 

N~?"G1 ~~I?, by the king's crown! t an expression for 
swearmg. 

• There is found no swearing by a mortal name, whether in the Talmud or 
in any other Hebrew book. Rashi, therefore, interprets this ;,i:;,:i as a com
plimentary expression of deference to the authority which is to be interro
gated : so in the abo_ve instance, Thou, a second Moses, hast thou well 
spoken? 

** This explanation belongs also to the above-mentionedR. Aebr. Lattes. A. 
t ~o:, is undoubtedly the L. toga, the garment worn by the Romans, and 

~::~,:i, ~ .. n designs the toga prretexta worn by high officers. 


